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Abstract
With machine learning and especially deep learning rising to prevalence in many domains
such as computer vision and natural language processing, machine learning methods are
also increasingly investigated for computer networks. This work shows that while machine learning has great potential in some areas of computer networking, the challenges
are very diﬀerent than those found in other domains for which learning methods such
as deep learning are commonly adopted.
Speciﬁcally, I show that particularities of machine learning for networking are:
• the need that a machine learning solution interacts well with existing deployed
technology such as other network protocols and legacy solutions.
• the diﬀerent nature and smaller quantity of features compared to, for example,
computer vision.
• the common occurrence of attacks since many networks are open to the outside
world.
• the requirement of fast processing.
These characteristics are elaborated on by developing and analyzing machine learning
approaches for
• Congestion control: I use reinforcement learning to learn a competitive congestion
control policy and develop a mechanism which can improve fairness between diﬀerent
ﬂows in the Internet.
• Active queue management: I use reinforcement learning and also classic approaches to develop queue managers which inspect traﬃc and smartly choose the
optimal buﬀer size for a particular ﬂow.
• Intrusion detection: I develop methods to quantify adversarial threats and mitigate
them and a method which lowers resource consumption by learning to focus more on
network traﬃc which seems interesting.
Overall, I show that machine learning solutions oﬀer promising performance improvements over static human-developed solutions when the above particularities are considered.
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Introduction
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CHAPTER

Motivation
In the 2010s there was a resurgence of neural network based machine learning under
the name of deep learning [Dechter, 1986, Deng and Yu, 2014]. In several application
domains, such as computer vision and natural language processing, signiﬁcant advancements of the state of the art could be made using neural networks of increasing complexity. The commonality of the domains, in which deep learning has been successful,
is that there are a lot of data and that data have an underlying structure that is not
obvious and has to be learned by the neural network: For example in images, in which
the neural network has to distinguish apples from pears, the neural network has to learn
high-level features, such as that apples can be red but pears cannot, which are necessary
for correct classiﬁcation. Networking data has some common characteristics compared to
other domains in which deep learning is used: There is a large amount of data (network
packets) and there can be complex underlying information which has to be extracted by
constructing high-level features from it. For example, the sizes of the ﬁrst three packets
in a network connection could reveal an underlying pattern, which indicates whether a
ﬂow is malicious or not.
While deep learning has been rigorously investigated in the aforementioned application
domains, deep learning for networking has seen less interest [Wang et al., 2018]. It
follows that there is signiﬁcant potential in researching recent advances in deep learning
and applying them to networking.
One ﬁeld of networking, in which machine learning has been a well known technique for
several decades, is cyber security. Past research in cyber security mostly focused on high
accuracy in classifying attacks. Besides that it was discovered that deep learning introduces new potential vulnerabilities because of the high complexity and low transparency
of its workings. Recent works in deep learning research made signiﬁcant advances regarding the state of security in machine learning, especially regarding adversarial machine
learning. However, this research has mostly focused on computer vision. Thus there is
potential for investigating these new advances in machine learning security in the context
2
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of cyber security and network anomaly detection since they are especially sensitive and
vulnerable regarding adversarial attacks.
reinforcement learning, which deals with learning based on rewards, has seen a resurgence in recent years by combining it with deep learning [Mnih et al., 2013]. The focus
of previous research has been mostly board games or video games, for which new techniques could achieve impressive improvements regarding their success. Since many tasks
in networking such as congestion control or queue management can be considered as
reinforcement learning problems (for example, the reward being high throughput or low
delay) it is a technique that has the potential to improve networking.
Thus, there seem to be several promising ways in which machine learning in general and
especially new directions like deep learning can be used to improve networking, in areas
ranging from security to congestion control if certain constraints are considered: For
example, high processing speed and low power consumption are vital when proposing
machine learning solutions for networking. In my opinion, an important reason why this
task hasn’t been undertaken yet is that most machine learning researchers are not experts
in networking and thus focus on applications domains which they are more familiar with.
Besides that, developing machine learning solutions for networking requires knowledge
not only in machine learning and networking but also in low-level development close to
the hardware because networking is inherently low-level. Combining domain knowledge
of networking and deep learning while also considering low-level programming is thus a
rewarding direction to take.

3
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Goals
The goals of this thesis are the following:
1. Identifying subﬁelds of networking in which machine learning based solutions
have the highest potential for improving networking by using machine learning.
It is necessary to ﬁrst identify subﬁelds since some subdomains of networking are
more suited for machine learning than others. For example, it would be currently
impossible to apply a machine learning solution to every packet at a backbone
link with 100 Gbit/s simply because the computational power required for that is
currently too high.
2. Leveraging advances in machine learning that occurred in other ﬁelds.
For example, in computer vision new techniques for adversarial attacks were recently discovered and not all of these advances have been applied to the ﬁeld of
networking yet. Thus, adapting existing successful techniques to networking is a
straightforward way to improve the state of the art.
3. Implementing and evaluating several machine learning based approaches for
networking and showing that they can indeed improve networking considering common metrics in the respective subﬁeld.
Common metrics are, for example, accuracy of detecting attacks and in the context
of cyber security or high throughput and low delay in the context of congestion
control and queue management.
If existing metrics are lacking in a subﬁeld, I try to ﬁnd new ones.
4. Investigating the robustness of selected solutions in adversarial environments as
well as ﬁnding ways to eliminate adversarial threats altogether.

4
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This includes malicious adversaries who want to perform attacks and evade intrusion detection systems. Also the presence of other network ﬂows, which want to
gain unfair advantage at the cost of other ﬂows, by sending too much data could
be called adversarial in a wider sense even if usually the reason is not malicious
intent: When designing congestion control algorithms, it is diﬃcult to consider
interactions with other ﬂows which use diﬀerent congestion control algorithms and
as a result one congestion control might be overly aggressive and thus somewhat
adversarial when seen from the point of view of the ﬂow with the weaker congestion control. Thus, also scenarios in which adversarial attacks do not seem obvious
must be carefully investigated to keep the attack surface small.
5. Identifying commonalities and potential hurdles which make the deployment of machine learning based solutions for networking diﬃcult and ﬁnding ways
of removing them.
Identifying commonalities and universal hurdles for machine learning solutions in
networking can make future work more eﬃcient. An example for such a hurdle
would be that too much computational power is required or that machine learning
solutions are too easily fooled by adversaries.
6. Outlining aspects to consider when developing machine learning based solutions in the previously identiﬁed promising subﬁelds based on the identiﬁed hurdles.
Finding these particular aspects, which have to be considered when developing
machine learning solutions for networking, makes sure that future work can develop
new techniques more easily and do not have to “reinvent the wheel”.

5
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Approach
First the overall requirements of applying machine learning to networking are studied.
Then machine learning solutions are developed for selected tasks. After having implemented machine learning based algorithms, conclusions are drawn and commonalities
are investigated, which were not obvious already in advance. In more detail, this is the
approach by which I worked:
1. The subﬁelds of networking which I deem to have the greatest potential for improvement by using machine learning are described and I also state why I chose
them and I outline previous research (fulﬁlling goal 1, see Part II).
2. Machine learning based algorithms are developed for selected tasks in the selected
subﬁelds. If potentially suitable machine learning algorithms have been proposed
in other ﬁelds, they are analyzed with respect to applicability and if they are
suitable they are adapted to the networking task (fulﬁlling goal 2, see Part III,
Part IV).
3. The machine learning based solutions are compared against the non machine learning (human crafted) ones using existing metrics which are common in the speciﬁc
subdomain of networking or against newly proposed metrics in case existing metrics are not suﬃcient (fulﬁlling goal 3, see Part III, Part IV).
4. If the machine learning solution performs well, it is investigated regarding its attack
surface for adversaries if adversarial attacks are considered to be a threat (fulﬁlling
goal 4, see Part III).
5. Commonalities, which the previously developed machine learning algorithms share,
are investigated. Based on the found commonalities, underlying principles of machine learning for networking are described. These commonalities can be require6
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ments or challenges, which aﬀect machine learning solutions for networking in
general (fulﬁlling goal 5, see Part V).
6. The challenges and general observations are outlined and recommendations for
future work are given (fulﬁlling goal 6, Part V).
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Contributions
4.1

List of contributions made in this thesis

In this thesis I make the following contributions:
1. In the subﬁeld of machine learning based anomaly detection (Part III):
a) Eliminating the threat of Backdoors in intrusion detection system (Part III
section 1.1):
i. The evaluation of recently proposed backdoor removal methods for deep
neural networks in the context of intrusion detection systems.
ii. A method that can defend against backdoors in decision trees and random
forests in the context of intrusion detection systems.
b) Quantifying and eliminating the threat of Evasion Attacks in intrusion detection systems (Part III section 1.2):
i. A metric to quantify robustness of intrusion detection systems against
evasion attacks.
ii. The demonstration that adversarial training can reduce the risk of evasion attacks in intrusion detection systems using my previously deﬁned
method to quantify adversarial robustness.
c) Reducing the required computational power by learning to skip unimportant
packets (Part III section 2.1):
i. A method to ﬁlter unimportant packets in the input stream of intrusion
detection systems using deep reinforcement learning to achieve high classiﬁcation accuracy while saving computational power.
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4.2. All related coauthored papers
d) Making ﬂow-based intrusion detection more eﬃcient by writing the machine
learning logic as an eBPF program and directly injecting it into the Linux
kernel (Part III section 2.2).
2. In the subﬁeld of machine learning for data transport (Part IV):
a) machine learning for congestion control (Part IV section 1.1):
i. A congestion control algorithm using deep reinforcement learning which
can achieve higher throughput and lower packet loss when compared to
competing solutions.
b) fair queuing detection to improve congestion control (Part IV section 1.2):
i. A method that enables an endhost to detect fair queuing on a path to
another endhost.
ii. A delay based congestion control algorithm which is used if fair queuing
is detected on a link, which achieves higher throughput and lower delay
than competing solutions.
c) A fair queuing system for Linux which assigns the optimal buﬀer size to each
ﬂow based on the behavior of its congestion control (Part IV section 2.1).
d) A method which learns optimal buﬀering for each ﬂow in a fair queuing system
(Part IV section 2.2):
i. A deep learning based algorithm which ﬁngerprints network ﬂows and
can infer the delay of the underlying connection and a ﬂow’s congestion
control when deployed on switch/router between two end hosts.
ii. A deep learning based method which assigns the optimal queue size for
each ﬂow in a fair queuing system based on the above ﬁngerprinting
method using experience from previous ﬂows.
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CHAPTER

Machine Learning
ML techniques, which let computers learn to do tasks by giving them examples, have continuously become more powerful. They are especially useful for situations in which the
relation between input and output is unknown and cannot easily be derived. Especially
in the last decade, there have been numerous breakthroughs by using ML, for example in
computer vision, with ML algorithms achieving higher accuracy than humans [Ciregan
et al., 2012]. Besides advances in hardware, which enabled using larger ML models and
thus solving more complex problems, also there have been considerable advances in the
techniques themselves: For example, newly invented Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) allow to generate realistic new data, such as generating faces of people that do
not exist [Goodfellow et al., 2014]. Also, discoveries were made regarding the nature of
advanced ML models: Research shows that while contemporary ML models achieve very
high accuracy, tiny, for humans imperceptible changes to the input of models can fool
them and let them take false decisions [Szegedy et al., 2014, Goodfellow et al., 2015],
which seem “stupid” to human observers. Many of these recent advances have not been
intensely investigated in the context for networking.

1.1

Learning approaches

Supervised learning The most classic approach to ML is supervised learning: The
model receives a set of input data and one label for each input datum: For example,
an input datum could be an image of an apple and the label could be “apple”. For
an image of a pear, the label would be “pear”. The model learns from the input data
and the labels and after successfully ﬁnishing training, it can judge correctly whether a
given image depicts an apple or a pear. In the context of networking, for example, a
model would be given network data that are labeled as “good” and network data that
are labeled as “bad”. Then it would learn what features make a particular network ﬂow
good or bad.
13
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Unsupervised learning Unsupervised learning does not use labels during training.
Instead, the model must learn without being told what the data actually are. For
example, an unsupervised model would only get images of apples but no labels and
would get an idea of what apples are. The successfully trained model would then be able
to tell if an image contains an apple or not when shown an image. While this use case
seems contrived, a more natural application of unsupervised learning is the detection of
anomalies, for example in the context of computer networks: The model trains only on
“normal” data and learns to understand what normal behavior is. The trained model
can then distinguish if a given datum is normal or anomalous. This can be applied for
the detection of network attacks because they are anomalous behavior. Besides anomaly
detection, another popular technique for unsupervised learning is clustering: It aims to
separate several distinct groups in the input data, which can be diﬀerentiated. Using
the previous example, when shown images of apples and pears it should ﬁnd one cluster
containing all pear images since they are similar and one cluster containing all apple
images, which are also similar to each other. However, images of apples and pears are
not as similar to each other as one image of an apple is to one another one of an apple
and one of a pear are to another one of a pear.
Semi-supervised learning Semi-supervised learning is an approach that mixes supervised and unsupervised learning. Speciﬁcally this means that some data come with
labels while others do not. This is particularly interesting in research ﬁelds in which
there are a lot of data and labeling the data too cumbersome, which is true for datasets
consisting of large quantities of network packets. The recently introduced concept of
self-supervised learning does semi-supervised learning by letting a Neural Network (NN)
perform auxiliary tasks on unlabeled data [Doersch and Zisserman, 2017]: For example,
for images a popular auxiliary task is to leave out parts of an image and let the NN
predict the missing part. This forces the NN to get an understanding of what images,
which are presented to it, usually contain. The NN that was trained on the auxiliary task
can then be used to initialize an NN for a supervised task with a small portion of available labeled data, which are similar to the data, which were used in the auxiliary task.
Thus, the self-supervised learning is a form of pretraining, which make semi-supervised
learning possible for NNs.
Reinforcement learning Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a technique to learn optimal behavior when interacting with an environment and receiving rewards [Watkins,
1989]. Rewards are often not received immediately but at the end of the task, which is
the reason why it is so challenging. For example, when playing chess, the reward of winning the game is only received at the very end, when the game is actually won. Because
the reward is delayed and received for the whole game, it is not easily possible to know
which moves were actually useful and which were not. Combining RL with NNs has
proven very successful, solving several previously unsolved problems such as winning at
the game of Go [Silver et al., 2018]. Its use for networking has not been investigated a lot
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but it seems rewarding since also networking problems can be described by performing
actions and receiving rewards.
Let’s take the simple example of a child looking for Easter eggs: The participating child
perceives the environment and encodes the state of the environment at a given time t
as the tuple st . In the case of the child, the state st could, for example, be the current
location as well as an internal map of the surroundings. Perceiving the state st at time
t, the child performs an action at , of which it thinks it will maximize its reward, which
is the collection of as many Easter eggs as possible. In this case, the action at would be
a vector indicating the direction in which to move. For example, the child would walk
towards a tree because from experience it knows that Easter eggs are commonly hidden
on branches of trees. Walking towards the tree would in itself not result in a reward rt .
The reward only materializes when the actual egg hidden on the tree is found. Thus,
the reward would be 0 at every time step except for the time step in which the egg is
found. When the reward is found, the reward could be encoded as 1. A problem with
the current abstraction is that when the child stands far away from the tree, any action
it can take results in reward rt = 0 because it needs several time steps until it reaches
the tree. Thus, when just considering the immediate reward, the child would have no
incentive to move at all. This implies that an abstraction has to be found which also
considers the reward, which an action at might cause in the future: The long term reward
Rt should consider the reward that is received right now as well as the reward than can
be expected to be earned in the future. Formally, with γ being a number between 0
and 1, which speciﬁes how much weight should be given to long term reward as opposed
to immediate gratiﬁcation, the recursive formula Rt = γrt + (1 − γ)Rt+1 speciﬁes this
long term reward. It is an exponentially moving average of the future reward. If γ is
close 0, then only the long term reward is considered and if γ is set close to 1, then
only the immediate reward is considered. One nice property of the formulation of Rt is
that it does consider consider rewards that occur in the future but if a reward can be
obtained earlier then Rt is higher and thus there is a motivation to receive the reward
early. Coming back to the example of the child seeking Easter eggs, the child would
walk towards the tree because this would result in a reward and thus also the long term
reward is high. But if the child did not go to the tree straight but instead walk around
aimlessly its long term reward at a certain time step would be lower because it would
need more time until the Easter egg is found and the reward is received. The current
formulation still suﬀers from the problem that it doesn’t specify how the child starts
looking for Easter eggs if it never has done so before. It wouldn’t know that trees are
typical places for Easter eggs to be found. Thus, RL also must consider exploration for
scenarios in which there is not so much prior experience. A simple way to encourage
exploration is to always add a small random portion to the actions at so that not always
the same action is taken but new possibilities can be explored.
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1.2

Tree-based methods

Figure 1.1: A decision tree trained on the popular Iris dataset [Anderson, 1936]. Illustration from [Dvd8719, 2020]
Decision trees are a popular ML method. They take a sample, which is a vector, as the
input and then use several consecutive binary branches to reach a ﬁnal decision about
the input vector [James et al., 2013]. The output can be a class label or a numeric value.
They can thus be used for classiﬁcation and regression. An example of a decision tree,
which classiﬁes diﬀerent species of ﬂowers, is shown in Figure 1.1.
While decision trees are easy to understand, they do not always achieve excellent classiﬁcation performance. A simple extension, which achieves higher accuracy, is the random
forest, which consists of a large number of decision trees. The trick is to introduce some
randomness into the training of each of the constituent trees. While this randomness
makes each individual tree less accurate, they become more accurate when they decide
as an ensemble because the randomness makes them more robust to noise.
Decision trees and forests are known to be especially suited for classifying tabular data
and achieve excellent results. This makes them suited for network data to some extent:
Network data can be summarized, for example specifying features such as the duration
of a communication ﬂow, its source port, destination port etc., which are tabular data.
Tree-based methods enjoy great popularity for networking data [Iglesias et al., 2020].
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Decision trees are generally not suited for other types of data such as images [Yang et al.,
2018]. Furthermore, they cannot trivially be extended to work with sequences of data,
which is somewhat a drawback since network data naturally are a sequence of data.

1.3

Deep learning

The term Deep Learning (DL) represents the state of the art in Neural Network (NN)
based ML techniques. I consider it to be useful to be applied in the ﬁeld of networking
since it represents the “cutting edge” of research and hasn’t been applied to networking
so extensively yet. I mostly focus here on the methods, which I used in my research, and
also present some other methods which are necessary to understand the context of this
work.

Figure 1.2: A schematic depiction of a classic neural network [Hjorth-Jensen, 2020]
NNs NNs are an ML method that is inspired by biological neurons. They receive
an input vector, pass it through several layers of interconnected neurons and output
another vector (see Figure 1.2). They allow learning complex functions between the
input and the output. The foundations for basic NNs have been laid in the previous
century [Linnainmaa, 1970]. They have proven successful for a variety of applications
ranging from geology [Ermini et al., 2005, Govindaraju, 2000] to cyber security [Nix
and Zhang, 2017]. Thus, I put the focus on investigating their use in networking. An
inherent drawback is, however, that a large NN with many layers of neurons and many
neurons in each layer is hard to comprehend and thus it is not always transparent how a
NN reaches a decision and which features were relevant in the decision [Gunning, 2017].
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) An extension to the concept of NNs
are CNNs, which process multidimensional input tensors such as images or sequences
of network packets and can recognize complex patterns in them. While they have been
proposed in the previous century as well [Fukushima, 1979, LeCun et al., 1989], they have
recently seen a resurgence in interest: In the early 2010s CNNs, which were implemented
on GPUs instead of CPUs, achieved superior speed and accuracy for computer vision
tasks, exceeding the detection accuracy of humans for the ﬁrst time [Ciresan et al., 2011,
Cirean et al., 2011, Ciregan et al., 2012]. This caused strongly increased interest in NNs,
which were now known as DL.
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CNNs are generally suited for network packets since they can process sequences, however,
a disadvantage is that they have to process a ﬁxed number of packets, like 100, and can
only make a decision after processing this number of packets and not before. If, for
example, the second of the 100 packets is an attack, the CNN would still need to process
the next 98 packets until taking the decision that an attack occurred.
RNNs RNNs are NNs to process sequences like sentences of natural languange, which
are sequences of words, or network data, which are sequences of packets. While early
RNNs were proposed in the 1980s [Hopﬁeld, 1982], they only gained widespread popularity when a speciﬁc type of RNN called LSTM was proposed in the 1990s [Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997]. They have recently enjoyed a surge in real world use mostly
for natural language processing for example in Apple’s iPhone for typing suggestions
[Apple Inc., 2018].
RNNs are very suitable for network data since they are sequences and thus in this thesis
their applicability to several networking problems is investigated.

1.4

AML

AML is the concept of adversaries attacking an ML system and manipulating its decisions
[Huang et al., 2011]. There are three general types of attacks:
• Evasion attacks: An attacker aims to change the decisions of a trained ML
model by subtly changing the input data [Biggio et al., 2013]. For example, in
cyber security, attackers would adapt their behavior to circumvent spam ﬁlters or
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs).
• Poisoning attacks: An attacker changes the training data, which are used for
training an ML model, so that the model changes its behavior in a way the attacker
desires [Biggio et al., 2012]. For example, spammers would like to put spam emails
in the training dataset and label them as “not spam”. Then the trained model
would wrongly classify spam as “not spam”.
• Model stealing: An attacker wants to “steal” a proprietary model [Tramèr et al.,
2016]. For example, a sophisticated model could be hosted in the cloud and the
attacker pays for every use. Of course, it would be beneﬁcial for the attacker to
not pay a fee for every use but instead deduct the behavior of the complete model
and steal it.
Adversarial attacks are also a signiﬁcant threat for security solutions for networking and
have not been investigated a lot, which is why I study them in the context of networking.
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Machine learning for networking
While applying ML to networking has seen less popularity than applying it to other
ﬁelds such as natural language processing or computer vision, there have consistently
been attempts to use ML for networking. However, the use of ML is currently almost
exclusively reserved to research and to my knowledge there are few actually deployed ML
solutions for networking compared to other ﬁelds. ML solutions have been developed for
numerous ﬁelds of networking such as traﬃc prediction, traﬃc classiﬁcation, resource
management, network adaptation and intrusion detection [Wang et al., 2018, Boutaba
et al., 2018].
Regarding DL, in general CNNs and RNNs are promising variants of NNs since they
process sequences of data, an abstraction that naturally represents network packets
[Lipton et al., 2015].
For this thesis, I pick the following three subﬁelds of networking and investigate opportunities for ML solutions and describe why I chose these subﬁelds.

2.1

Machine learning for network intrusion detection
systems

One of the oldest ﬁelds of ML for networking are IDSs. Nearly every ML method has been
applied to IDSs [Buczak and Guven, 2015]. This seems to imply that IDSs are not a very
attractive ﬁeld for future ML research since all aspects have been already addressed and
there is no room for further improvements. However, several new advances, for example
in DL in general or in adversarial machine learning speciﬁcally (see section 1.3, paragraph
AML) [Szegedy et al., 2014, Goodfellow et al., 2015] have not been investigated in the
context of IDSs yet and thus there is opportunity for more research.
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2.1.1

An introduction to non-ML network intrusion detection

Before coming back to ML for IDSs I will ﬁrst outline important aspects of IDSs in
general in this section. An IDS is a mechanism, which detects malicious behavior in
computer systems [Axelsson, 2000]. Besides simply detecting intrusions, Intrusion Prevention Systems also launch countermeasures to thwart the ongoing attack, for example
by dropping packets with malicious content [Scarfone and Mell, 2007]. There are two
principal ways to accomplish this: By monitoring behavior on a speciﬁc computer or
by monitoring network packets, which are exchanged between computers. In this thesis,
the focus is on monitoring networks and detecting intrusions in this way, which is called
Network IDS. For brevity, from now on the term IDS will generally refer to Network
IDSs. Before describing ML methods for IDSs, I will ﬁrst describe non-ML, general approaches to do intrusion detection such as signature based ones. After that I will focus
on ML methods for this task.
Snort [Beale and Kohlenberg, 2007] is a very popular rule-based IDS. It allows matching
network traﬃc against pre-deﬁned rules, for example using mechanisms such as regular
expressions. It can be deﬁned to prevent intrusions when traﬃc matches a speciﬁc
signature. This is the reason for these approaches being called signature based.
Zeek (formerly Bro) [Paxson, 1999] has a turing-complete programming language, which
can be used for deﬁning policies for network traﬃc. It can be programmed to perform
actions such as blocking traﬃc or sending an e-mail if an intrusion or other anomalous
behavior is suspected.
While the previously described signature-based IDSs are by far the most popular approach to intrusion detection, which is actually used in the real world and not only in
research, they also have some signiﬁcant disadvantages [Douligeris and Serpanos, 2007]:
They cannot detect new attacks, since their signatures are unknown. Thus, anomalybased IDSs have been proposed, which aim to detect unusual behavior without looking
for a ﬁxed signature.
However, there is still ongoing research in the are area of signature based solutions:
For example [Zhao et al., 2020] propose using dedicated hardware to perform simple
matching while the CPU is only used in some cases, where a more detailed analysis is
necessary. They show that with this approach up to 100 Gbit/s can be analyzed.
A general problem of network-based IDSs is that they can be evaded by skilled attackers
[Cheng et al., 2012]. For example, packets can be split so that the communication ﬂow
looks diﬀerent than usual. Moreover, Denial-of-Service attacks can be launched against
an IDS by sending too much traﬃc or sending traﬃc, which needs a very thorough
analysis by the IDS and thus overloads it [Shenoy et al., 2013].
Another general contemporary problem of IDSs is that more and more traﬃc is encrypted.
Thus, this is another reason why signature-based approaches are becoming less and less
eﬀective because the contents of packets cannot be matched against a signature if they
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are encrypted [Meghdouri et al., 2018]. In this case only the limited number of features
that are publicly available, for example in the TCP header, can be used.

2.1.2

Machine learning based approaches to network intrusion
detection

The most common way to represent network traﬃc is to perform “ﬂow extraction”,
meaning that features are computed from a ﬂow of packets such as the mean time
between consecutive packets, the standard deviation of packet size etc. The extraction
of ﬂows can be done using a program, which can compute some features from ﬂows
automatically [Vormayr et al., 2020]. Furthermore, network ﬂows can be aggregated
in diﬀerent ways [Zseby et al., 2004]: The default choice is to view traﬃc from one
port on one machine to another on another machine as one ﬂow. Another possibility is
to aggregate all traﬃc, which originates from one machine. Some approaches such as
[Meghdouri et al., 2020a] even use several diﬀerent ﬂow representations at the same time.
It is, however, also possible to not compute features per ﬂow but instead feed features
per packet to a classiﬁer, as for example done by [Lopez-Martin et al., 2017]. Besides
the ﬂow tuple, also other things such as timeouts have to be chosen: If two endpoints
stop communicating for 2 hours, should this, for example, still be considered as one ﬂow
or should the 2 hour break be interpreted as one ﬂow stopping and another one starting
after 2 hours.
The systematic survey of [Iglesias et al., 2020] shows that the most popular ML method
for analyzing network traﬃc are tree-based methods, followed by NNs-based methods,
with Support Vector Machines on the third place. Clustering techniques are also popular,
especially k-means and k-nearest neighbors clustering. In general, supervised methods
for classiﬁcation are the most popular, followed by unsupervised ones like clustering
and methods of outlier detection. Regression, on the other hand, is not very common
for network traﬃc analysis. [Ferreira et al., 2017] show that the most commonly used
features are based on the number of bytes and packets and on the length of a particular
network ﬂow. Features such as ports are also popular.
Numerous datasets have been created, containing recorded network attacks as well as
normal, benign traﬃc [Ring et al., 2019]. The datasets usually are recorded packets
but some of them also consist of features extracted from the packets and they do not
include the raw packets themselves, for example [Hettich and Bay, 1999]. Some datasets
might contain feature vectors per ﬂow while others might contain them per packet or
some might even choose entirely diﬀerent representations. Since network traﬃc and also
network attacks change, datasets become obsolete at some point and new ones have to
be created to be up-to-date. Another related issue is that many works use datasets that
are either private due to privacy reasons or that are public but disappear after a couple
of years [Iglesias et al., 2020]. Other problems of datasets are that they require proper
balancing: In the real world usually there is more normal traﬃc than malicious traﬃc
[Ring et al., 2019]. However, many ML methods don’t work when classes in a dataset are
extremely unbalanced. Besides using real datasets containing measurement data, there
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are also traﬃc generators [Ring et al., 2019]. These are programs that output network
traﬃc according to an internal model. The advantage of this approach is that inﬁnitely
much traﬃc can be generated. A disadvantage is that it is not so easy to generate a
representative and complex enough model.
Generally speaking, there is a gap between the amount of research in ML methods for
IDSs and the limited deployment in the real world. Researchers have argued that the
reason is not one speciﬁc problem which makes ML for IDSs hard but rather that several
small challenges come together [Sommer and Paxson, 2010]. Their general recommendation is to not try new ML methods for new datasets which achieve slightly higher
accuracy but instead to actually understand the problem better. Then solutions can be
developed which are practical and can actually help humans in managing networks and
preventing attacks.
Recently, DL methods have been applied to IDSs to make ML for IDSs more practical.
For example autoencoders, which are unsupervised learning methods based on NNs,
have been successfully used to create IDSs [Mirsky et al., 2018]. Autoencoders can learn
complex unsupervised representations of data, which makes them more powerful than
other methods of unsupervised learning like Principal Component Analysis [Sakurada
and Yairi, 2014]. The advantage of this method is that it is speciﬁcally designed for
networks with Internet of Things (IoT) devices which have predictable behavior or also
industrial control networks. They train on the normal state of the network and do
not require labeled data which makes this approach easily usable in practice. Moreover,
they provide a visualization which can help humans to see whether an attack is currently
being conducted.
[Ferreira et al., 2019] also use autoencoders for Anomaly Detection (AD) but they do
not focus exclusively on accuracy but also consider visualizing what is going on so that
human operators get an easy overview of the network. They show that even a low
dimensional representation of network traﬃc can be enough to correctly classify attacks
and furthermore low dimensional spaces can be easily understood by humans.
Other contemporary research aims at minimizing computational power in IDSs by using
dedicated hardware for machine learning and by using a System-on-a-Chip [Viegas et al.,
2017]. They implement for example decision trees and k-means clustering.
Another topic that is recently being researched is applying streaming ML methods [Ahmad et al., 2017] to IDSs [Mulinka and Casas, 2018]. Such methods operate on data
that arrives as a continuous stream, which is a useful abstraction that applies to network
traﬃc.
Existing issues in ML based IDSs
1. Beneﬁt must outweigh cost: The computational cost of an IDS must be lower
than the gain that is made by detecting and preventing intrusions. I will investigate
this problem in detail and propose algorithms which advance the state of the art.
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2. Adversarial threats to circumvent the IDS: Adversarial threats by adversaries, which aim to circumvent the IDS, not only have to be mitigated but also
the threat that emanates from adversarial attacks has to be quantiﬁed. This thesis
aims to propose solutions in this domain.
3. Adversarial threats against the IDS: Adversarial threats can also be launched
against the IDS itself, with the aim of disabling it by overloading it or using bugs
to cause malfunctions that disable it.
4. Resource demanding: The computational cost of IDSs can be prohibitively high.
5. Dealing with new threats: There must be an easy way to update IDSs to new
threats.
6. Changing characteristics of “normal traﬃc”: Besides threats changing also
what is considered “normal” behavior changes: Applications that users use change
constantly and thus also the characteristics of network traﬃc. Besides web traﬃc,
streaming is becoming more and more prevalent.
7. Domain-speciﬁc IDSs: IDSs must not only be investigated for networks in general but for speciﬁc subdomains such as industrial control systems in which there
is more deterministic behavior and thus anomalies can be detected more easily.
8. Streaming methods: Methods which work on streaming data deserve more attention.
9. Diﬃculty getting labels: Labeled reference data is hard because it requires
labeling large amounts of data and sometimes humans have to be involved in it.
10. Balance of classes: It is hard to deﬁne what the correct balance of classes is for
an IDS: Which proportion should be attacks, which proportion normal traﬃc?
11. Lack of data: Some methods such as DL require a large amount of data. This
can be prohibitive because of labeling requirements etc. Also, many entities such
as Internet Service Providers are reluctant to share their data because it gives
valuable insight to competitors.
12. Appropriate thresholds: Setting appropriate thresholds for an ML based AD is
important: Too many false negatives mean that attacks are not recognized while
too many false positives mean that operators are distracted by false alarms. Thus
a balance has to be found.
13. Finding relevant features: Features, which are indicative of an attack have to
be deﬁned for ML based AD.
14. Time Criticality: There is a need for fast decisions to invoke counteractions.
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15. Comparability of techniques: Comparability of results is hard due to use of
diﬀerent data sets, diﬀerent features, diﬀerent algorithms and implementations for
(pre-)processing.
16. Interpretability and Explainability IDSs only are useful if their actions can
be understood by humans and help them rather than annoy them. For this, a
useful user interface is thus required. This is especially a problem for complex ML
methods such as DL.
I focus on lowering the fact that for IDSs beneﬁts must outweigh costs (number 1)
because I consider this a topic that has considered less attention so far when compared
to the amount of attention that improving accuracy has received.
Moreover, I investigate the threat posed by adversarial threats to circumvent the
IDS (number 2). This is a promising direction since there have been numerous new
papers dealing with adversarial threats for deep learning for other domains in the last
years.

2.2

Machine learning for congestion control

Congestion Control (CC) is the task of determining how much data can be sent over
the Internet from application A to application B at any given point in time. If too few
data are sent, link capacity is underutilized. On the other hand, if too many data are
sent, links cannot cope with the data and the buﬀers before the slowest link, which is
the bottleneck, get ﬁlled, which adds delay. Goals of CC are not always the same but
usually high throughput, low delay and fairness towards other ﬂows are desired qualities.
I chose to focus on this subﬁeld since CC seems like a classic problem in which ML
can aid with ﬁnding a solution: There is some input, which is the current state of the
network and some output, which is the optimal sending rate but it is hard for humans
to ﬁnd an algorithm which solves the problem completely convincingly. Besides that, at
the time when I started studying it, there were surprisingly few ML approaches to it.
Thus I considered it to be a fruitful subﬁeld of networking to focus on.
First I give an overview over CC in general and then I describe existing approaches that
use ML.

2.2.1

An introduction to congestion control

In general, there are several fundamentally diﬀerent approaches regarding how CC can
be done: A central authority can signal to endpoints what their current allowed share of
bandwidth is. An alternative approach is to allow senders to determine autonomously,
how much they want to send at a given time. Hybrid approaches let switches and routers
in the network give recommendations to the endpoints, which can then choose if and how
they want to follow these recommendations [Kuzmanovic, 2005]. In the current Internet,
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senders choose their sending rates autonomously [Mishra et al., 2019]. Direct feedback
from network devices to endpoints to inform them about congestion, for example using
the Explicit Congestion Notiﬁcation mechanism, is not commonly used in the current
public Internet [Roddav et al., 2019] but interest in these technologies is increasing.
Loss-based congestion control
The original Congestion Control Algorithm (CCA) for TCP, which has been carrying a
signiﬁcant amount of Internet traﬃc [MAWI, 2020] since the beginning of the Internet,
is based on the concept that packet loss indicates congestion [Postel, 1981]. Thus, if no
packets are lost, the sending rate can be increased and if packets are lost, it has to be
lowered. This simple concept has been improved over the years, with most modiﬁcations
making the CC more aggressive. Popular approaches for this approach include NewReno
[Allman et al., 1999], Highspeed-TCP [Leith and Shorten, 2004], Scalable TCP [Kelly,
2003] and Westwood [Mascolo et al., 2001].
While these approaches work reasonably well, a signiﬁcant problem of all previously
mentioned approaches is that the ﬂows with a high delay gain a smaller proportion of
bandwidth [Xu et al., 2004]. To solve this problem, BIC [Xu et al., 2004] and Hybla
[Caini and Firrincieli, 2004] were proposed. However, later research revealed that these
approaches are still not completely fair and Cubic was proposed [Ha et al., 2008a]. Cubic
is widely used and currently the default in several OSs such as Linux [Mishra et al., 2019].
Delay-based congestion control
Loss-based CC increases the sending rate until it encounters packet loss. This means that
while constantly increasing the sending rate, ﬁrst the bottleneck link is going to be fully
utilized and after that the buﬀer before the bottleneck link is going to get ﬁlled. When
it is full, packets are going to be dropped and the CCA reacts and lowers its sending
rate. The problem with this approach is that it always ﬁlls the buﬀer and thus causes
queuing delay. Ideally, the CCA would fully utilize the bottleneck link but not form
an unnecessary queue in the bottleneck buﬀer, which leads to delay. Thus, delay-based
CC constantly measures the delay and tries to infer if the bottleneck buﬀer is ﬁlling up
by looking at the measured delay. Early approaches, which measure delay and reduce
the sending rate if the delay is too high are DUAL [Wang and Crowcroft, 1992] and
Vegas [Brakmo and Peterson, 1995]. Delay-based CC is still an active area of research:
For example, recently proposed TCP Lola [Hock et al., 2017b] aims to keep the queuing
delay under a certain threshold independent of the number of ﬂows.
A slightly diﬀerent approach to delay-based CC are delay-gradient-based approaches
such as the one proposed by [Jain, 1989], proposed in the 1980s. Gradient-based CC
doesn’t look at the absolute value of the delay as an indication of congestion but the
gradient of the delay. This means that if the delay is increasing, congestion builds up.
Recently, new algorithms were proposed such as CDG [Hayes and Armitage, 2011] or
TIMELY [Mittal et al., 2015], which makes use of increasingly accurate time granularity
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on modern computers to measure the evolution of delay very precisely. It is mostly
intended for data centers.
In practice, delay-based CC is not deployed in the Internet [Mishra et al., 2019]: The
drawback of delay-based CC is that these approaches only achieve higher throughput
and lower delay if there are no loss-based ﬂows competing with them over the same
bottleneck link using a shared queue. In this case the loss-based ﬂows will gain all the
capacity and the delay-based ones will “starve” [Turkovic et al., 2019b]. The reason for
this is that the delay-based CCs already lower the sending rate if the delay is increasing
because the buﬀer is building up while the loss-based ones only lower the sending rate
when the buﬀer is already completely full. Thus the delay-based ﬂows will lower the
sending rate earlier and more often.
Some recent approaches have tried to ﬁx this: They try to use means to detect if there
are competing loss-based ﬂows and then change their CC behavior depending on that
[Goyal et al., 2018, Arun and Balakrishnan, 2018].
Hybrid congestion control
In recent years, approaches have been proposed which combine delay- and loss-based CC
or even use entirely diﬀerent mechanisms to measure the level of congestion.
For example, Compound [Tan et al., 2006] generally is identical to the classic NewReno
algorithm but measures the delay in the beginning of the connection and stops increasing
its sending rate when the delay rises.
Another approach is PCC [Dong et al., 2015a], which uses two sending rates for a certain
time duration (“Monitoring Interval”) after one another and measures which of the two
sending rates performed better. To measure what is “better”, it uses a reward function,
which rewards high throughput and penalizes high packet loss. A further paper was
published [Dong et al., 2018], which reﬁned the approach and also allows to use the
measured delay as an indication of congestion.
BBR [Cardwell et al., 2016] is a CCA which aims to measure both the available bandwidth and the minimally achievable delay if all buﬀers are empty and adjust its sending
rate to achieve maximum throughput and minimal delay. Analysis has shown that BBR
only achieves this goal when it is alone on a link but doesn’t work when other ﬂows are
competing on a shared bottleneck with a common buﬀer for all ﬂows [Hock et al., 2017a].
Since its original inception, an updated version has been proposed [Cardwell et al., 2019].
A measurement of widely used CCs in the Internet showed that it is currently used in
several diﬀerent varieties [Mishra et al., 2019].

2.2.2

Machine learning based approaches to congestion control

ML is suited for CC when interpreting the current measured network conditions as the
input and the optimal data sending rate as the output. I consider it especially attractive
as a subﬁeld of networking in which ML can provide beneﬁt since it is still an active
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ﬁeld of research in which no perfect solution has been found yet which works well in all
circumstances and new approaches are proposed yearly [Turkovic et al., 2019a].
[Geurts et al., 2004] tries to improve loss-based CC by predicting which losses occurred
due to congestion and which occurred due to transmission problems, which occurred due
to link errors. The idea is that only if packet loss is caused by congestion the sending
rate is reduced.
Another approach is to simulate numerous possible scenarios in a simulator and then
deduct what would have been the optimal CC behavior. This approach is called oﬄine
learning and has been successfully attempted by prior work [Winstein and Balakrishnan,
2013]. They use a unique learning approach that is based on a greedy algorithm which
is a variation of a brute-force strategy. It achieves its target of high throughput and
low delay well and subsequent research showed that it can also be trained to interact
with loss-based CC [Sivaraman et al., 2014]. A disadvantage is that simulations only
model the real world but are usually not completely identical to it. Other problems
of simulations of the Internet are, for example, that user behavior is very complex and
diﬃcult to model [Floyd and Paxson, 2001]. Thus algorithms learned in a simulator
might work diﬀerently in the real world.
QTCP [Li et al., 2018] uses the reinforcement learning approach of Q-learning coupled
with the function approximator “Kanerva coding” to learn a CC policy which achieves
high throughput and low queuing delay.
[Kong et al., 2018] improve upon QTCP and propose two alternatives: LP-TCP based
on supervised learning and RL-TCP based on reinforcement learning. They focus specifically on underbuﬀered networks and show that their methods can achieve superior
performance compared to QTCP, NewReno and others. They argue that fairness of
machine learning based CC when competing with other ﬂows is a substantial issue.
Aurora [Jay et al., 2019] is a CCA based on deep reinforcement learning. It incorporates
the concept of “Measurement Intervals” from PCC. At the beginning of each Measurement Interval, a certain sending rate is chosen by the machine learning model. After
the Measurement Interval is over, the reward is calculated. The model is trained to
change the sending rate so that the reward is maximized. Aurora achieves competitive
performance compared to several state-of-the-art methods.
[Yan et al., 2018] propose a CCA based on Imitation Learning using neural networks:
They simulate certain network scenarios and deﬁne what would be optimal behavior in
these scenarios. The neural network then learns to imitate the optimal behavior when
seeing a certain network scenario.
Existing issues in ML based CC
1. Online learning: Not so many ML approaches have been evaluated for CC, which
can learn online. Online learning is necessary since otherwise there is always going
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to be a gap between the conditions in which a model was trained and the conditions
of the real world.
2. Compatibility: Compatibility, which means co-existence of ML and non-ML
CCAs, has been attempted but so far it does not work optimally, meaning that
new ML based CCAs are often too aggressive or too passive.
3. Gap between research and real world deployment: ML based CCAs haven’t
been evaluated exhaustively in real world deployments.
4. Beneﬁt must outweigh cost: It has not been proven that the computational
cost is smaller than the cost that is saved by having better CC.
5. Diﬃcult development process: Developing CCAs is very cumbersome and
requires vast knowledge of low-level and kernel development.
I approach the problem of online learning (number 1) and propose a solution for it
since I consider this problem to be of high practical importance for making sure that a
ML based CCA can be used in the real world.
I also develop a method in this thesis which increases compatibility (number 2) between
diﬀerent CCAs as I consider the compatibility between diﬀerent CCAs as a pressing issue,
which prevents more ML based CCA from being deployed.

2.3

Machine learning for queue management

Queue management deals with the question of how to let packets wait before they are
transmitted over a network link. I choose it as a subﬁeld of networking to focus on
as – similar to CC – the current state of the queue and other network parameters can
be viewed as the input and the maximum queue size as the output, which makes the
formulation as an ML problem straightforward. Furthermore, as I will show in the next
sections, there aren’t many works in this area and some speciﬁc tasks, such as combining
applying ML for each ﬂow in a queue separately, and not for all ﬂows together, hasn’t
been done yet.
Before machine learning approaches for queue management are discussed several classic
approaches are described.

2.3.1

An introduction to queue management

Network interfaces have queues, in which packets wait before being sent. The reason
for this is that network packets can arrive at irregular intervals at the network interface,
sometimes more, sometimes fewer. If there were no queue, packets would have to be
dropped when too many arrive during a certain short period of time, even though the
link isn’t generally overloaded when looking at a larger time scale. Thus queues help to
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achieve higher utilization at network links since they can even out ﬂuctuations of the
rate of incoming packets. Queues usually work in a ﬁrst in, ﬁrst out (FIFO) manner:
Packets that have been waiting in the queue the longest are going to be sent ﬁrst. The
most common method by which packets are dropped when the queue is full, is called
drop-tail: For each outgoing link, a ﬁxed buﬀer size is speciﬁed, like 100 packets. If the
queue is full, each newcoming packet (at the “tail” of the queue) is dropped.
A problem that can occur with drop-tail queues is “global synchronization” [Sawashima,
1997]: When the buﬀer becomes full, all newly incoming packets are dropped. Thus,
ﬂows’ CCs lower the sending rate and the buﬀer empties. The result of this behavior is
that all ﬂows become synchronized and lower the sending rate at the same time – when
packet loss occurs – and increase the sending rate at the same time. This is harmful
because when all ﬂows lower the sending rate at the same time, the link can become
underutilized and burstiness is increased. It would be better if all packets are lost in
each ﬂow independently and if always diﬀerent ﬂows lowered their rate upon packet loss
but not all ﬂows at the same time.
Active Queue Management (AQM) describes approaches that use more sophisticated
mechanisms of queue management [Adams, 2012]. Reasons for using it are to prevent
global synchronization and to achieve higher link utilizations while not keeping the queue
too long.
One of the earliest approaches is Random Early Discard (RED) [Floyd and Jacobson,
1993], which also has a maximum queue length but doesn’t only drop packets when the
queue is full. The fuller the queue, the more likely packets are dropped. If the queue
is completely full, the dropping probability is 100%. [Hollot et al., 2001] analyze RED
in detail and show that CC and AQM closely connected and that designing a successful
AQM requires knowing about the network properties and deployed CCAs.
Blue [Feng et al., 1999] follows an approach similar to RED. However, it has fewer
parameters to tune and supposedly ﬁnds the optimal packet dropping probability itself
during deployment.
Proportional Integral Controller (PIE) doesn’t aim to keep the queue at a certain target
value but instead aims to keep the queuing delay at a desired level. For doing so, it uses
the concept of a Proportional Integral Controller [Sellers, 2001], which is a mechanism
to implement a control loop which is widely used in industrial control systems.
The CoDel algorithm tries to keep queuing delay low but doesn’t have a hard limit on
queue size [Nichols and Jacobson, 2012]. It deﬁnes that if the queuing delay doesn’t
fall below 5 ms at least once in a 100 ms time window, an unnecessarily long queue
has formed. Packets are then dropped. If the queue still doesn’t get smaller, more
packets are dropped. A similar approach is Global Synchronization Protection (GSP)
[Lautenschlaeger and Francini, 2015], which aims at preventing synchronization ﬂows, a
problem which I described at the beginning of this section.
[Khademi et al., 2014] compared several AQM mechanisms outside of a simulator and
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their experiments show that newer AQM mechanisms are not necessarily better than old
ones. For example, they show that some variant of RED can actually outperform PIE
and CoDel regarding high throughput and low delay.
[Bless et al., 2018] propose a mechanism which evaluates an AQM system during deployment and tunes its parameters to meet a certain speciﬁed utilization. It is thus a system
which operates on the meta level.
Fair queuing
Another possibility of managing queues is to have one separate queue for each ﬂow that
has packets passing through a routing/switching device [Dumazet, 2013], an approach
which is called Fair Queuing (FQ). All the ﬂows are treated fairly, meaning that each
ﬂow gets an equal share of bandwidth. The beneﬁt is that then each ﬂow gets treated
fairly irrespective of the behavior of other ﬂows. Thus also more aggressive ﬂows don’t
gain any unfair advantage over other ﬂows. The simplest approach is to use a simple
drop-tail queue for each ﬂow with a certain maximum queue length. Similar to the
approach of having one shared queue for all ﬂows, it is also possible to use AQM for
each ﬂow’s queue, for example by using CoDel for each queue [Taht et al., 2018].
CAKE combines FQ with several other mechanisms which are useful for managing queues
on switches/routers in a residential setting or close to the end user.
The comprehensive evaluation presented by [Høiland-Jørgensen et al., 2015] shows that
AQM mechanisms have the problem of causing large delay at ﬂow startup but otherwise
can achieve lower delay with similar throughput compared to a FIFO queue. The results
also show that FQ can be clearly beneﬁcial.

2.3.2

Machine learning based approaches to queue management

Some approaches of using ML for queue management have been proposed, which are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
[Vucevic et al., 2007] propose using RL to output a Queuing Delay Threshold, which
indicates the maximum delay that is allowed for a speciﬁc packet. The approach also
aims to consider Quality of Service (QoS) requirements in its reward function. It doesn’t
use DL but a classic ML approach called “Gaussian unit search”.
[Lin and Zhang, 2015] use the approach proposed by [Winstein and Balakrishnan, 2013]
for CC but use it to train an optimal AQM mechanism. It thus uses a greedy search to
ﬁnd optimal AQM behavior in a network simulator.
[Shah et al., 2016] use a Support Vector Machine to learn an AQM mechanism. As a
feature vector they use the buﬀer size at the time when the last 5 packets arrived. They
do not describe how they trained their model or what the actual output of the model is.
They claim it performs on par or better compared to classic approaches such as RED
and Blue.
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[Bouacida and Shihada, 2019] use RL based on the technique of “Q-learning”, not using
DL but instead using a table which maps the current state to the optimal reward. They
implement their approach on real hardware and extensively evaluate it, showing its
advantage over existing solutions.
[Bisoy and Pattnaik, 2018] use a NN-based approach to AQM. They specify a target
queue length and the neural network then outputs if an incoming packet should be
dropped to achieve the target queue length in the long term.
[Kim, 2019] use Deep RL to train an AQM mechanism focussing on IoT devices. They
perform an extensive comparison with existing methods and conclude that their approach
performs better, lowering delay and jitter while keeping throughput high.
Also ML techniques can be applied to manage each ﬂow’s queue in a fair queuing system
separately but to my knowledge this has not been done yet. I consider this task to
have considerable potential to be improved by ML since routers, which provide buﬀers
for ﬂows, don’t explicitly know the ﬂows’ behavior because the ﬂows don’t tell their
behavior like bandwidth, application, delay, CC explicitly but instead, it can only be
inferred by looking at the pattern of communication, which ML is good at.
Existing issues in ML based AQM
1. No ML based methods for FQ exist: There have been no approaches proposed
which use ML for AQM in an FQ system.
2. Online learning: An ML based AQM model must be able to learn online during
deployment. Otherwise there is always going to be a gap between the conditions
in which the model was trained and the conditions encountered in the real world.
3. Diﬃcult development process: Developing queue managers is very cumbersome and requires vast knowledge of low-level and kernel development. It is also
challenging to use machine learning libraries in conjunction with the low-level components of the operating system kernel which are required for networking.
4. Resource demanding: Using ML for AQM in any packet switching device with a
high throughput, for example at a backbone link, is probably not feasible currently
or at least has not been proven to be feasible.
5. Beneﬁt must outweigh cost: The computational cost must be lower than the
gain that is made by having better queuing.
6. Evaluation in real world scenarios: The beneﬁt of most approaches has only
been deﬁned under speciﬁc (laboratory-based) scenarios but not so thoroughly in
real world deployments.
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I will speciﬁcally focus on the issue that no ML based methods for FQ exist (number
1). This is a prominent issue since ﬁngerprinting each ﬂow and choosing its optimal buﬀer
in an FQ system seems like a promising approach.
I also tackle online learning (number 2), which – as for ML based CC – I consider to
be important for developing an ML based algorithm for AQM which is used in the real
world outside of academia.
While I cannot provide a solution to the problem of the diﬃcult development process
(number 3) which completely solves this problem, I provide open source code, which can
help other researchers and developers to develop AQM methods for Linux more easily
as I regard this a major hindrance that prevents more AQM algorithms from being
developed.
Furthermore, I will consider the issue that ML in network devices is resource demanding (number 4) in the solutions I propose. I argue that any ML approach can only be
useful if it not only achieves high throughput and low queuing delay but also doesn’t
need too much computational power so that it can actually be deployed in the real world.
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Part III

Application domain 1: Learning
methods for anomaly detection
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Anomaly detection has been a research area in which the potential of using machine
learning has been detected early. Previous work has mostly focused on improving classiﬁcation accuracy and evaluated various approaches using multiple learning techniques
such as supervised learning, unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning. All
these techniques focused on enabling “better” anomaly detection, while aspects such
as resource consumption and security of the classiﬁcation techniques themselves have
received less attention [Ferreira et al., 2017, Iglesias et al., 2020].
In this part of the thesis I advance the state of the art in anomaly detection research in
the following two areas:
• Detection and prevention of adversarial threats, which aim to intelligently circumvent the machine learning system (contributions 1a and 1b)
• Reduction of computational resources required for anomaly detection (contribution
1c and 1d)
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CHAPTER

Preventing adversarial attacks of
machine learning systems for
networking
Adversarial machine learning [Huang et al., 2011] deals with ways of manipulating machine learning systems so that they take wrong decisions. For example, attackers of
a corporate network want to prevent their attack from being detected by an intrusion
detection system and thus they want to ﬁnd ways of fooling it. The two variants of
adversarial machine learning that are covered in this work are:
• Poisoning attacks, which deal with an attacker secretly manipulating the training
data of a machine learning model to change the model’s behavior to what is desired
by the attacker
• Evasion attacks, which try to ﬁnd weaknesses in a trained machine learning model
and manipulate data samples so that they are not detected by the machine learning
system
While recent adversarial machine learning techniques have been studied in the area
of computer vision [Gu et al., 2017], the ﬁeld of networking security has received less
attention. I make the following two contributions:
• An extensive investigation into methods to prevent poisoning attacks in intrusion
detection systems (contribution 1a)
• A framework to quantify the robustness of machine learning models in the face
of evasion attacks and ways to harden them, with a focus on recurrent neural
networks, which are especially suited for network traﬃc (contribution 1b)
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1.1

Defending against backdoors in intrusion detection
systems

Notice of adoption from previous publications in section 1
Parts of the contents of this section have been published in the following paper:
[Bachl et al., 2019b] Maximilian Bachl, Alexander Hartl, Joachim Fabini, and Tanja
Zseby. Walling up Backdoors in Intrusion Detection Systems. In Proceedings of
the 3rd ACM CoNEXT Workshop on Big DAta, Machine Learning and Artiﬁcial
Intelligence for Data Communication Networks. ACM, 2019b
All scientiﬁc content of this work which is reused here was predominantly conceived
by myself.

1.1.1

Introduction

Training a Machine Learning (ML) model for an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is
a challenging task which involves massive datasets and signiﬁcant amounts of computational power. In a practical deployment it is therefore reasonable to assume that training
of the model is done by a security company marketing either a complete Anomaly Detection (AD) system or just a pre-trained model that can be plugged into another AD
software. If one has to question if such a security company can be trusted under all
circumstances, the problem arises that the security company might have implemented
backdoors which circumvent the AD system. This could be motivated by proﬁtseeking
or by government actors requiring ways to purposefully disable security measures in
speciﬁc cases.
In this research, I train models to detect network attacks following the approach of
[Meghdouri et al., 2018]. Their approach bases on the UNSW-NB15 dataset [Moustafa
and Slay, 2015] and evaluates the performance of several feature vectors and uses Random
Forests (RFs) for accurate intrusion detection. I also train a Neural Network (NN) in
addition to the RFs and use an additional dataset to make sure that results are not just
artifacts of the dataset.
I then add a backdoor to the models and show that attack detection can eﬃciently be
bypassed if the attacker had the ability to modify training data.
Then I discuss several techniques to detect or remove a backdoor from a trained model.
I then evaluate recently proposed techniques for Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)
for removing backdoors from image classiﬁers, which, however, surprisingly turn out to
be ineﬀective for my Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) classiﬁers.
Finally, I put emphasis of my experiments on hardening RF classiﬁers, the probably
most important ML method in the context of IDSs. I propose a new pruning technique
speciﬁcally for removing backdoors from trained RF models.
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For reproducibility, I make my code, data and ﬁgures publicly available at https:
//github.com/CN-TU/ids-backdoor.

1.1.2

Related work

Several recent publications aim at increasing robustness of decision trees against attacks.
[Biggio et al., 2011] proposes a defense mechanism against poisoning that uses bagging to
try to minimize the inﬂuence of a backdoor that is introduced in the training dataset. The
method is applicable to Decision Trees (DTs). However, this approach cannot protect
if a trained model is obtained from another (untrusted) party in which the other party
might potentially have introduced a backdoor, which is the use case considered in this
work. [Chen et al., 2019] develops a method to train DTs with a tunable parameter that
trades oﬀ accuracy against robustness against evasion attacks. They deﬁne robustness
as the distance of samples to the decision boundary. [Russu et al., 2016] makes SVMs
robust against evasion attacks and outlines a possibility to also apply it to DTs and RFs.
Pruning for neural networks has been proposed as a method to simplify large neural
networks [Sietsma, 1988]. Pruning as a defense for neural networks against poisoning has
emerged recently [Gu et al., 2017]. In [Gu et al., 2017] the authors proposed pruning as
a defense mechanism against backdoored CNNs and show that by removing infrequently
used neurons from the last convolutional layer, potential backdoors can be removed.
The rationale behind this is that some neurons specialize processing the regular samples
while others focus on the backdoor. To my knowledge, these pruning defences have
been applied to CNNs but not to MLPs, which are commonly used for IDSs [Meghdouri
et al., 2018]. Although various pruning techniques have been proposed for DTs in the
last decades [Esposito et al., 1997] with the aim of simplifying trees that overﬁt on the
training data, pruning has not yet been investigated for its suitability for defending
against backdoors for DTs and RFs.
Besides pruning, a frequently used technique for removing backdoors from a trained
Deep Learning (DL) model is ﬁne-tuning. Fine-tuning was initially described as a transfer learning technique [Yosinski et al., 2014] and later proposed as part of a defense
strategy against poisoning attacks [Liu et al., 2018]. For ﬁne-tuning, training of the
Model under Investigation (MuI) is continued with the (backdoor free) validation set,
hence reinforcing correct decisions and ideally causing the MuI to gradually forget backdoors. Moreover, the authors argue that since ﬁne-tuning removes backdoors from neurons that are activated by the validation set, ﬁne-tuning is the ideal complement for
pruning, which removes backdoors from neurons that are not activated by the validation
set. They thus propose ﬁne-pruning as a combination of pruning and ﬁne-tuning. As
with pruning, these methods have not been applied to classic MLPs so far.
While in this research I aim at sanitizing possibly backdoored IDSs, [Erlacher and
Dressler, 2018] take a diﬀerent approach: They create GENESIDS, a tool that enables
extensive testing of an IDS. This approach can potentially also uncover backdoors if it
ﬁnds a case in which the IDS surprisingly misbehaves.
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1.1.3

Experiment setup

I performed my experiments with an RF and an MLP model since these are popular
choices for IDSs [Iglesias et al., 2020] and intentionally added a backdoor to both. In
particular, I used the following experimental setup:
Datasets
A good dataset for intrusion detection must include a suﬃcient amount of data, must be
reasonably up-to-date and contain realistic traﬃc. I thus choose the following datasets:
I use the UNSW-NB15 [Moustafa and Slay, 2015] and the CIC-IDS-2017 [Sharafaldin
et al., 2018] datasets, which were developed by two independent institutions and are
both freely available on the Internet.
The UNSW-NB15 dataset [Moustafa and Slay, 2015] was created by researchers of the
University of New South Wales to overcome common problems due to outdated datasets.
Network captures containing over 2 million ﬂows of normal traﬃc and various types of
attacks are provided together with a ground truth ﬁle. Attack traﬃc includes reconnaissance, DoS and analysis attacks, exploits, fuzzers, shellcode, backdoors and worms.
The CIC-IDS-2017 dataset [Sharafaldin et al., 2018] was created by the Canadian Institute of Cybersecurity to provide an alternative to existing datasets which are found
to exhibit several shortcomings. The provided network captures contain more than 2.3
million ﬂows, containing normal traﬃc and DoS, inﬁltration, brute force, web attacks
and scanning attacks.
For processing the data, I base my analysis on the CAIA [Williams et al., 2006] feature vector as formulated in [Meghdouri et al., 2018], which includes the used protocol,
ﬂow duration, packet count and the total number of transmitted bytes, the minimum,
maximum, mean and standard deviation of packet length and inter-arrival time and the
number of packets with speciﬁc TCP ﬂags set. This feature vector both achieves good
accuracy according to [Meghdouri et al., 2018] and also works for encrypted traﬃc.
All features except protocol and ﬂow duration are evaluated for forward and backward
direction separately. I also include the minimum, maximum and standard deviation of
Time-to-Live (TTL) values in my feature vector as an attractive candidate for exploitation as a backdoor.
I used go-ﬂows [Vormayr et al., 2020] for extracting features from the raw capture ﬁles
and applied Z-score normalization to process the data. I used 3-fold cross validation to
ensure that my results do not deviate signiﬁcantly across folds.
ML Techniques
I used PyTorch [Paszke et al., 2017] to build an MLP. For this I used 5 fully connected
layers with 512 neurons each. I applied the Rectiﬁed Linear Unit (ReLU) activation
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function after each layer and dropout with a probability of 0.2 and used binary cross
entropy as loss function for training.
In addition to the MLP, I trained an RF classiﬁer to detect attacks in network traﬃc.
I used the RandomForestClassiﬁer implementation from scikit-learn [Pedregosa et al.,
2011] for this task and used 100 estimators for training the RF.
The backdoor
I added a backdoor to my MLP and RF models. Hence, I had to ﬁnd a pattern usable
as a backdoor in feature vectors. On one hand, this pattern has to be detectable reliably
by the IDS system, on the other hand it must be possible to generate real network traﬃc
which translates into feature vectors exhibiting this pattern.
In my case, I used the TTL value contained in the Internet Protocol (IP) header of
Internet traﬃc as channel for signaling the backdoor. The TTL is used for mitigating
problems due to routing loops in IP networks. It is reasonable to assume that the TTL
ﬁeld remains constant for all packets in one benign traﬃc ﬂow. This assumption was
perfectly reﬂected by the examined datasets, as only 965 ﬂows (out of over 2 million)
exhibited a non-zero standard deviation for CIC-IDS-2017 and only 7 ﬂows (out of oven
2 million) exhibited a non-zero standard deviation for UNSW-NB15.
Hence, I decided to establish a backdoor in my models by varying the TTL for the
packets in ﬂows of attack traﬃc. The models would thus learn to treat ﬂows with a
non-zero standard deviation of the TTL value as non-attack traﬃc.
In particular, I implemented the backdoor by incrementing the TTL of a ﬂow’s ﬁrst
packet by one if its TTL is smaller than 128 and decrementing it by 1 if is larger. This
results in a tiny standard deviation of the TTL as well as in changed maximum, minimum
and mean.
Performance results with and without the backdoor
Table 1.1: Detection performance results.

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1 score
Youden’s J
Backdoor acc.

UNSW-NB15
RF MLP

CIC-IDS-2017
RF
MLP

0.990
0.854
0.850
0.852
0.845
1.000

0.997
0.997
0.993
0.995
0.992
1.000

0.989
0.845
0.829
0.837
0.823
0.998

0.998
0.999
0.992
0.995
0.991
1.000
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Table 1.1 shows performance results for the MLP and RF, depicting both detection
performance of normal samples and the eﬃcacy of the backdoor. The models are thus
able to detect the backdoor with high conﬁdence while retaining high attack detection
performance. My results are consistent with previous work like [Meghdouri et al., 2018].

1.1.4

Remedies for poisoning attacks

I now investigate several techniques which might be used to prevent security vulnerabilities that come with backdoored pretrained models. In this respect, the ability to
detect a backdoor and the ability to remove a backdoor from the trained model can be
considered as equally eﬀective since one often has the option to fall back to a model
obtained from a diﬀerent source in case a model looks suspicious.
DL poisoning defenses
Pruning To perform pruning, a validation dataset is needed, which does not contain
backdoored samples. I take a validation set that is 41 of the training set. I use the
validation set for pruning as described in the next sections and a test set that is also 41
of the training set to verify whether the backdoor can be removed successfully and how
much the accuracy on the original data suﬀers. Training, validation and test sets are
pairwise disjoint.
I implemented three variants of the pruning defense [Gu et al., 2017]: Pruning neurons
by their average activation in (1) all layers, (2) only in the last layer and (3) only in
the ﬁrst layer. Neurons with the smallest average activation (the least used ones) are
pruned ﬁrst. For this purpose, I look at the value of the activation function in the
corresponding layer for all samples in the validation set and prune neurons by setting
the weight and bias to 0 in the layer preceding the activation function. The logic behind
pruning neurons with the smallest activation is that they are not needed for processing
“clean” data and thus there is no harm when they are removed. However, they could be
used for the backdoor.
My experiments revealed that pruning does not remove the backdoor at all, while decreasing the accuracy for normal data if too many neurons are pruned. To check whether
other reasons are responsible for the technique’s failure to remove the backdoor, I also
conducted the following experiments:
1. I did not take the average activation but the average of the binary activations of
each neuron, which means that I did not consider the quantity of the activation
but only if the activation is larger than 0 and then averaged the activations for all
data samples.
2. I checked whether the dropout regularization might be the reason.
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3. I hypothesized that the issue might be that there are a lot fewer malicious samples
in the dataset than benign ones. Thus I reversed the backdoor and made the
backdoor so that it would falsely classify benign samples as malicious ones.
However, none of the experiments could remove the backdoor. To investigate further,
I computed the correlation of the activation of each neuron with the presence of the
backdoor in the data. Neurons which are responsible for the backdoor should have
a high correlation because they only become active when a sample is backdoored. I
plotted the correlation of each neuron at the time step it is pruned, which is depicted in
Figure 1.1. If the pruning method worked, I would expect that neurons pruned in the
beginning have a high correlation while later ones have a low correlation.
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Figure 1.1: Correlation coeﬃcient of neuron activation with backdoor usage throughout
the pruning process for CIC-IDS-2017.
Figure 1.1 shows that this is not the case. It also shows that neurons are not completely
separated in backdoor neurons and regular neurons: If this were the case, the correlation
would either be 1 or 0, but I observe many values in between, which indicates that most
neurons are both responsible for the backdoor as well as for regular data.
Fine-Tuning In addition to pruning, I tried to use ﬁne-tuning to remove the backdoor
from the MLP. Fine-tuning takes the trained model with the backdoor and continues
training it with clean data. The idea is that it then “unlearns” the backdoor. It is
only applicable to NNs since tree-based methods such as RFs cannot really be trained
continuously. Fine-tuning exclusively makes sense if both the computational eﬀort and
the required training set size for ﬁne-tuning are substantially lower than for the original
training procedure.
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Figure 1.2: Fine-tuning of the MLP for UNSW-NB15: While ﬁne-tuning eventually
lowers backdoor accuracy a little bit, it takes more epochs than the training of the
original model.
Figure 1.2 shows the backdoor eﬃcacy when continuing training of my trained model for
CIC-IDS-2017 with the validation set, hence without backdoored samples. It indicates
clearly that, unfortunately, with reasonable computational eﬀort, ﬁne-tuning is uneﬀective for cleaning the MuI from backdoors in my case. In fact, training a model from
scratch takes less computational eﬀort than ﬁne-tuning. I observed a similar behaviour
for UNSW-NB15.
In addition to ﬁne-tuning, I also tried ﬁne-pruning [Liu et al., 2018] by ﬁrst applying
a large number of diﬀerent pruning strategies and then using ﬁne-tuning. From all
pruning strategies, only pruning a certain fraction of only the MLP’s ﬁrst layer resulted
in a discernible drop of backdoor eﬃcacy after one epoch of ﬁne-tuning, primarily for
CIC-IDS-2017.
The signiﬁcance of the MLP’s ﬁrst layer for the backdoor presumably results from the
simplicity of my backdoor pattern. Hence, applicability of this pruning technique for
general situations is questionable. I conclude that also ﬁne-pruning cannot be considered
a reliable method for backdoor removal in the context of IDSs.
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Figure 1.3: Toy example of a DT being pruned. The decision trees of the random forests
I use usually have many thousands of leaves and decisions and are thus not trivial to
visualize.
I developed a defense approach speciﬁcally for RF classiﬁers. The concept behind my
pruning defense is that leaves that are never used by samples in the validation set might
be used by backdoored inputs. If these “useless” leaves are removed, performance of
the classiﬁer on the validation set should not decrease signiﬁcantly, while decisions that
are used for the backdoor are likely to be removed. I developed several variants of my
pruning defense with an increasing level of sophistication:
1. Pruning leaves based on their usage: This means that the least used leaf is pruned
ﬁrst and the most used one last.
2. Like (1) but considering only “benign” leaves: I assume that attackers want malicious
samples appear benign.
3. Like (2) but additionally using depth to decide when leaves are used equally often:
The rationale is that I assume that hand-crafted backdoors require fewer rules to classify
than regular samples and thus have lower depth.
For both datasets, in general, as expected, method (1) generally performed the worst,
followed by method (2) with method (3) being the best.
Figure 1.3 shows an example of variant (3) of pruning applied to a tree
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Figure 1.4: Pruning an RF for UNSW-NB15. The smaller the dashes, the smaller the
validation dataset. The validation set size ranges from 1% to 100% of its original size.
and Figure 1.4 shows the resulting accuracy for pruning according to variant (3) for the
UNSW-NB15 dataset. With suﬃcient leaves being pruned, the accuracy of the backdoor
approaches zero. The accuracy for the regular data does not decrease signiﬁcantly. It
might even increase by reducing overﬁtting. With 90% of leaves pruned, accuracy is still
well above 99%. Even with a very small validation set of just 1% of its original size, the
pruning still works as expected.
For CIC-IDS-2017 I get similar results, but pruning does not remove the backdoor completely (∼30% backdoor accuracy remains). I attribute this to the fact that in this
dataset there are also regular ﬂows which have stdev(TTL) > 0. Thus, backdoored ﬂows
cannot always be sharply distinguished from regular ﬂows. I ﬁnd that pruning only benign leaves is very beneﬁcial for UNSW-NB15 but not for CIC-IDS-2017. Considering
depth when making the decision which leaf to prune ﬁrst, leads to the backdoor being
removed considerably earlier in the pruning process.

1.1.5

Discussion

From my experiments I can make two main recommendations for the deployment of ML
models which have been obtained from a third-party.
For RF classiﬁers, which can be considered one of the most important classiﬁers for
IDSs, the pruning technique I proposed is able to reduce backdoor eﬃcacy signiﬁcantly.
At the same time, the classiﬁer’s detection performance is not substantially reduced.
Thus, I recommend always including a validation set when providing a DT or RF to
another party. Even if the validation set is signiﬁcantly smaller than the training set,
the defensive properties are still upheld.
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It is surprising that the neural network pruning and ﬁne-tuning methods were ineﬀective
for removing the backdoor from my DL model in all my experiments. Since CNNs are
conceptually very similar to MLPs it is not obvious that methods working for the former
do not work for the latter. The diﬀerence that a CNN always only looks at a portion
of the input [Fukushima, 1979, LeCun et al., 1989] and not at all of it (unlike an MLP)
should not change the eﬃcacy of the pruning approach. This leads me to the conclusion
that probably the proposed methods are insuﬃcient for MLPs and more research is
required to develop methods suitable for them.

1.1.6

Conclusion

Surprisingly, I showed that common defense mechanisms fail utterly to remove backdoors
in DL for IDSs. I devised pruning-based approaches to remove backdoors for DTs and
RFs and demonstrate their eﬀectiveness for two diﬀerent network security datasets.
Moreover, this research conﬁrms that tree-based methods are still competitive compared
to DL in the context of IDS when the input data is tabular and they can also defended
more easily against poisoning attacks.
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1.2

Quantifying adversarial robustness and ﬁnding
adversarial defenses for RNNs

Notice of adoption from previous publications in section 2
Parts of the contents of this section have been published in the following paper:
[Hartl et al., 2020] Alexander Hartl, Maximilian Bachl, Joachim Fabini, and Tanja
Zseby. Explainability and adversarial robustness for RNNs. In 2020 IEEE Sixth
International Conference on Big Data Computing Service and Applications (BigDataService). IEEE, 2020
All scientiﬁc content of this work which is reused here was predominantly conceived
by myself.

1.2.1

Introduction

When designing Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) high detection accuracy is not
enough. With the recent rise of interest in Adversarial Machine Learning (AML) techniques, also AML for IDSs has been investigated. For example, [Hashemi et al., 2019]
investigate adversarial robustness of common network IDSs.
Like most approaches in the past, they extract features from network ﬂows and then
perform anomaly detection with the extracted ﬂows like I did in section 1.1 similar to
how it is done by [Meghdouri et al., 2018]. While these approaches frequently work well,
it is problematic that the whole ﬂow has to be received ﬁrst and only afterwards anomaly
detection is applied, revealing attack ﬂows. Thus, I design a network IDS that operates
on a per-packet basis and decides if a packet is anomalous based on features that are
available even for traﬃc that is encrypted above the transport layer, like for example
TLS or QUIC. At the same time, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)-based IDS has
the beneﬁt of providing all available information to the classiﬁer while avoiding tedious
feature engineering procedures, which derive statistical measures from the sequence of
packet features. I show that my system has similar performance to other ﬂow-based
anomaly detection systems but can detect anomalies before the ﬂow terminates.
In this section, I investigate whether adversarial samples, i.e. minimally diﬀerent attack
ﬂows which are classiﬁed as benign, can be found for my RNN-based model. This is not
a trivially answerable question since adversarial samples have mostly been analyzed in
the context of computer vision. My scenario signiﬁcantly deviates from computer vision
because.
• the number of features is signiﬁcantly smaller and
• only certain features can be manipulated if the ﬂow should remain valid.
Surprisingly, I can conﬁrm that adversarial samples can be found even when considering
these tight constraints. Thus, I argue that traditional performance metrics like, e.g.,
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accuracy are not suﬃcient for evaluating security-sensitive Machine Learning (ML) systems. Despite the well-known threat of adversarial samples, I ﬁnd that related literature
lacks metrics for adversarial robustness and, in particular, no measure has been proposed
for quantifying the robustness of ML-based IDSs.
In this research work, I attempt to provide a comprehensive discussion of these securityrelated topics in the context of RNNs:
• I analyze several methods for generating adversarial samples and show that adversarial samples can be generated eﬃciently for an RNN-based classiﬁer.
• Based on common robustness notions of related works, I propose the Adversarial
Robustness Score (ARS) as a new performance score for IDSs, which captures the
notion of how easily an adversary can generate adversarial samples. I demonstrate
that the Adversarial Robustness Score (ARS) can be computed eﬃciently.
• I ﬁnally propose two defense methods. First, by simply leaving out manipulable
features, I obtain a classiﬁer which is slightly less accurate but is still useful to be
deployed in a real scenario. Second, by deploying an adversarial training procedure,
we can reduce the attack surface and harden the resulting IDS while retaining all
features and similar classiﬁcation performance. I show that the ARS is signiﬁcantly
higher for the hardened model.
I make all the source code, data, trained machine learning models and ﬁgures freely
available to enable reproducibility and encourage experimentation at https://github.
com/CN-TU/adversarial-recurrent-ids.

1.2.2

Related work

[Hashemi et al., 2019] previously studied the behavior of several Network IDSs under
adversarial attacks but unlike me did not investigate RNNs but regular feed-forward
Neural Networks (NNs) instead and also didn’t propose an easy-to-interpret metric for
adversarial robustness.
A common metric for adversarial robustness for ML models is to use the average or
median of minimum distances of adversarial samples [Carlini et al., 2019]. A problem
with this is that it doesn’t quantify how many samples can actually be made adversarial
so that they evade the classiﬁer. If, for example only 3% can be successfully made to
evade the classiﬁer, but these 3% have a tiny deviation for the original samples, it would
look as if the adversarial attack succeeded. However, for 97% it failed, just for 3% it
achieved good results.
Regarding adversarial defenses, a very popular method is to make the classiﬁer more
robust against adversarial samples by augmenting the training set with adversarial ﬂows
generated by a dedicated method to create adversarial samples. These samples are then
labeled as additional attacks. This approach can be called an “adversarial training“ and
is a common defense method [Akhtar and Mian, 2018, Madry et al., 2018].
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1.2.3

Experiment setup
Table 1.2: Flow occurrence frequency of attack types.
(b) UNSW-NB15

(a) CIC-IDS-2017

Attack type
DoS Hulk
PortScan, Firewall
DDoS LOIT
Inﬁltration
DoS GoldenEye
DoS SlowHTTPTest
DoS Slowloris
Brute-force SSH
Botnet ARES
XSS attack
PortScan, no Fw.
Brute-force FTP
SQL injection
Heartbleed

Proportion
10.10%
6.90%
4.08%
3.30%
0.32%
0.18%
0.17%
0.11%
0.03%
0.03%
0.02%
0.01%
<0.01%
<0.01%

Attack type
Exploits
Fuzzers
Reconnaissance
Generic
DoS
Shellcode
Analysis
Backdoors
Worms

Proportion
1.42%
1.01%
0.58%
0.21%
0.19%
0.08%
0.03%
0.02%
0.01%

For all experiments I use the CIC-IDS-2017 [Sharafaldin et al., 2018] and UNSW-NB15
[Moustafa and Slay, 2015] datasets which each include more than 2 million ﬂows of
network data, containing both benign traﬃc and a large number of diﬀerent attacks.
Attacks contained in the datasets are shown in Table 1.2.

1.2.4

A RNN-based classiﬁer

I implemented a three-layer LSTM-based classiﬁer with 512 neurons at each layer since
this number of layers and neurons is suﬃcient to obtain good classiﬁcation accuracy
while keeping training duration at an acceptable level.
As the input features I use source port, destination port, protocol identiﬁer, packet
length, Interarrival time (IAT) to the previous packet in the ﬂow, packet direction (i.e.
forward or reverse path) and all TCP ﬂags (0 if the ﬂow is not TCP) because these
features are present in almost every packet and are also available for encrypted traﬃc. I
omitted Time-to-Live (TTL) values, as they contain artifacts of the dataset generation
process (section 1.1). Among the used features, source port, destination port and protocol identiﬁer are constant over the whole ﬂow while the other features vary. During
ﬂow extraction I used the usual 5-tuple ﬂow key, which distinguishes ﬂows based on the
protocol they use and their source and destination port and IP address. I use Z-score
normalization to transform feature values to the range appropriate for neural network
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Table 1.3: Performance metrics per packet and per ﬂow. MLP values from section 1.1 are
presented for comparison. “Packet” and “Flow” both refer to the RNN. The diﬀerence
is that for “Packet”, the accuracy is computed for all packets while for “Flow” only the
last packet counts. This means that achieving high “Flow” accuracy is easier since only
the last packet counts and the RNN has thus already seen all previous packets and has
suﬃcient data to take a well-informed decision.

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1
Youden’s J

CIC-IDS-2017
Packet
Flow MLP

UNSW-NB15
Packet
Flow MLP

99.1%
97.0%
97.8%
97.4%
97.2%

99.5%
83.4%
87.6%
85.5%
87.3%

99.7%
99.7%
99.1%
99.4%
99.0%

99.8%
99.9%
99.2%
99.5%
99.1%

98.3%
78.6%
72.6%
75.5%
71.9%

98.9%
84.5%
82.9%
83.7%
82.3%

training. I ensured that my classiﬁers do not suﬀer from overﬁtting using a train/test
split of 2:1.
Table 1.3 shows the achieved classiﬁcation performance when evaluating metrics per
packet and per ﬂow and includes performance results for an MLP classiﬁer from section 1.1 for comparison. As depicted, my RNN-based classiﬁers achieve an accuracy
that is similar to previous work based on these datasets [Meghdouri et al., 2018] and one
similar to the one achieved in section 1.1. However, unlike these classiﬁers, my recurrent
classiﬁer has the advantage of being able to detect attacks already before the attack
ﬂows terminate.

1.2.5

Adversarial attacks

I now investigate whether known AML methods can be used for generating adversarial
ﬂows for my RNN. [Hashemi et al., 2019] previously studied the behavior of several
Network IDSs under adversarial attacks but unlike me did not investigate RNNs but
regular feed-forward NNs instead.
A network packet contains signiﬁcantly fewer features than, e.g., an image and, furthermore, most features such as TCP ﬂags cannot be easily manipulated, as their manipulation might violate the protocol speciﬁcations and thus cause communication to fail. I
identify the packet length and the IAT as features which are most likely to be exploited
and thus choose them to be modiﬁed by the adversary. But even these features cannot
be manipulated due to problem-speciﬁc constraints:
• Only packets can be manipulated which are transmitted by the attacker and thus
only packets travelling in one direction can be manipulated. An exception is botnet
and backdoor traﬃc, which is entirely controlled by an attacker.
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• Packets must not be smaller than initially, as otherwise less information could be
transmitted.
• IATs must not decrease, as otherwise the physical speed of data transmission can be
violated in some cases. An in-depth analysis of cases in which reduction of IATs is
legitimate is complex, so I generally disallowed IAT reductions.
Several AML methods have been proposed in the recent literature, achieving diﬀerent
speed-quality tradeoﬀs: [Szegedy et al., 2014] shows that it is possible to create adversarial samples for an image, which look similar to the original image but are classiﬁed
wrongly. [Goodfellow et al., 2015] develops the Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM),
which makes easy generation of adversarial samples possible. [Papernot et al., 2016]
explores the use of AML for RNNs, but lacks important AML methods. I implemented
the following AML methods:
Carlini-Wagner
I implemented the Carlini-Wagner method (CW) [Carlini and Wagner, 2017], performing
gradient descent (minimizing) on the optimization objective
d(X, X̃) + κ max(Z(X̃), δ).

(1.1)

Here, d(·) is a distance metric and κ ∈ R+ is a parameter governing the tradeoﬀ achieved
between attack success and distance from the original ﬂow. Furthermore, Z(·) denotes
the neural network’s logit output, X denotes the original ﬂow with all packets and X̃
the adversarial ﬂow optimized by CW.
δ ∈ R is a parameter that determines how far an adversary wants to exceed the decision
boundary. In the original publication δ = 0, meaning that the network’s decision for
adversarial samples is just between attack and benign traﬃc. In the present context, I
need to make sure that the classiﬁer’s prediction would actually be benign, even though
a certain level of noise will be added to IATs due to the network between attacker
and victim. Hence, I introduced δ = −0.2, corresponding to a prediction conﬁdence of
55% for the sample to be benign after the sigmoid activation function. This value was
empirically chosen.
I used L1 as distance metric as I consider L1 distance to represent practically relevant
diﬀerences of network ﬂows best. My reasoning is that for example delaying a packet
by 100 ms in order to make it adversarial is two times worse than delaying it by 50 ms.
2
However, if I used L2 distance instead, it would be 100
= 4 times worse, which I think is
502
counterintuitive. I used Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) for meeting the real-world
constraints discussed above.
L∞ -bounded Projected Gradient Descent
[Madry et al., 2018] uses a method for generating adversarial samples which deploys PGD
to maximize the network’s loss function while constraining the achieved L∞ distance
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from the original samples. Hence, an important diﬀerence to CW is that for this method
the network’s loss instead of its logit output is considered. I consider this method an
interesting combination of CW and FGSM. Since its functioning is somewhat similar to
CW, I expected the generated adversarial samples to be similarly close to the original
samples.
Fast Gradient Sign Method
Finally, I also tested the FGSM [Goodfellow et al., 2015], which is the ﬁrst method for
generating adversarial samples. FGSM can be considered a single pass of PGD on the
loss function with an equality constraint on the L∞ distance, i.e. the adversarial sample
is found as
X̃ = X + ϵ sgn(∇X L(X)),
(1.2)
where L(X) denotes the network’s loss function and ϵ denotes the achieved L∞ distance.
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Figure 1.5: Recall for both datasets and per attack type for CIC-IDS-2017. Depicted
are ﬂow detection accuracies for adversarial ﬂows and for unmodiﬁed attack ﬂows.
Results
Figure 1.5 depicts the performance for the investigated algorithms for both datasets and
for each attack type in CIC-IDS-2017. I used CW with a tradeoﬀ of 1 and, to provide
a fair comparison, for FGSM and PGD I set the maximum allowed L∞ distance to the
same which was observed for CW.
I compare the diﬀerent methods considering how small the recall is when the method is
applied. Thus, a method which achieves a recall of 0 always evades detection and is thus
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“successful”. CW delivers the best performance and FGSM, while being the fastest of
all investigated algorithms, delivers the worst performance. The ﬁgure shows signiﬁcant
diﬀerences for detecting diﬀerent attack families in the ﬁrst place. Also for generating
adversarial ﬂows some attack families are more susceptible than others. However, the
results match to a high degree with my expectations. For example, SQL injection attacks
(with a recall of 0) apparently are closer to benign traﬃc than Denial-of-Service (DoS)
attacks and, hence, ﬁnding adversarial samples should be easier.
Interestingly, any increase of the L∞ bound for PGD did not yield signiﬁcantly improved
performance. CW thus generally achieved superior results to L∞ -bounded PGD and I
can conﬁrm the recommendation by [Carlini and Wagner, 2017] to perform gradient
descent on the logit output instead of the loss for good results.
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Figure 1.6 depicts the success ratio (1 if all samples evade detection) and average distance
(L1 from original sample) for CW for diﬀerent tradeoﬀs κ. Evidently, the larger κ, the
better the attack works, but also distances from original ﬂows become higher. With
acceptable distances, I was able to generate adversarial samples for about 80% of attack
samples.

0

Figure 1.6: Performance of CW with diﬀerent κ values.
For successful adversarial samples, the second term in Equation 1.1 becomes constant
and, hence, is no longer relevant for optimization. Hence, κ is irrelevant for the achieved
distance, but governs if for one sample an adversarial sample is found. This means that
when increasing κ potentially more adversarial samples can be found while the distance
for samples, for which an adversarial sample could have already found with a smaller
κ, does not become larger. However, when using a large κ in Equation 1.1, to avoid
overly large steps of gradient descent that impede convergence, it is necessary to reduce
the gradient descent learning rate. Since the distance term is not aﬀected by κ, it is
furthermore necessary to scale the iteration count inversely with the learning rate. CW
with a large κ therefore needs more time than with a small κ.
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1.2.6

Evaluating adversarial robustness

As Figure 1.5 shows, for most attack types, most samples can be modiﬁed by an adversary
to be classiﬁed as benign by using CW. High recall for a particular attack type for the
original samples does not imply that adversarial samples are hard to ﬁnd for these
attacks.
For example, consider the case that a feature for a certain attack is always 2 and always
1.99 for benign samples. This means that the attack can always be recognized because
the feature is always 2 for the attack. However, still, just changing the feature by 0.01
makes all samples of this attack family adversarial even though it was originally very
easy to classify.
Thus I argue that beside the classical metrics such as accuracy, false positives etc., a
metric is needed, which quantiﬁes how easily an IDS classiﬁer can be fooled.
Such a metric should be easy to compute and easy to interpret. While in general adversarial robustness for ML models is frequently quantiﬁed as the average or median
of minimum distances of adversarial samples [Carlini et al., 2019], I found no generally
agreed-upon metric for IDSs in the literature. If I consider ﬂows, for which no adversarial sample can be found, to have inﬁnite distance, the median has the advantage of
ignoring such unsuccessful samples and outliers. On the other hand, the median might
depict expected distances badly if they have a very uneven distribution.
I thus propose the ARS as follows. Let S denote the set of samples, N = |S| ∈ N
the total number of samples and ds ∈ R+
0 the distance of an adversarial ﬂow from the
original ﬂow for a sample s ∈ S, assigning unsuccessful samples a distance of ∞. I deﬁne
the ARS as
1
ARS =
ds̃ ,
(1.3)
s̃∈S̃
⌈N/2⌉
with S̃ ⊂ S denoting a set of size |S̃| = ⌈N/2⌉, so that ds̃ ≤ ds for all s̃ ∈ S̃, s ∈ S \ S̃.
The ARS is thus approximately the average of distances not larger than the median
distance.
I consider an adversary successful if he can cause at least 50% of all samples to be
misclassiﬁed. In this case, the ARS is the average of the distances of the adversarial
samples to the original samples for the 50% of all samples which have the smallest
distances. If the adversary doesn’t manage to manipulate enough samples, the ARS is
∞.
CW is able to ﬁnd adversarial samples with minimum distance, but becomes slow for
large κ. Hence, it can be used for ﬁnding the ARS eﬃciently as follows: Use CW with
a small tradeoﬀ, trying to generate adversarial samples for an attack type. If at least
N/2 are wrongly classiﬁed, and the smallest distance of non-adversarial samples is not
smaller than the ⌈ N2 ⌉th smallest distance of adversarial samples, stop and compute the
ARS. Otherwise increase κ and repeat. If after a predeﬁned number of iterations – e.g.
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100 – still not more than half of the samples are adversarial, also break and set the ARS
to ∞.
The larger the ARS is, the more robust the model is, as then an adversary needs to
modify the samples more to make them adversarial. If not more than half of the samples
could be made adversarial, my metric is ∞ since then apparently it is not possible for an
adversary to reliably conduct adversarial attacks on the majority of samples. In this case,
the ratio of samples that could be made adversarial can be a useful metric to determine
the exact extent of the adversarial threat.
Setting the threshold for the ARS to 50% is arbitrary, but reasonable as outliers with
very large distances are ignored and because if an attacker can make the majority of
samples adversarial, I argue that its attack is “successful”.
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Figure 1.7: Recall for unmodiﬁed ﬂows and ARS for attacks in CIC-IDS-2017. For
“PortScan, Firewall” recall never falls below 66%: The attack does not succeed and the
ARS is ∞.
Figure 1.7 shows that certain attack types, like “DoS SlowHTTPTest”, are easy to
classify for an IDS but still are also surprisingly vulnerable to adversarial modiﬁcations
by an attacker aiming to make them look benign.

1.2.7

Defenses

I now investigate two approaches to increase robustness of the RNNs against adversarial
attacks. Several methods have been proposed to improve robustness in the context of
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computer vision [Akhtar and Mian, 2018]. I chose the methods presented below, because
they are simple and can be applied to my recurrent setting in a straight-forward fashion.
Reducing features
The most obvious defense is to simply omit features an attacker can manipulate. I try
two diﬀerent approaches of this defense strategy:
• Leaving out all manipulable features, i.e. packet size and IAT, in both directions.
• Leaving them out only in the direction from the attacker to the victim. This, however,
does not prevent adversarial samples for botnets, for which the attacker has control
over both sides.
Both approaches lead to complete resistance to adversarial samples, except for botnets,
which can still operate when only leaving out manipulable features in one direction.
The results show that – surprisingly – there is only a small diﬀerence in classiﬁcation
performance when looking at ﬂow accuracy (accuracy of only classifying the last packet
correctly): It is slightly lower at 99.3% compared to 99.7% originally for CIC-IDS-2017.
However, packet accuracy (accuracy of classifying all packets in a ﬂow correctly) is only
98% when leaving out the features in one direction and 96.7% when leaving them out in
both directions. Thus, apparently the IAT and packet size are especially important for
determining whether a ﬂow is malicious in the ﬁrst packets of a ﬂow.
Adversarial training
As alternative to omitting manipulable features, I attempted to make the classiﬁer more
robust against adversarial samples by augmenting the training set by adversarial ﬂows
generated using CW, labeled as additional attacks. This approach can be considered an
adversarial training procedure, which is a common defense method in the related literature [Akhtar and Mian, 2018, Madry et al., 2018]. I added one adversarial sample per
attack sample to the training set. Since CW is deterministic, this is the maximum number of adversarial samples possible. With this augmented training set I then alternated
retraining of the neural network and optimization of the adversarial samples.
A question which occurs in this process is how many CPU cycles to spend on network
training and adversarial sample optimization. I decided to use as many backpropagation
steps for training as I use for adversarial sample optimization. For each adversarial
sample optimization step, I performed 10 iterations of gradient descent. Hence, all
adversarial samples were optimized each 10 epochs of neural network training.
Figure 1.9 shows the ARS throughout adversarial training for several attack categories
and clearly indicates that adversarial training is eﬀective, as the distance gradually
increases. Hence, an attacker would have to modify attack samples more and more,
eventually rendering the attack unpractical. The reason that ARS does not increase
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Figure 1.9: ARS during adversarial training for UNSW-NB15.
For both datasets, after a small number of epochs, it was no longer possible to create
a signiﬁcant number of adversarial samples for most attack categories. After 50 epochs
of training, accuracy is essentially identical to the results presented in Table 1.3. Recall
increased and precision slightly decreased. However, this is due to the higher proportion
of attack samples in training data and, hence, expected. I conclude that adversarial
training is eﬀective for reducing the attack surface for adversarial attacks in my scenario.

1.2.8

Conclusion

I have implemented a recurrent classiﬁer based on LSTMs to detect network attacks,
which is able to detect attacks already before the ﬂow is over.
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I showed that even though my use case is very diﬀerent from computer vision, adversarial
samples can be found eﬃciently, even if only ostensibly unimportant features, such as
the time interval between two packets, can be modiﬁed. I proposed the ARS for quantifying and comparing the adversarial threat for IDSs. Deploying an adversarial training
procedure, I could signiﬁcantly reduce the adversarial threat.
I am conﬁdent that some of the proposed concepts can also be used in other contexts.
For example, the ARS is a general metric for quantifying adversarial robustness and can
also be used for other application domains.
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CHAPTER

Saving computational resources
Anomaly detection and intrusion detection systems are supposed to perform their task
accurately, yielding few false positives and false negatives. By eﬃciently preventing malicious behavior they can save costs, which would be incurred by cyber attacks. However,
an important aspect is that the cost of purchasing and running the intrusion detection
system must be smaller than the costs which are saved by preventing cyber attacks. Otherwise having an intrusion detection system is not economical. In the following section
I thus propose a way to skip irrelevant packets from being inspected by a intrusion detection system. This saves computational resources and thus results in lower electricity
consumption (contribution 1c).
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2.1

Learning packet sampling for intrusion detection with
deep reinforcement learning

Notice of adoption from previous publications in section 3
Parts of the contents of this section have been published in the following paper:
[Bachl et al., 2020c] Maximilian Bachl, Fares Meghdouri, Joachim Fabini, and Tanja
Zseby. SparseIDS: Learning Packet Sampling with Reinforcement Learning. In CNS,
2020c
All scientiﬁc content of this work which is reused here was predominantly conceived
by myself.

2.1.1

Introduction

In section 1.2 I showed that a ﬂow-based Intrusion Detection System (IDS) based on a
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) which operates on each packet, can achieve good accuracy and detect threats in real time. Nevertheless, not only the accuracy and reliability
of classiﬁcation, but also the computational eﬃciency, are critical for practical use. This
follows from the fact that a rationally-acting organization will only implement an IDS if
the cost saved by preventing security breaches is higher than the cost of the IDS itself.
The cost of an IDS can be divided into (a) the cost of purchase/installation, (b) the
cost of operation and (c) the cost of maintenance. The goal I pursue here is to develop
optimal sampling strategies that do not signiﬁcantly degrade classiﬁcation performance
while being able to only process a small fraction of the original data. Speciﬁcally, a good
sampling technique should:
1. choose optimally, taking only samples that contain the most information and
skip the less relevant ones.
2. have a parameter that allows to trade oﬀ classiﬁcation performance for sparsity
(choosing fewer packets).
3. be independent of the classiﬁer so that any classiﬁer can be used and that the
classiﬁer doesn’t have to be aware of the sampling strategy.
4. be retrainable so that the sampling can be continuously adapted depending on
the current threat landscape.
5. be able to skip arbitrarily many packets since network ﬂows can be very long but
only the ﬁrst couple of packets are needed to decide whether an attack occurred
or not.
6. be lightweight, so that computation eﬃciency is not lower because of the sampling
overhead.
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For this purpose I develop the Reinforcement Learning (RL)-based IDS SparseIDS that
fulﬁlls the above properties. I show that a signiﬁcant number of packets can be skipped
while the accuracy does not drop considerably. Compared to other common sampling
techniques, SparseIDS performs better when being trained on the same number of ﬂows
as the other sampling techniques.
The accuracy-sparsity tradeoﬀ of SparseIDS can be regulated by a reinforcement learning
parameter that directly aﬀects both quantities. However, as in some deployments, a
certain sparsity has to be minimally achieved to limit the computational expense, I also
develop a steering system that adapts the tradeoﬀ parameter in a closed control loop.
In this way the given budget of computation power is not exceeded.
To make SparseIDS as lightweight as possible, my implementation allows to let the
sampling and the classiﬁer be implemented in the same neural network, meaning that no
overhead is introduced. With this option disabled, the computational power required is
2× of what would be required without the sampling. Thus, for this option, less than 50%
of packets must be sampled to gain a computational eﬃciency advantage. Fortunately,
I can show that with shared weights the same accuracy can be achieved while having no
computational overhead.
To encourage reproducibility and facilitate experimentation, I publicly release the source
code, the trained ML models, the data and the ﬁgures of this work1 .

2.1.2

Related work

Sampling of network packets to minimize computational eﬀort has been extensively studied. In [Estan et al., 2004], authors have developed a scheme that varies the sampling
rate depending on the available resources, making the sampling framework more eﬀective than conventional ﬁxed-rate sampling. In view of the numerous sampling techniques
that exist, the authors in [Zseby et al., 2005] published an overview of common methods
for packet sampling in IP networks.
As far as sampling for IDSs is concerned, several approaches have been proposed to
sample packets retaining high detection performance. Authors in [Estan and Varghese,
2003] propose to single out large ﬂows for IDS and sample fewer packets for increased
computational eﬃciency. In [Bakhoum, 2011] an approach based on Markov chains to
sample packets for IDS was used. [Kodialam and Lakshman, 2003] lay out a gametheoretic model for determining which network paths are more vulnerable and require
more packet sampling. [Ha et al., 2016] develop a system for Software Deﬁned Networks,
which aims to sample more packets from more vulnerable parts of the network.
As I showed before in section 1.2, RNN-based IDSs have been shown to perform very
well. I built an LSTM-based recurrent classiﬁer for network intrusion detection and
further developed methods for security assessment of recurrent classiﬁers.
1

https://github.com/CN-TU/adversarial-recurrent-ids/tree/rl
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Regarding skipping parts of sequences for RNNs, some works investigated ways to let
RNNs skip parts of sequences. The focus of these works was mostly natural language
processing and I know of no work that focuses on network traﬃc. The following papers
provide an overview of this research domain:
Authors in [Yu et al., 2017] propose the usage of RL to make an LSTM network learn
to skim text. Their technique does not aim to maximize sparsity but only lets the RL
optimize classiﬁcation performance for the sequence as a whole. Thus, if it learns to skip
elements it is only because it is better for achieving good classiﬁcation performance, not
because it wants to increase sparsity.
Another technique developed in [Campos et al., 2018] includes a skip gate into LSTM
and other recurrent cells. It works without RL but on the downside, their method can
only be trained once and not be adapted afterwards and also it explicitly depends on
the the implementation of the underlying classiﬁer, while I want a solution in which the
sampling procedure and the classiﬁer are independent.
An LSTM network with two state vectors (one full state vector and one reduced one) was
used in [Seo et al., 2018]. At each step the network decides whether to use the reduced
or the full state vector and can reduce computational cost by using the reduced one. For
network traﬃc it is often not even necessary to have a reduced state vector since for
some attack ﬂows, already the ﬁrst couple of packets might contain enough information
and then the remaining packets of the ﬂow do not have to be considered anymore at all
(section 1.2).
[Gui et al., 2019] use RL but their intention is not to skip samples but instead to make
the RL learn to choose a previous state that can aid at the current step. Thus it tries
to help the RNN with memorizing information from the past but does not actually take
less data, which is the goal I pursue in this work.
These proposed techniques focus their evaluation on text and hence do not fulﬁll all
criteria I set out in subsection 2.1.1. Furthermore, all techniques that use RL use discrete
actions, meaning that there is a hyperparameter k, which inﬂuences the maximum jump
that is possible. However, for a network ﬂow, already after the second packet it might be
obvious that a ﬂow is an attack and thus the remaining packets can be completely ignored.
It is therefore beneﬁcial not to have a ﬁxed maximum step size but a continuous one.
This allows skipping arbitrarily many packets and gives more ﬂexibility to the sampling
framework.
Non-RL sampling techniques
In order to evaluate the performance of SparseIDS, I compare it with a few straightforward sampling techniques. I opt for three sampling families that, unlike SparseIDS
cannot adapt their strategy based on packet contents.
Random sampling Given the fraction p of packets to be selected in a sequence of N
packets, this technique will sample each individual packet with probability of p. Theo61
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retically, if the sequence is large enough (inﬁnitely large), m packets will be randomly
sampled from a uniform distribution whereby m ≈ N × p. Naturally, the number of chosen packets can vary to some degree. This variation is larger for short ﬂows. In practice,
random sampling works well if several packets have similar properties (redundancy) and
therefore the probability of skipping important information is minimal.
Relative ﬁrst m packets As its name suggests, this technique only samples the ﬁrst
packets from each ﬂow and ignores the rest of the ﬂow. For a sampling rate p it will
take the ﬁrst m packets from each ﬂow so that m ≈ N × p. For example, for a ﬂow
with length 10 and p = 0.2, it will take the ﬁrst 2 packets, for another ﬂow of length
40 and for the same sampling rate (p = 0.2), it will sample the ﬁrst 8 packets. For this
procedure the length of a ﬂow has to be known beforehand and thus it is not applicable
in a streaming scenario. This technique is successful under the assumption that most
information for determining maliciousness is present in the ﬁrst few packets of a ﬂow,
i.e. a large data transfer in which the initial packets represent a hand-shake after which
the majority of packets contain the raw data and do not reveal signiﬁcant information
to non-Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) systems.
First m packets This technique is similar to the one above, with the diﬀerence that
the length of a ﬂow doesn’t have to be known beforehand. If ﬂows have an average
length of 10 packets, and the sampling rate p = 0.2 it would take up to two packets
from each ﬂow regardless of its length. To determine the average length of ﬂows, it is
necessary to use experience from past ﬂows.
Every ith sampling Finally, I use a periodic sampling technique that, for a sampling
rate p, takes a sample each i ≈ p1 packets. Similar to the last technique, the length of
the ﬂow is not needed in this case. In practice, this technique is best suited to keep the
distribution of the sampled set similar to the original distribution, and it is thus suited
for scenarios where information is heterogeneously distributed between packets over an
entire network ﬂow.
In each of the above techniques, the ﬁrst packet of each ﬂow is always taken because
otherwise one could get undeﬁned behavior: If a ﬂow only consists of 1 packet and this
packet is not chosen, it is not even deﬁned if the prediction of the classiﬁer was correct
for this ﬂow or not. Thus, in my implementations of the above sampling techniques, I
make sure that even when the ﬁrst packet is always chosen, the overall fraction of chosen
packets corresponds to the sampling probability p.

2.1.3

Concept

To fulﬁll the goals outlined in subsection 2.1.1, in this section I propose the architecture
of my proposed sampling framework SparseIDS.
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Classiﬁer
I implemented a three-layer LSTM-based classiﬁer with 128 neurons at each layer. I
choose 128 neurons as I don’t notice a signiﬁcant degradation of performance compared
to the results of section 1.2 (check Table 1.3, ﬂow accuracy) and as fewer neurons allowed
for more agility during the training phase and allowed me to run more experiments. As
the input features I use source port, destination port, protocol identiﬁer, packet length,
Interarrival time (IAT) to the previous packet in the ﬂow, packet direction (i.e. forward
or reverse path) and all TCP ﬂags (0 if the ﬂow is not TCP). I omitted Time-to-Live
(TTL) values, as they are likely to lead to unwanted prediction behaviour (section 1.1).
Among the used features, source port, destination port and protocol identiﬁer are constant over the whole ﬂow while the others vary. Additionally, I add the number of
skipped packets since the last packet as a feature, which can help the classiﬁer because
otherwise it might be confused because of missing packets. I used the usual 5-tuple
ﬂow key, which distinguishes ﬂows based on the protocol they use and their source and
destination port and IP address.
Reinforcement learning-based sampling
Given enough training instances, RL algorithms have been shown to perform very well
in complex decision-making situations such as playing video games [Mnih et al., 2013].
I thus consider an RL-based architecture to be suitable for taking packet sampling decisions. The system should look at the current packet as well as the history of the
conversation ﬂow and output how many packets should be skipped until the next packet
is considered in the current ﬂow. The reward that the RL tries to maximize should be a
combination of classiﬁcation accuracy and the number of packets that could be skipped
(sparsity). An operator should be able to specify how much accuracy is allowed to be
traded oﬀ for achieving higher sparsity.
For a ﬂow of length N at each packet n there are two reward metrics which are computed
in a fashion that is known from R-learning [Schwartz, 1993]:
The classiﬁcation reward metric (Equation 2.1) captures how correct the classiﬁer is on
average for all future packets of a ﬂow. The label of each packet in a ﬂow has a value of
0 for non-attack traﬃc and 1 for attack traﬃc with one ﬂow being only attack or nonex
attack but not mixed. The conﬁdence is the sigmoided 1+e
output of the classiﬁer,
x
yielding a value between 0 and 1, where 0 is absolute conﬁdence for a ﬂow being benign
and 1 is absolute conﬁdence for a ﬂow being an attack.
Rclassiﬁcation,n =

N
1
1 − |labeli − conﬁdencei |
N − n i=n+1

(2.1)

Intuitively, the classiﬁcation reward makes sure that packets are chosen that contain the
most information and thus result in the highest classiﬁcation performance.
The sparsity reward metric (Equation 2.2) captures how much sparsity is achieved on
average for all future packets of a ﬂow. E.g. for a ﬂow of length 10 if after 5 packets have
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Figure 2.1: The computation of the rewards for a sample malicious ﬂow: Gray packets
(0) are skipped while black ones (1) are chosen. “#Skipped/#Total” (number of packets
skipped with respect to the total number of packets both starting from the current
position (thus looking forward into the future) and “Conﬁdence” are the underlying
parameters for rewards calculations (see Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.2). Numbers are
rounded to two digits after the decimal point.
been processed, 3 packets are chosen and 2 are skipped from the remaining 5 packets,
2
the sparsity reward metric at packet 5 is 10−(4+1)
= 25 .

Rsparsity,n =

N
i=n+1 1skipped,i

N − (n + 1)

(2.2)

Figure 2.1 shows how classiﬁcation and sparsity rewards are computed for a toy example.
I opt for an Actor-Critic (AC) approach (as shown in Figure 2.3) modeled after [Mnih
et al., 2016] because I consider it being more interpretable than a Deep RL approach
based on a Deep Q Network like [Mnih et al., 2013], as it outputs the reward that was
expected and the reward that was actually achieved, which I explain in more detail in
the next paragraphs.
My proposed framework (see Figure 2.2) consists of three independent neural networks:
the classiﬁer, the critic and the actor.
The classiﬁer’s goal is to guess correctly if a ﬂow is an attack or not. For this, it outputs
its conﬁdence for non-attack/attack after reading a packet. As stated in section 2.1.3, I
choose an LSTM-based supervised classiﬁer for this work, but my framework can work
together with any classiﬁer as long as it outputs a conﬁdence for non-attack/attack at
each packet and can handle skipped packets. For instance, it would also be possible to
replace the LSTM with an unsupervised autoencoder akin to [Mirsky et al., 2018].
The critic aims to estimate the future expected average classiﬁcation performance and
the future expected average sparsity that can be achieved at a packet n. For this, given
the current input vector and the state of the LSTM cells sn and the neural network
weights of the critic θc , it outputs the value functions vclassiﬁcation,n and vsparsity,n at each
packet n. It aims to predict the classiﬁcation performance and sparsity correctly for
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each packet by minimizing the following loss function:
lv,n = (Rclassiﬁcation,n − vclassiﬁcation,n (sn ; θc ))2
+ (Rsparsity,n − vsparsity,n (sn ; θc ))2

(2.3)

Now that the reward metrics and the critic’s outputs are deﬁned, I can deﬁne the overall
utility U that I want to maximize at each packet n using the sparsity-accuracy tradeoﬀ
parameter α as follows:
Un = (Rclassiﬁcation,n + α · Rsparsity,n )
− (vclassiﬁcation,n + α · vsparsity,n )

(2.4)

This means that I want the reward to be higher than the critic’s expectation. Note that
it would be also possible to unify both reward metrics in one and have the critic have
only one output, but I consider it to be more interpretable to have two separate outputs,
which can be inspected by an operator.
The actor outputs a probability distribution at packet n, which is sampled to determine
the number of packets that should be skipped next. It aims to change the distribution
so that actions which result in a higher reward are chosen more frequently, maximizing
the utility function. However, this strategy could lead to the actor getting stuck with
what it considers the best decision and never try alternatives even though they might
result in a higher reward. This would be equivalent to the actor being stuck in a local
maximum. Thus, the actor not only tries to change the distribution so that the actions
become more optimal (higher reward) but at the same time also aims to maximize the
entropy of the distribution so that alternative choices are still explored reasonably often.
Speciﬁcally, at packet n of a network ﬂow, given the current state sn (which consists
of the current input as well as the LSTM state) and the neural network weights of
the actor θa , the actor outputs a probability distribution π (an | sn ; θa ) from which the
action an ≥ 1 is sampled. an = 1 means that the next packet is inspected next, while,
for example, an = 2 means that one packet is skipped until the next that is chosen,
an = 3 means that two are skipped and so forth. Besides wanting to make actions which
result in a high reward more likely, the actor also seeks to optimize the entropy H(·)
of the probability distribution so that it keeps exploring and doesn’t get stuck with a
suboptimal policy.
Combining these objectives, the actor network aims to minimize the loss function
la,n = − log (π (an | sn ; θa )) Un −β H (π (sn ; θa ))
Policy Loss

Entropy

(2.5)

In related work regarding RL-based sampling for sequences, only discrete actions were
evaluated so far: The actor would output a categorical probability distribution with a
ﬁxed maximum number of bins k. A drawback of this approach is that only a predeﬁned
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maximum number of packets can be skipped at once (the maximum of the actions space)
and that for a very large number of k, it can take a long time to converge to an optimum
policy as there are k diﬀerent options to explore at each packet n. Besides discrete
actions, I thus also experiment with continuous actions, which allow to skip arbitrarily
many packets.
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Figure 2.2: An overview of the complete neural network being used in my experiments.
Ocher stands for the input, blue for linear layers, red for LSTM layers and purple for
the outputs of the neural network. The numbers in parentheses stand for the width of
that layer. My implementation also supports sharing the LSTM between all three neural
networks, which greatly reduces computational complexity: In this case, the ﬁrst linear
layers as well as the three layers of LSTM cells are shared while the last linear layers are
still separate. I later show that shared weights perform on par with separate ones.
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Figure 2.3: SparseIDS framework. Three deep networks are shown: the classiﬁer, the
actor network and the critic network. The actor takes actions based on the feedback
from the the critic network and the classiﬁer. The critic network tracks the actor’s
actions based on the classiﬁer conﬁdence. The packet selector chooses packets based on
the decision of the actor network.
Continuous actions
For performing continuous actions I need a probability distribution which can be parametrized
to have the mean between 0 and positive inﬁnity. Furthermore it must have at least two
parameters so that the standard deviation, which is required for the entropy (Equation 2.5), can be changed independently of the mean. For example, the Exponential
distribution can be parametrized to have its mean anywhere between 0 and positive inﬁnity, however, it has only one parameter and thus the mean and the standard deviation
cannot be independently changed. A simple distribution which ﬁts my requirements is
the log-normal distribution, which is deﬁned as a normal distribution whose output is
exponentiated.
The architecture in Figure 2.2 shows that the actor network has two outputs: µ and
σ. These encode the mean and standard deviation of a log-normal distribution and can
never be smaller or equal to zero and hence I always apply a rectiﬁer function at the
output. I choose the softplus (log (1 + ex )), which is a smooth rectiﬁer function: When
sampling from the log-normal distribution, a real number is obtained. I round it down
and then add 1. This gives me a natural number between 1 and ∞, which states how
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many packets should be skipped.
When experimenting with continuous actions, I encountered one practical problem: At
the beginning of training, the classiﬁer would still perform badly and would not give the
actor a useful reward. As a result, the actor would only focus on sparsity and aim to
maximize it, as the classiﬁcation reward would always be equally bad no matter how
many packets are chosen. Thus, the actor would learn to let µ go to inﬁnity and try
to skip as many packets as possible. This would increase the reward at the beginning
when the interaction between the three components of my RL system is still fragile. As
a solution, I add a penalty to the reward calculation when the actor jumps far behind
the last ﬂow packet. The modiﬁed reward applies only to the last chosen packet and
penalizes the actor jumping more than one packet behind the last packet. The sparsity
reward formula (Equation 2.2) of the last packet is modiﬁed as follows, where last refers
to the index of the last chosen packet in the ﬂow (n = last):
Rsparsity,last =

N
i=last+1 1skipped,i

N − (last + 1 + (last + alast − N − 1))

(2.6)

Speciﬁcally, it adds the term (last + alast − N − 1) to the denominator which penalizes
the actor jumping more than one packet behind the ﬂow. Jumping just right after the
ﬂow does not get penalized because if the actor considers the rest of the ﬂow as irrelevant,
ignoring the rest of the ﬂow and jumping to the ﬁrst packet behind the ﬂow is a useful
action.

2.1.4

Experimental setup

For my experiments, I use the CIC-IDS-2017 [Sharafaldin et al., 2018] dataset, which
includes more than 2 million ﬂows of network data, containing both benign (74.75%)
traﬃc and a large number of diﬀerent attacks (25.25%, 14 attack types). The distribution
of diﬀerent attacks in the dataset are shown in Table 1.2.
I use Z-score normalization and a train/test split of 2:1. To speed up experimentation,
I cut ﬂows at a maximum length of 20. As Figure 2.5d shows, there are only few ﬂows
that exceed that length.
For all my experiments I train my neural networks for 8 epochs (> 10 million ﬂows) with
the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001. An important implementation detail
is that I always start with the ﬁrst packet of a ﬂow, meaning that it cannot be skipped.
Also, I set the entropy parameter β to 0.01 of the actor’s loss function Equation 2.5.
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Figure 2.4: Training with a tradeoﬀ of 0.1 with continuous actions for several epochs.
One training sample is one ﬂow. Training accuracy increases sharply in the beginning
while increasing more slowly later on. The behavior for sparsity is similar. As the
classiﬁer gets better, the RL starts skipping more packets.
Figure 2.4 shows how, during training, accuracy increases quickly at the beginning and
then gradually afterwards. At the same time, sparsity gets higher as the RL learns which
packets can be skipped since they do not inﬂuence classiﬁcation performance.
Opposed to the behavior during training, I do not randomly sample from the probability
distribution of the actor during deployment. I instead take the mean of the distribution
for the continuous case and the mode for the discrete one. This is reasonable and best
practice [Mnih et al., 2016] since during deployment I do not aim to explore the possible
choices anymore as they were already learned during training: Only the optimal choice,
which was learned, should be applied and no exploration is necessary since the actor
does not train anymore. Furthermore, the critic is only necessary during training for
the reward of the actor. During deployment, it can be disabled, saving computational
power.
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Inﬂuence of the tradeoﬀ
Table 2.1: Comparing classiﬁcation metrics per ﬂow with diﬀerent tradeoﬀs. The higher
the tradeoﬀ, the higher the sparsity but also the lower the accuracy.
Tradeoﬀ

0.0

0.1

0.5

1.0

Sparsity

0%

76.3%

76.5%

76.8%

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1
Youden

99.5%
99.4%
98.5%
99.0%
98.4%

99.4%
98.5%
99.0%
98.7%
98.5%

99.3%
98.7%
98.6%
98.6%
98.2%

99.0%
97.9%
98.1%
98.0%
97.4%

Table 2.1 shows the inﬂuence of the tradeoﬀ parameter α. For columns with a tradeoﬀ
of 0.0, I train the classiﬁer regularly with all packets without using RL. For tradeoﬀs 0.1,
0.5 and 1.0 I train SparseIDS using RL with continuous actions and keep the tradeoﬀ
constant for the whole training. Results show that the higher the tradeoﬀ, the fewer
packets are sampled and the lower the accuracy.
Discrete vs. continuous actions
Table 2.2: Comparing classiﬁcation metrics per ﬂow with either discrete (20 diﬀerent
actions) or continuous actions. The tradeoﬀ is always 0.1.
Actions

continuous

discrete

Sparsity

76.3%

73.6%

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1
Youden

99.4%
98.5%
99.0%
99.7%
98.5%

99.2%
98.7%
98.3%
98.5%
97.8%

Table 2.2 compares continuous and discrete (20 diﬀerent) actions and shows that continuous actions result in a higher accuracy with fewer samples being selected. I chose 20
discrete actions as ﬂows have a maximum length of 20, so with 20 actions, the RL can
decide to skip the entire ﬂow at the ﬁrst packet. When I tried with fewer discrete actions
(like 8), I saw that sparsity was limited as the RL would have liked to skip more packets
but couldn’t. The results lead to the conclusion that at least for my use case and for the
dataset I consider, continuous actions seem to perform better. Generally, the advantage
of discrete actions is that they are theoretically more powerful as they can compare each
of the possible actions with each other, while the only possibility for continuous actions
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is to increase or decrease the mean of the log-normal distribution, which can lead to
worse performance. On the other hand, with discrete actions, the maximum number of
samples to skip is ﬁxed, which I consider to be a major drawback. Furthermore, training
time is potentially higher since, for example, for a discrete action space of 20 actions,
each option is treated as being completely diﬀerent and, while actually there is not a
large diﬀerence between skipping 18 or 19 packets, there is a big diﬀerence between skipping 0 packets compared to skipping 19 packets. This means that for discrete actions, all
actions are perceived as being completely independent, which is not true as the reward
function considers sparsity, which increases gradually as more packets are skipped and
thus similar actions result in similar rewards.
Comparing with other sampling methods
Table 2.3: Comparing classiﬁcation metrics per ﬂow between RL-based sampling with
continuous actions (tradeoﬀ 0.1) and alternative strategies.
RL

random

every ith

relative ﬁrst m

ﬁrst m

Sparsity

76.3%

76.3%

76.3%

76.3%

76.3%

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1
Youden

99.4%
98.5%
99.0%
99.7%
98.5%

96.9%
92.4%
95.6%
94.0%
93.0%

97.8%
95.8%
95.4%
95.6%
93.9%

97.3%
93.8%
95.5%
94.7%
93.4%

98.3%
95.6%
97.9%
96.7%
96.4%

Next I compared the RL technique used by SparseIDS with several common sampling
strategies suggested in section 2.1.2. After applying the sampling techniques, the sequence of selected packets is then fed to the classiﬁer discussed in section 2.1.3, where
features are extracted and a decision is made after each packet. Also, the classiﬁer gets
information on how many packets were skipped prior to each packet. Table 2.3 reveals
that SparseIDS achieves the highest accuracy with the same sparsity. Not surprisingly,
random sampling performs the worst, as it is likely that a ﬂow is “unfortunate” and
doesn’t get enough packets sampled while another one gets more packets or the packets
that carry more useful information. The best strategy besides the RL approach seems
to be “ﬁrst m” sampling, which matches the conclusion from section 1.2 that the ﬁrst
couple of packets are the most important ones for determining maliciousness of a ﬂow.
“ﬁrst m” performs better than “relative ﬁrst m” because for “relative ﬁrst m”, longer
ﬂows will have more packets sampled from them. Conversely, very short ﬂows will get
few packets. For example, with p = 0.2, a ﬂow of length 20 will get 4 packets while one
with 4 packets will get only 1. However, with “ﬁrst m”, the short and the long ﬂow will
get the same number of packets. Apparently it is better if all ﬂows get the same number
of packets than if long ﬂows get more packets.
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Shared weights
Table 2.4: Using shared weights for all components of SparseIDS resulting in no overhead
in deployment compared to a classiﬁer without my RL framework.
Tradeoﬀ

0.0

0.1

0.5

1.0

Sparsity

0%

77.6%

77.6%

78.2%

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1
Youden

99.5%
99.4%
98.5%
99.0%
98.4%

99.4%
99.2%
98.2%
98.7%
97.9%

99.3%
98.6%
98.7%
98.6%
98.2%

99.0%
98.9%
96.9%
97.9%
96.6%

Table 2.4 shows that when sharing the neural network weights of the classiﬁer, the actor
and the critic, SparseIDS achieves the same very high accuracy as in the case in which all
every component has its own weights (Table 2.1). The achieved sparsity is even higher
when using separate weights. One explanation for this might be that sharing weights
has a regularizing eﬀect.
With shared weights, the RL mechanism adds no computational complexity since all the
operations in the neural network are the same for the actor and the classiﬁer (the critic
is not needed during deployment). The only part that is not shared is the last linear
layer, which connects the last LSTM layer with the outputs.
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Figure 2.5: Inspecting the sampling strategy of SparseIDS for various attack types with
continuous actions and a tradeoﬀ of 0.1. The blue line shows the conﬁdence. The gray
bars show how many samples had this number of packets. For example, the gray bar in
Figure 2.5a at position 19 with height 10000 signiﬁes that 10000 ﬂows of benign traﬃc
had a length of at least 20 packets (since I say that the ﬁrst packet is at position 0). The
red bars represent the number of packets sampled at this position for all ﬂows. The ﬁrst
packet is always chosen for each ﬂow by design.
Figure 2.5 shows the sampling strategy for diﬀerent attack types. Figure 2.5a shows that
for benign traﬃc, the sampling strategy is quite heterogeneous: Not speciﬁc packets get
always chosen, but diﬀerent packets get chosen, depending on the ﬂow. This contrasts
with SSH Patator (Figure 2.5b), where the 0th, the 3rd, the 13th and the 15th packet
are always chosen, since they appear to be especially indicative of an attack. Also, the
ﬂows seem to contain no useful information between the 3rd and the 13th packet, so
that this part is always skipped altogether. Slowloris (Figure 2.5c) is more similar to
what I saw for benign traﬃc: The sampling strategy varies a lot for diﬀerent ﬂows and
not always the same pattern is used. When looking at all ﬂows (Figure 2.5d) it becomes
apparent that the second packet (index 1) is almost never chosen, and the third one is
also chosen quite rarely. I attribute this to the fact that most communication ﬂows are
TCP and use handshakes, meaning that the second packet is simply a reply a part of
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the handshake, revealing no important information. In general, I see that the sampling
strategy varies signiﬁcantly between diﬀerent attack types and for some attack types
even for diﬀerent ﬂows within the same attack type, showing that SparseIDS learns to
choose the packets eﬀectively which reveal the malicious nature of a ﬂow.

2.1.6

Steering

So far, I have always trained SparseIDS with a ﬁxed tradeoﬀ parameter α. Nevertheless,
there is also an important use case in which an operator wants a certain minimum
sparsity, for example 50%, to limit the necessary computation power and thus reduce
costs. I thus propose a method that enables steering the tradeoﬀ to achieve a certain
desired sparsity. The steering algorithm works as follows:
1. A model is trained for which the tradeoﬀ is chosen randomly for each ﬂow during
training from a uniform distribution yielding values between 0 and 1. I add a new
feature to each packet that indicates the tradeoﬀ chosen for the respective ﬂow so
that the RL can adjust its sampling strategy in anticipation of the tradeoﬀ that
will determine the reward.
2. During deployment, the tradeoﬀ is set to the maximum that was used during
training (1 in my case), which results in maximum sparsity. The tradeoﬀ is then
continuously decremented if the current sparsity is still above the speciﬁed minimum. It is important that the tradeoﬀ can never fall below 0 because this is a case
that has not been encountered during training and can lead to abnormal behavior.
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Figure 2.6: Steering the tradeoﬀ with an allowed minimum sparsity of 50% over the test
dataset. The tradeoﬀ is initialized as 1 and continuously lowered in a streaming fashion
as long as the sparsity is higher than 50%. The procedure stops if the minimum sparsity
is reached or the tradeoﬀ reached its minimum of 0, which is the case here.
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Figure 2.6 shows the steering in action. I start with a maximum sparsity of approx. 72.5%
and try to reach 50%. To do so, the steering system starts decreasing the tradeoﬀ
parameter until it reaches 0. It might seem surprising that even with a tradeoﬀ of 0,
which means that only classiﬁcation matters and sparsity has zero inﬂuence, a sparsity
of 73.5% is still achieved. I attribute this to the fact that SparseIDS learns that some
ﬂows may contain packets that do not contribute to determining maliciousness at all
and are skipped since they do not aﬀect the accuracy.

2.1.7

Conclusion

In this section I aimed to develop smart packet sampling methods for the use case of IDSs
to save computational power. To this end, I proposed SparseIDS which is a framework
for packet sampling based on RL whose goal is to achieve high classiﬁcation accuracy
while minimizing computational power by skipping unimportant information. I showed
that the RL-based approach with a tradeoﬀ between classiﬁcation accuracy and sparsity
indeed results in higher sparsity the larger the tradeoﬀ parameter, while potentially
classiﬁcation performance is sacriﬁced. Surprisingly, I saw that SparseIDS on average
chooses very few packets per ﬂow: Typically ≈ 14 . Furthermore, in my experiments it
outperforms non-smart sampling techniques.
Besides discrete actions I also implemented continuous ones for my RL system. I showed
that a naive implementation would not work as the training is too fragile in the beginning and the RL system learned to maximize only one of the rewards (sparsity) in
the beginning. This was solved by adding a penalty for jumping behind the end of the
sequence which proved eﬀective. Comparing with discrete actions, continuous actions
seem to perform slightly better given the same training time. Additionally it is also an
advantage that for continuous actions the neural network only needs to have two outputs
(mean and standard deviation) while for discrete ones it needs as many outputs as there
are actions. The continuous action framework is thus more lightweight and also can
learn to skip arbitrarily many packets.
I showed that using a shared neural network for both the IDS as well as the sampling
can achieve the same classiﬁcation accuracy and sparsity while not resulting in any
computational overhead during deployment.
Inspecting the decisions of my RL framework showed that the learned sampling strategy
is clearly diﬀerent for diﬀerent attack strategies and also within some attack families,
indicating that SparseIDS indeed adopts diﬀerent sampling strategies for diﬀerent conversation ﬂows.
Eventually, I implement a steering method to help achieving a certain sparsity threshold.
The steering mechanism can be used to limit the computational expenses of an operator.
In general, I think that RL-based packet sampling is not only applicable to IDSs but
I am conﬁdent that other domains of networking can beneﬁt from similar solutions to
save computational expenses.
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2.2

Computationally eﬃcient intrusion detection by using
machine learning in eBPF

Notice of adoption from previous publications in section 4
Parts of the contents of this section have been published in the following paper:
[Bachl et al., 2021] Maximilian Bachl, Joachim Fabini, and Tanja Zseby. A ﬂowbased IDS using Machine Learning in eBPF. arXiv:2102.09980 [cs], February 2021.
URL http://arxiv.org/abs/2102.09980. arXiv: 2102.09980
All scientiﬁc content of this work which is reused here was predominantly conceived
by myself.

2.2.1

Introduction

eBPF
eBPF is a technology which makes the Linux kernel programmable by enabling the
injection of pieces of code at many locations of the kernel code. eBPF can be dynamically
injected during runtime and is veriﬁed to make sure that it cannot crash and cannot get
caught in inﬁnite loops. However, this veriﬁcation is only possible for programs that
are not turing-complete. Thus eBPF programs cannot contain features such as loops of
arbitrary length but instead loops must always have a maximum number of iterations.
Also backward jumps in the code are generally not allowed. This means eBPF can
only be used to implement algorithms which do not require turing-completeness. eBPF
programs are usually written in C and are ﬁrst compiled to eBPF bytecode. Upon
injection into the kernel, this eBPF bytecode is veriﬁed and dynamically compiled to
native code.
eBPF is especially suitable for packet processing: When a packet arrives at a network
interface, certain actions can be performed such as dropping the packet. This is useful for
programs such as ﬁrewalls [Risso and Tumolo, 2018] or tcpdump, which records packets
according to certain ﬁlters. For example, if only packets coming from port 80 should be
recorded, tcpdump will compile an eBPF program which encodes this and will load it
into the kernel. The kernel will then drop all packets which don’t match the ﬁlter and
only pass the correct ones to tcpdump. The alternative would be that tcpdump receives
every packet and ﬁlters them itself. The drawback of this is that then each packet has
to be passed from the kernel to tcpdump, which involves copying the whole packet in
memory and also other computation steps. Thus, passing packets between the kernel
and programs should be avoided if possible because of performance reasons. eBPF allows
one to do that.
Because eBPF bytecode is compiled to native code, it should generally be as fast as any
other code in the kernel. A drawback, however, is that because eBPF is veriﬁed, it can
only use certain data structures. For example, an eBPF program cannot use normal C
arrays since they allow out-of-bounds accesses. For example, in an array of length 10,
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C would allow accessing the 15th element even though the array only has 10 elements.
Thus, eBPF programs make use of special data structures which are safe. However, this
can potentially be a performance penalty since checking the bounds of an array each
time it is accessed requires extra work to be done by the CPU.
One alternative to using eBPF is using kernel modules. However, a drawback of kernel
modules is that they usually cannot be veriﬁed for stability and that they have to
be compiled for a speciﬁc kernel version. Moreover, developing kernel modules is not
straightforward and often it is not possible to extend certain functionality in the kernel
with a kernel module without changing the kernel itself. Changing the whole kernel itself
makes it necessary to recompile the kernel, which is cumbersome.
eBPF for a Machine Learning (ML)-based Intrusion Detection System
(IDS)
Some researcher have already investigated eBPF based IDSs or thought about using ML
in eBPF. [Ben-Yair et al., 2019] propose to use AI for detecting performance anomalies
with eBPF. However, they only propose a concept and do not provide an evaluation of
the beneﬁt of their approach. [Demoulin et al., 2019], [van Wieren, 2019] and also [Choe
et al., 2020] use eBPF to develop solutions to develop Denial-of-Service attacks. They
do not use ML.
One challenge of using eBPF for ML is that it is not turing-complete. However, ML
algorithms such as Decision Trees (DTs) or Neural Networks (NNs) do not require loops
in the implementation and thus don’t require turing-completeness and can thus be implemented in eBPF. I decide to use DTs since tree-based methods are a simple and eﬀective
ML method for IDSs [Iglesias et al., 2020]. As mentioned in the previous sections, eBPF
data structures need some additional processing compared to the classic ones built into
C. A question I want to answer in this research is thus the following: Is eBPF faster than
a solution implemented as a normal program in userspace? The userspace program has
the disadvantage that all packets have to be passed between the kernel and the program
which is slow. The eBPF program has the disadvantage that it makes use of potentially
slower data structures. Thus, it is interesting to understand whether in practice eBPF
can be faster even for complex programs which make use of data structures frequently.

2.2.2

Concept

I envision an approach which keeps track of each network ﬂow and analyzes each packet
in the context of the previous packets of the ﬂow. For example, certain attacks could be
detected only when the fourth packet of the network ﬂow containing the attack arrives.
eBPF has built-in hash tables which allow storing information for each ﬂow, which I
use for this purpose. As the key I use the classic ﬁve tuple of protocol type, source and
destination IP and source and destination port.
As features I use the source and destination port, the protocol identiﬁer (UDP, TCP,
ICMP etc.), the packet length, the time since the last packet of the ﬂow and the direction
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of the packet (from sender to receiver or vice versa) because these features have proven
useful for network traﬃc analysis [Iglesias et al., 2020]. Additionally I include the mean
of the packet size, the time since the last packet and the direction for all packets received
in the ﬂow so far. Furthermore, also the mean absolute deviation is computed for these
three features, since the standard deviation cannot be computed due to the absence of
advanced arithmetic operations in eBPF such as the square root operation. A problem
is that eBPF doesn’t allow ﬂoating point operations but only integers. I thus implement
the decision tree using ﬁxed point arithmetic using 64 bit signed integers. I use 16 bits
for the part after the ﬁxed point.

2.2.3

Experiment setup

I use the popular CIC-IDS-2017 dataset [Sharafaldin et al., 2018]. I train the decision
tree using scikit-learn with a maximum depth of 10 and a maximum number of leaves
of 1000 using a train/test split of 2:1, which achieves an accuracy of 99% on the testing
dataset after training. This accuracy is comparable to the accuracy achieved in ??.
To enable reproducibility and to encourage further experimentation by other researchers,
I make all the source code and other materials of this work publicly available 2 .
I implement the same IDS in userspace and also in eBPF and use the previously trained
DT. The code is completely equivalent except that data structures are diﬀerent because,
as mentioned previously, many normal data structures are not usable in eBPF. Also,
some data structures that eBPF has, such as hash maps, are not available in a normal
C userspace program by default and thus I use a simple hash map implementation from
the Linux kernel for the userspace version.
I emulate a network using Linux network name spaces. For this, I have one server and
one client, connected via a switch and conﬁgure the links to have no delay in addition
to the delay caused by the Linux kernel for forwarding the packets. Furthermore, I
set the maximum link speed to be unlimited. The server and the client are connected
using iPerf. Since the link speed is unlimited, iPerf will send as fast as possible. The
maximum speed is only limited by how fast the computer can process the packets. The
IDS is deployed by opening a raw socket on the network interface of the server. All
packets passing through the server thus pass through the raw socket and are processed
by the IDS. The IDS is implemented either as a classic userspace program or by using
eBPF and run after one another (not at the same time). Both implementations are run
for 10 s. Instead of deploying the IDS on an end host, it can also be deployed on a router
or switch, which runs a recent Linux version and thus can run eBPF.

2.2.4

Results

Table 2.5 shows that the userspace implementation inspects fewer packets per second
(125420) than the eBPF implementation (152274). The eBPF implementation is thus
2

https://github.com/CN-TU/machine-learning-in-ebpf
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Table 2.5: Maximum number of packets each implementation can process (mean and
standard deviation). Results averaged over 10 runs each.
Userspace
Mean
SD
packets/s

125 420

2627

eBPF
Mean
SD
152 274

1201

more than 20% faster than the userspace one.

2.2.5

Discussion

An interesting consideration is that for complex ML models, at some point the overhead
from using eBPF’s special data structures becomes larger than the beneﬁt that eBPF
confers. For example, interesting future work would be to test whether Random Forests
(RFs) or deep NNs can also achieve a performance advantage when implemented in eBPF.
In this work, however, I could show that for a simple decision tree model, eBPF provides
a signiﬁcant performance advantage.

2.2.6

Conclusion

eBPF is a new technology which allows dynamically loading pieces of code into the Linux
kernel. It can greatly speed up networking since it enables the kernel to process certain
packets without the involvement of a userspace program. So far eBPF has been used for
simple packet ﬁltering applications such as ﬁrewalls or Denial of Service protection. I
show that it is possible to develop a ﬂow based network intrusion detection system based
on machine learning entirely in eBPF. My solution uses a decision tree and decides for
each packet whether it is malicious or not, considering the entire previous context of
the network ﬂow. I achieve a performance increase of over 20% compared to the same
solution implemented as a userspace program.
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Discussion
In this part I investigated whether newly proposed techniques in the ﬁeld of deep learning
can be used to improve the state of the art in intrusion detection.
During the course of the research conducted in this part, I learned that the type of
features used for intrusion detection are fundamentally diﬀerent from the ones used in
more common application domains of deep learning such as computer vision and natural
language processing. In particular, there are fewer features. Feature vectors contain only
dozens of features compared to word embeddings used in natural language processing
or pictures used in computer vision, which contain thousands or millions of features
per sample. One implication of this is that GPUs don’t provide a signiﬁcant beneﬁt
compared to CPUs in the ﬁeld of intrusion detection. The reason is that GPUs are
optimized for processing large chunks of data at once. However, in intrusion detection
there are no large chunks of data compared to other ﬁelds as data arrive in real time
and it is not always good to wait until enough data is accumulated since any delay could
help the attackers in achieving their goals.
Furthermore, the diﬀerent nature of features also changes the susceptibility of machine
learning models to adversarial attacks. In particular, techniques to defend neural networks against poisoning attacks proposed for computer vision failed completely when
applied to intrusion detection systems. Another observation I made is that given the nature of features, “classic” methods of machine learning such as decision trees or random
forests can still compete with modern deep learning models and be can defended against
adversarial attacks more easily. One reason is that network data can be represented in
a tabular way, which is good for tree-based methods, unlike, for example, images. Thus,
when planning to deploy a machine learning model for intrusion detection, several diﬀerent machine learning approaches should always be taken into account and the best one
should be chosen, taking into account desired qualities such as accuracy, interpretability
and adversarial robustness, using a simple to interpret metric.
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Applying recurrent neural networks to network traﬃc on a per-packet basis showed that
network data not only contain comparably few features but also that information in raw
packets is sparse: Out of a sequence of several packets, only a couple of them might
contain useful information. This insight implies that computational resources can be
saved when only “important” packets are looked at while unimportant packets can be
skipped. This is also diﬀerent from data in other domains of deep learning.
I also showed that also the implementation of an intrusion detection system matters: By
using eBPF, a new technique, which allows easily injecting code into the Linux kernel, I
showed that a ﬂow-based intrusion detection system can be more than 20% more eﬃcient
compared to an implementation as a normal userspace program.
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Part IV

Application domain 2: Learning
methods for the transport layer
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The transport layer is responsible for delivering data between diﬀerent applications which
might run on diﬀerent hosts. Depending on application needs, it provides features such
as prevention of data reordering and data loss, congestion control and bundling of several
actual network connections into one logical one [Turkovic et al., 2019a]. While transport
protocols are implemented in the endpoints, it is also possible that intermediate hops
are aware of transport protocols and provide functionality that aids data transmission
like for example fair queuing and Explicit Congestion Notiﬁcation.
I identiﬁed two main areas in which machine learning can help data transport, which I
address in this thesis:
• Congestion control (contributions 2a and 2b)
• Active queue management (contributions 2c and 2d)
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CHAPTER

Learning methods for congestion
control
All widely used congestion control algorithms are based on a set of hand-crafted rules,
which were designed by researchers. The intention is that these rules provide for high
throughput, low delay, low packet loss and fairness between ﬂows. However, a researcher
can hardly envision all scenarios in which a congestion control is used and thus has
incomplete knowledge. Also, it is not possible to describe every possible network conﬁguration in a complete formal model, which could be used by a human to design a suiting
algorithm. This means that there is potential for using machine learning to improve
congestion control since a machine learning based approach can be trained on many
scenarios and ﬁnd the optimal solution autonomously while a human would get confused
when having to manually hand-craft an algorithm that works optimally in a wide range
of diﬀerent scenarios.
In this chapter, I advance the state of the art in congestion control with the following
two contributions:
• A congestion control method based on deep reinforcement learning and its evaluation. Reinforcement learning enables the algorithm to perform the optimal congestion control policy in a given scenario using previous experience (contribution
2a).
• I develop an algorithm to detect fair queuing because the reinforcement learning
based congestion control showed us that multiple ﬂows which compete on a shared
bottleneck link using a shared buﬀer can inﬂuence each other negatively and worsen
overall performance. Fair queuing, in which each ﬂow at the bottleneck receives a
fair share of bandwidth, is a remedy for issue. If a bottleneck link is controlled by
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fair queuing, this enables designing a congestion control algorithm without considerations on competition with other ﬂows. I thus consider fair queuing detection
to be useful for the design of congestion control algorithms in general and for
reinforcement learning based ones in particular (contribution 2b).
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1.1

Online learning of a congestion control algorithm
using deep reinforcement learning

Notice of adoption from previous publications in section 5
Parts of the contents of this section have been published in the following paper:
[Bachl et al., 2019c] Maximilian Bachl, Tanja Zseby, and Joachim Fabini. Rax: Deep
Reinforcement Learning for Congestion Control. In ICC. IEEE, 2019c

1.1.1

Introduction

Congestion control (CC) has been a long-standing problem in networking. In the past
decades various attempts have been made to devise a set of rules that perform optimum
CC. Recently, researchers have realized that such a set of rules might be impossible to ﬁnd
due to the complexity of the current Internet (caused by various types of middleboxes,
diﬀerent CC algorithms and active queue management) and the fast-paced evolution of
Internet technologies [Winstein and Balakrishnan, 2013]. Two principal solutions have
been proposed recently: (1) Remy, a machine learning approach that is trained oﬄine in a
simulator and then statically deployed [Winstein and Balakrishnan, 2013], and (2) PCC,
which learns online but forgets all it learned after each ﬂow [Dong et al., 2015b]. I argue
that the solution lies in a hybrid approach: A machine learning based CC that receives
some initial pre-training and then uses online learning to constantly reﬁne and optimize
its behavior.
Recent advances in neural network based reinforcement learning (RL), which for the ﬁrst
time have the ability to learn complex tasks such as video games, seem to be an ideal
method to model end-to-end CC: As in RL, in CC each sender has an observable state,
performs actions and receives rewards for its actions according to the sender’s objective
function.
While CC seems to be a well-suited task for RL, there are a couple of unique aspects and
diﬀerences that distinguish it from most other RL problems: (1) Delayed rewards: In
CC, rewards are always delayed by one round-trip time. (2) Non-Atomic Actions and
Rewards: There are no atomic actions and rewards because an action typically consists
of multiple packets being sent and thus I need to introduce the concept of partial actions.
(3) Variable number of actions and rewards: If the congestion window (CW) is
larger, more packets are sent and acknowledged, which means that the RL algorithm
gets more training data with a large window.
To address these three problems I develop a new variant of Deep RL called Partial Action
Learning (PAL) which I base on the Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic framework
(A3C) [Mnih et al., 2016] and use it to develop Rax (Reactive Adaptive eXperience based
congestion control). PAL is well suited to train an optimum CC for a speciﬁc range of
network scenarios in an oﬄine fashion. Oﬄine learning of an optimum CC has already
been addressed by a previous approach called Remy [Winstein and Balakrishnan, 2013].
Nevertheless, in general PAL achieves a much higher training speed than Remy, This
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Oﬄine
Learning
in simulator
Deployment
Online
Learning

Static
Operation
Re-training

Figure 1.1: Hybrid learning approach to congestion control
not only makes PAL takes less time for training until it can be deployed but also enables
online training: PAL can also be trained online without any pre-knowledge about the
network environment (Figure 1.2). Another possibility is to combine both options: To
use oﬄine learning to generate a basic model of CC for a wide range of networks and
then use online learning to continuously reﬁne it (Figure 1.1).
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(b) Two senders

Figure 1.2: One (1.2a) and two (1.2b) Rax senders learning online without pre-training
on a bottleneck link of 20 Mbit/s with a two-way end-to-end delay of 50 ms and a very
1
small buﬀer of 10
bandwidth delay product between two senders.
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1.1.2

Related work

Congestion control
Additional to the two aforementioned works, Remy [Winstein and Balakrishnan, 2013]
and PCC [Dong et al., 2015b, 2018], several other proposals have been made to improve
CC with the help of machine learning: [Geurts et al., 2004] predict if an event of packet
loss is caused by congestion or a transmission error of the physical layer. More recently
[Li et al., 2018] use RL to implement a CC, using the method of Q-learning [Sutton and
Barto, 2018]. [Kong et al., 2018] implement two CC algorithms using SARSA [Kong et al.,
2018]. Contrary to these two approaches, I use Deep RL since this allows for greater
ﬂexibility, allowing online training as well as being able to model complex relationships
between the network conditions and the optimal congestion window.
[Yan et al., 2018] use deep learning for CC but do not rely on RL but instead use
Imitiation Learning. For this, they construct a Congestion Oracle which knows the
optimal congestion control policy for a large number of network conditions and let a
neural network learn this policy. While their approach shows promising results, unlike
my proposal, they cannot continue learning in the wild after deployment of their method.
Actor critic learning
Actor Critic methods of reinforcement learning were ﬁrst studied by [Sutton et al., 1999]
and recently became popular for deep learning. My proposed framework Partial Action
Learning (PAL) (see 1.1.3) is based on the Actor Critic framework for neural networks
proposed by Mnih et al. [2016], which I outline in this section.
There are two neural networks, the Actor Network and the Critic Network. Given a
state, the Actor Network outputs what it deems to be the optimum action to perform in
that certain state. The Critic Network predicts what long-term reward can be expected
in this state. So an action is considered good if it achieved an empirically experienced
long-term reward that is higher than the predicted long-term reward expected by the
Critic Network and it is considered bad if the reward was lower than expected. The
long-term reward is calculated as an exponentially weighted moving average of future
rewards. So if a high reward can be achieved right now this is more favorable than if it
can be achieved in the future. However it can also be beneﬁcial to get a low reward now
and instead get a very large one in the future.
Critic network The Critic Network outputs a prediction of the long-term reward
V (st ; θ) given a state st at time step t and the parameters (neural network weights) of
the critic network θ.
With rt being the reward that was received at time t and γ being a factor with 0 < γ ≤ 1,
which stands for the inﬂuence that future rewards have on the moving average, I deﬁne
the actual experienced long-term reward Rt at time step t as
Rt = γrt + (1 − γ)Rt+1 .

(1.1)
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To compute Rt at time step t it is necessary to look inﬁnitely far into the future to get
all future rewards as in each step t computing Rt relies on knowing Rt+1 . Thus, the
algorithm takes tmax steps (for example 20), waits for all the rewards and then calculates
Rt for each step and uses an estimate of Rtmax +1 provided by the critic network as the
continuation in the future. For Rax I set tmax to be one full CW of packets: For example,
if the CW is 15003 bytes, then I wait until I receive the reward for the next tmax packets
that contain at least 15003 bytes together. If the next 16 packets contain 15040 bytes,
then tmax is 16. I update the neural network for these 16 steps, look at the current CW
and repeat the procedure to obtain the next tmax .
The loss function (not in the sense of packet loss but in the sense of the loss function of
a machine learning problem, which one aims to minimize), which the critic network tries
to minimize at each time step, is the square of the diﬀerence of the actual experienced
long-term reward received and the predicted long-term reward lv,t as
lv,t = (Rt − V (st ; θ))2 .

(1.2)

Actor network The Actor Network outputs a normal distribution of possible values
for the action parametrized by a mean µ and a standard deviation σ. From this distribution each action at at time step t is randomly sampled. The main idea is that the
neural network learns to output the right action to do at the right time step to maximize
future rewards and that it uses the standard deviation to try out new actions, which
could yield a better than expected reward.
Each time I take an action at I also let the critic network make an estimation V (st ; θ),
given the current neural network weights θ and the current state st . The loss function
of the actor network can be described as follows: How likely was it to take action at
given the probability distribution (π) at time t and how beneﬁcial was this action when
comparing it to the critic’s estimation? For example, if an action was very successful
and highly unlikely, the actor network’s weights are updated to make actions like this
more likely in the future.
The actor also aims at increasing the probability density function’s entropy (H(π(st ; θ)) =
1
2
2 log(2πeσ )) to encourage exploration: Otherwise the actor could always perform similar actions but never actually take the action that yields the best performance. The
actor network will aim to maximize the entropy and at the same time output the best
possible action: If it realizes that the entropy is too large and bad actions are taken, it
learns to lower the entropy. I designate the entropy as H and introduce a parameter β
which speciﬁes the magnitude of the inﬂuence of the entropy. The loss function la,t of
the actor network is deﬁned as follows [Mnih et al., 2016]:
la,t = − log (π (at | st ; θ)) (Rt − V (st ; θ))
− βH (π (st ; θ)) .

(1.3)
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Figure 1.3: Partial Action Learning: An action consists of zero or more partial actions
which trigger feedback upon interacting with the environment. Each feedback updates
the state. The value and actor networks are updated upon receiving all feedback of one
action.1

1.1.3

Concept

Partial Action Learning
The key diﬀerence between my approach PAL and previous implementations of deep RL
is that in my approach I can handle the delay of rewards. Another major diﬀerence in
PAL is that one action generates a number of partial actions (≥ 0) (see Figure 1.3). Each
partial action generates feedback upon interacting with the environment. Upon receiving
feedback for a partial action, the agent determines the current state and performs a new
action. When all feedback of one action was received, the agent combines it to form the
reward and updates the critic and actor networks.
It is possible to have several RL agents which share a set of neural network weights
(which is usually done when performing oﬄine training [Mnih et al., 2016, Mao et al.,
2017]). But one can also use separate weights for each agent, which is more realistic in
case of congestion control in the Internet, since sharing a set of neural network weights
over the Internet might require additional resources.
Application to congestion control
To use reinforcement learning for congestion control in general and my modiﬁed approach
PAL speciﬁcally I ﬁrst have to deﬁne the correct semantics for this speciﬁc use case and
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deﬁne what makes up the state and the reward. Furthermore, I have to deﬁne how the
actor and critic network explicitly work in case of congestion control. In the following, a
time step t (t ∈ N) corresponds to the reception of an acknowledgement. The beginning
of the ﬂow, the time when the ﬁrst packet is sent, corresponds to time step 0.
st The state st describes the current “congestion state” deﬁned by:
• the time between the last two acknowledgment that were received
• the RTT of the last received packet
• a loss indicator that shows whether the last packet was lost, where 1 denotes
that the last packet was lost while 0 indicates that it was received correctly
• the current congestion window (as a real number, as actions by output by
the actor network can be very small and thus the congestion window is often
changed by minuscule amounts)
These features are not used themselves but instead of each of these features an
exponentially weighted moving average (ewma) with a factor α of 18 and one with
1
is computed, which makes a total of 8 features. The concept of using
an α of 256
ewmas for smoothing with these speciﬁc values of α was ﬁrst introduced in Remy
[Winstein and Balakrishnan, 2013]). Each time an acknowledgement is received,
the state is updated and the actor network is asked for the next action.
at The action at is a real number that represents the change to the congestion window. It
is computed based on a given state and the history of previous states. The history
of previous states is considered as my neural network uses Gated Recurrent Units
(GRUs) [Cho et al., 2014].
It might seem simplistic to only use an additive increase and decrease to the congestion window and no more sophisticated mechanisms such as a combination of a
multiplicative increase and an additive increase. However, GRUs have a nonlinear
output function (a hyperbolic tangent function) and thus they can learn to model
nonlinear relationships between the input and the output.
rt The reward rt is a tuple of three reward metrics (deﬁned in the next paragraph).
For each reward metric there is also an output V (st ; θ) of the critic network that
predicts the expected long-term average of this reward metric given the current
state.
vt The value V (st ; θ) is a tuple of the expected average reward estimated by the critic
network for each of the reward metrics. Also for the value V (st ; θ) the current
state and the history of previous states is considered.
I use the following reward metrics:
rsent,t is the sum of all bytes in all packets the sender sent during time step t.
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rreceived,t is the sum of all bytes in all packets that the sender sent during time step t and
that were not lost (so they were acknowledged by the receiver). Example: During
time step t, 2500 bytes are sent, of which 1000 are lost and 1500 are acknowledged.
Then rreceived,t is 1500 at time step t. However, rreceived,t can only be determined
after the sender has received all the acknowledgements for all all the bytes that
he sent. Thus the sender has to wait one round-trip time until all rewards can be
calculated.
rduration,t is the time between receiving the last acknowledgement and receiving the
current acknowledgement (“inter acknowledgement reception time”) summed over
all packets that the sender sent and that were acknowledged. Example: The sender
sent three packets, two of which were acknowledged at some point (one was lost).
The time between receiving the ACK of the ﬁrst packet and the previous one
(received at an earlier time step) is 5 ms and the time between receiving the ACK
of the second packet and the previous ACK is 6 ms. So for this time step rduration,t
is 11 ms.
The overall structure of the neural network for both the value and the actor network
is depicted in Figure 1.4. Having these reward metrics one can compose a variety of
functions with their long-term averages. How these reward metrics can be used in
reinforcement learning is described in section 1.1.3.
Critic network
In case of congestion control, the loss function lv,t of the critic network is actually the
sum of the squares of the diﬀerence for each of the predicted long-term averages and the
empirically found averages for each reward metric:
lv,t = (Rreceived,t − Vreceived (st ; θ))2
+ (Rsent,t − Vsent (st ; θ))2

(1.4)

+ (Rduration,t − Vduration (st ; θ))2
One apparent issue of using reinforcement learning for congestion control is that in RL
one usually uses a ﬁxed parameter γ that determines the inﬂuence of future rewards.
However, in congestion control the larger the window is, the more packets are sent and
received per unit of time. Thus, the use of a single ﬁxed parameter γ incurs the problem
that larger congestion windows result in shorter future intervals to be considered for
congestion control. The reason is that the larger the window, the more packets and thus
more actions and rewards are handled per unit of time. My aim is to look into the future
for a more-or-less constant time span independent of the current size of the window. In
other words, I want to deﬁne γ so that it reﬂects the number of packets in the current
window, so that it always looks in the future for approximately one round-trip time (as
one full window corresponds to one round-trip time).
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Figure 1.4: An overview of the complete neural network being used in my experiments.
Ocher stands for the input, blue for linear layers, red for GRU layers and purple for
the outputs of the neural network. The numbers in parentheses next to each label
stand for the width of that layer (i.e. the number of neurons except for the inputs and
outputs). Parts of the neural network are shared between Vreceived and Vsent as well as µ
and σ as they output quantities of similar magnitude a and thus the gradients that are
computed when updating the neural network are of the same order of magnitude. In my
experiments I saw that if one uses shared weights between very diﬀerent outputs, the
outputs which produce signiﬁcantly larger gradients would “overwrite” the gradients of
the smaller ones.
a

size.

The expected number of bytes sent and the expected number of bytes received are usually of similar

2
An ewma with a γ of n+1
has similar characteristics as a regular moving average with a
window size of n. Furthermore, with suﬃciently large n this means that the ﬁrst n data
account for ≈ 86% of the total weight in the ewma [Nahmias, 2009].

Thus, the idea is to make n the number of packets in the current window and so I deﬁne
the factor γt as a function of the current window size wt and the expected amount of
bytes to be sent per time step (the window divided by the expected number of bytes per
packet is the expected number of packets in this window) as follows:

γt =

2

1 + max( Vsentw(st t ;θ) , 10)

(1.5)

We use 10 as a minimum (as proposed by [Dong et al., 2015b]) because when γ becomes
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too large, future rewards are not considered suﬃciently anymore and as the ensuing
variability causes instability, which is especially a problem for online learning because
instability can cause the RL agent to learn faulty behavior, which has an impact immediately.
Reward function
I use a reward function that is similar to the one used by PCC, whose convergence for
multiple senders has been proven previously [Dong et al., 2015b].

Ut = throughput − α × lost throughput

(1.6)

α is a parameter that determines how strongly packet loss is discouraged (throughput/packet loss tradeoﬀ factor). I deﬁne this utility function as follows using the previously deﬁned reward metrics:

Umeasured,t =

Rreceived,t
Rsent,t − Rreceived,t
−α
Rduration,t
Rduration,t

(1.7)

The corresponding expected utility Uexpected,t is deﬁned analogously using the estimates
of the value networks, which I described earlier, and it can be determined whether an
action achieved a performance that was higher or lower than expected.
Actor network
Each time an action at is requested, a change to the congestion window is sampled from
the current normal distribution deﬁned by the parameters µ and σ. However, I deﬁne
that the window can never decrease below 1 packet: wt+1 = max(wt + at , 1). At the
beginning of a ﬂow, the window starts as 1 too.
The actor network aims to minimize the loss function

la,t = − log (π (at | st ; θa )) (Umeasured,t − Uexpected,t )
− βH (π (st ; θa ))

(1.8)

where U can be any utility function deﬁned based on some of the (long term averages of
the) reward metrics. In other words, the actor network considers if an action improved
the actual experienced utility compared to the expected one and adjusts the neural
network accordingly.
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1.1.4

Experiment setup

I implemented Rax as an extension to both the ns-2 network simulator and Remy [Winstein and Balakrishnan, 2013]. However, the core code of Rax is the same, meaning that
it is certain that it does not show diﬀerent behavior in ns-2 and Remy. In the following
evaluation I use a classical dumbbell network topology with one receiver and one or more
1
bandwidth delay
senders and a shared bottleneck link of 20 Mbit/s with a buﬀer of 10
product and a round trip delay of 50 ms. In all ﬁgures in the evaluation I use data from
50 simulations. In the following ﬁgures I depict the median in dark color and 25th and
75th percentile band in a light color. All network ﬂows are run for 600 s (10 minutes) in
my experiments, which is a common length for bulk transfers.
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Figure 1.5: One sender with varying throughput/packet loss tradeoﬀ on a link with
1
20 Mbit/s bottleneck speed and 50 ms RTT and a 10
bandwidth delay buﬀer. Median in
1
3
dark color and 4 and 4 quantile band in a light color.
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Figure 1.5 shows that the tunable tradeoﬀ between bandwidth and packet loss rate (α)
has a clear impact on both the highest spike of packet loss that is produced in the very
beginning of the online learning process as well as on the median packet loss rate later
on in the learning process (Figure 1.5). However, the stronger packet loss is penalized,
the longer it takes for the sender to reach the maximum bandwidth on the link.
The apparent spike of packet loss in the beginning can be explained as follows: In the
very beginning the reinforcement learning learns that increasing the window is always
good (as it is still below the bottleneck bandwidth). This leads to exponential growth
of the congestion window in the beginning and as soon as the bottleneck bandwidth is
reached, the reinforcement learning needs to correct its behavior to realize that increasing the congestion window is not always the appropriate action to perform. Potential
countermeasures for this are to either use pre-training (see section 1.1.5) or to use a
utility function that heavily penalizes excessive packet loss.
It can also be noticed that the interquartile diﬀerence is larger in the beginning of
training. This can explained by the fact that sometimes the neural network weights are
initialized in an “unlucky” way, giving bad performance. But after some time, also with
unlucky initialization the RL learns to behave correctly.
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(a) Two senders, throughput/packet loss tradeoﬀ of 2
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(b) Four senders, throughput/packet loss tradeoﬀ of 2

Figure 1.6: Two (1.6a) and four (1.6b) senders with a bandwidth/packet loss tradeoﬀ of
1
2 on a link with 20 Mbit/s bottleneck speed and 50 ms RTT and a 10
bandwidth delay
1
3
buﬀer. Median in dark color and 4 and 4 quantile band in a light color.
While Rax generally does not exhibit much variance in throughput after a few minutes
of training when it is the only ﬂow on a link, ﬂuctuations and training time needed
to achieve good performance increase when having two or four concurrent senders (Figure 1.6). I attribute this to the fact that on a shared link with n senders each can only
get n1 of the bandwidth on average. Consequently, each sender receives fewer packets
which it can use for training and therefore training takes longer. Furthermore, as the
environment becomes more dynamic with more senders, each sender has a harder time
learning whether the reward changed due to its own actions or due to actions that were
caused by other senders: If there is only one ﬂow on a link, the ﬂow “can be sure” that
all changes in rewards were actually caused by his own actions.
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(a) One sender initialized with a neural network from a previous
ﬂow with a throughput/packet loss tradeoﬀ of 4
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(b) Two senders initialized with a neural network from a previous ﬂow with a throughput/packet loss tradeoﬀ of 4

Figure 1.7: One (1.7a) and two (1.7b) senders that were trained with a bandwidth/packet
1
loss tradeoﬀ of 4 on a link with 20 Mbit/s bottleneck speed and 50 ms RTT and a 10
1
3
bandwidth delay buﬀer. Median in dark color and 4 and 4 quantile band in a light color.
To verify whether pre-training is generally feasible, I used the neural networks that were
produced after each 600 second ﬂow shown in Figure 1.6 and started ﬂows of equal
length with the pre-trained neural networks. The ﬂows seem to simply resume where
they ended training in the ﬂow before (Figure 1.7). This does not seem like a remarkable
ﬁnding, however, it is quite unexpected: For instance, in the case of one sender on a link,
the neural network starts with random weights and discovers that it achieves optimum
utility at a window that results in 20 Mbit/s of bandwidth. Then the sender constantly
stays in this state and one would expect it to slowly “forget” what it learned in the very
beginning when it started the ﬂow. Thus, it is interesting that after hundreds of seconds
of only seeing one same state, the neural network still acts correctly when starting with
a small congestion window again in a completely diﬀerent state than the one it was used
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to for hundreds of seconds before. For two senders pre-training also greatly speeds up
the initial training procedure and can avoid the spike of packet loss in the beginning
that always occurs to some extent without pre-training (Figure 1.5 and Figure 1.6). Pretraining also works for more than one ﬂow and although Rax learns to minimize packet
loss even further (Figure 1.7a vs. 1.6b) some variability in throughput remains. I argue
that this is caused by the stochastic behavior of the reinforcement learning: While each
sender aims to maximize its utility, at the same time it also tries out new actions to
check whether they could improve its utility even further and this behavior results in
ﬂuctuations.
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(a) One sender on a link with a stochastic loss rate of 1% with
a throughput/packet loss tradeoﬀ of 4
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(b) Two senders sharing a link with a stochastic loss rate of 1%
with a throughput/packet loss tradeoﬀ of 4

Figure 1.8: One (1.8a) and two (1.8b) senders on a link with a stochastic loss rate of
1%, a bandwidth/packet loss tradeoﬀ of 4 on a link with 20 Mbit/s bottleneck speed and
1
bandwidth delay buﬀer. Median in dark color and 14 and 34 quantile
50 ms RTT and a 10
band in a light color. Apparently there is no stochastic loss in the very beginning of the
ﬂows, however, this is an artifact of the binning procedure (we use bins of one second):
As the window is very small in the beginning, there are many ﬂows in which no packet
loss occurs whatsoever in the ﬁrst bins and thus the median is distorted towards 0.
We also verify whether stochastic packet loss on the link has an inﬂuence on Rax. For
this, I randomly dropped 1% of packets on the link and it seems as if stochastic loss does
not substantially aﬀect Rax. This can be attributed to the fact that the reinforcement
learning realizes that a certain minimum packet loss rate is “normal” and cannot be
avoided and thus Rax can learn to distinguish packet loss that is caused by congestion
from packet loss that is purely stochastic (as for example caused by errors on the physical
layer).
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Comparison with other TCP congestion control variants
For reasons of comparability I take the same scenario of a 20 Mbit/s shared bottleneck
1
with a small buﬀer of 10
bandwidth delay product to create a challenging scenario and
use ns-2 for the simulation. Surprisingly, New Reno performs by far better than more
modern TCP congestion control algorithms (Figure 1.9). I attribute this to the fact that
I chose a small buﬀer to create a challenging scenario and that Cubic and Compound
are not optimized so well for this scenario but rather for long fat networks [Oura and
Yamaguchi, 2012]. Rax achieves a signiﬁcantly larger total throughput on average though
with a couple of outliers which become more signiﬁcant with two concurrent senders
(Figure 1.10); when inspecting the raw data, it becomes apparent that these outliers
occur usually when the neural network diverges in the ﬁrst seconds of a ﬂow.
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(a) TCP Compound, Cubic and New Reno’s and Rax’s total
throughput and loss rate for each sender with one senders in a
simulation of 600 s

(b) TCP Compound, Cubic and New Reno and Rax’s total
throughput and loss rate for each sender with two senders in a
simulation of 600 s
all packets lost
Figure 1.9: Total throughput and loss rate ( all
packets sent ) for one (1.9a) and two (1.9b)
senders of TCP Cubic/Compound/New Reno and Rax with a throughput/packet loss
tradeoﬀ of 4 without pre-training on a link with 20 Mbit/s bottleneck speed and 50 ms
1
bandwidth delay buﬀer. For a ﬂow of 600 s the maximum possible throughRTT and a 10
put is 12 000 Mbit. For Rax I use the mean over 50 simulation runs, while for the other
TCP congestion control variants I use only one run because I use a deterministic simulator.
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(b) Rax’s total throughput for each of two senders showing
diﬀerent throughput/packet loss tradeoﬀs
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Figure 1.10: Total throughput and loss rate ( all
packets sent ) for one (1.10a) and two
senders (1.10b) for Rax on a link with 20 Mbit/s bottleneck speed and 50 ms RTT and a
1
10 bandwidth delay buﬀer. The arrow symbol indicates that the ﬂows use a pre-trained
neural network. For a ﬂow of 600 s the maximum possible throughput is 12 000 Mbit.

1.1.6

Discussion

In this section I showed that it is possible to use Deep RL to learn a per ACK CC
strategy online. In order to achieve this I had to modify existing RL algorithms to
accommodate the speciﬁc needs of CC such as the inherent delay and proposed Partial
Action Learning, a new method that allows Deep RL with delayed and partial rewards.
My results demonstrate that my proposed concept can perform online learning of CC
and can outperform existing CC algorithms in the studied scenarios. I also show that
with an increasing number of senders the RL becomes signiﬁcantly more challenging and
time consuming because the senders cannot be sure that the change in bandwidth/packet
loss is actually caused by their own actions and not by other senders. Regarding online
learning, during the implementation of Rax it became apparent that a neural network
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consisting of LSTM cells is not feasible but GRUs have to be used instead. LSTM cells
keep an internal state that gets unstable when it is used for long training episodes, as for
each received ACK the LSTM state has to be updated. Previous work using Deep RL
uses up to 50 million training steps for oﬄine learning [Mnih et al., 2016] (albeit on the
signiﬁcantly more complex task of playing video games) while I generally use signiﬁcantly
less (a 20 Mbit/s link can carry a maximum of up to 1.2 million packets of 1250 bytes
size in 10 minutes). When sharing the link between several senders, each sender receives
only a fraction of these packets for training. For example, with two senders on one link
(Figure 1.6b) one sender can receive up to a maximum of 600 000 packets during a ten
minute ﬂow for training. I argue that the reason for Rax needing fewer training samples
than other RL tasks is that in CC rewards are steadily coming in, while for other tasks,
such as video games, commonly rewards are only received sparsely (e.g., one has to wait
until the game is over to determine if one won or lost).

1.1.7

Conclusion

In this section I proposed Reactive Adaptive eXperience based congestion control (Rax),
a new method of congestion control (CC) that uses online reinforcement learning (RL)
to maintain an optimum congestion window with respect to a given reward function
and based on current network conditions. I used a neural network based approach
that can be initialized either with random weights or with a previously trained neural
network to improve stability and convergence time. As the processing of rewards in CC
depends on the arrival of acknowledgements, which are delayed and received one by one,
the problem was not suitable for current implementations of Deep RL. As a remedy
I proposed Partial Action Learning, a formulation of Deep RL that supports delayed
and partial rewards. I showed that my method converges to a stable, close-to-optimum
solution within minutes and outperforms existing CC algorithms in typical networks.
Thus, this research demonstrates that Deep RL can be done online and can compete
with classic CC schemes such as Cubic.
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1.2

An algorithm to detect fair queuing to improve
congestion control

Notice of adoption from previous publications in section 6
Parts of the contents of this section have been published in the following paper:
[Bachl et al., 2020b] Maximilian Bachl, Joachim Fabini, and Tanja Zseby. Optimizing Congestion Control Through Fair Queuing Detection. arXiv:2010.08362 [cs],
October 2020b. URL http://arxiv.org/abs/2010.08362

1.2.1

Introduction

The results of section 1.1 showed that multiple competing ﬂows on a shared bottleneck
using a common buﬀer cause Congestion Control (CC) to perform worse. This problem
was also observed in [Dong et al., 2015a] and [Hock et al., 2017a]. The problem can
be mitigated by using Fair Queuing (FQ) at the bottleneck link, isolating each ﬂow
from all other ﬂows and assigning each ﬂow an equal share of bandwidth [Dumazet,
2013]. Consequently, ﬂows no longer acquire more bandwidth by being overly aggressive
compared to less aggressive ﬂows because FQ makes sure every ﬂow is treated the same.
Another prominent case in which FQ is important is delay-based CC: Delay-based Congestion Control Algorithms (CCAs) were proposed to provide high throughput and low
delay for network ﬂows. They use the queuing delay as an indication of congestion and
lower their throughput as soon as the delay increases. Such approaches have been proposed in the last century [Brakmo and Peterson, 1995] and recently have seen a surge in
popularity [Arun and Balakrishnan, 2018, Hock et al., 2017b, Mittal et al., 2015, Cardwell
et al., 2016]. While delay-based CCAs fulﬁll their goal of low delay and high throughput,
they cannot handle competing ﬂows with diﬀerent CCAs well [Turkovic et al., 2019a,b].
This is especially prevalent when they compete against loss-based CCAs, the latter being more “aggressive”. While the delay-based CCAs back oﬀ as soon as queuing delay
increases, the loss-based ones continue increasing their throughput until the buﬀer is
full and packet loss occurs. This results in the loss-based ﬂows monopolize the available bandwidth and starve the delay-based ones [Hock et al., 2016, Lai, 2001, Awdeh
and Akhtar, 2004]. Thus, also here deploying FQ would solve the problem of “nice”
delay-based ﬂows losing to more aggressive ones, which have loss-based CC.
While FQ solves many problems regarding CC, it is still not ubiquitously deployed. Flows
can beneﬁt from knowledge of FQ enabled bottleneck links on the path to dynamically
adapt their CC. In the case of FQ they can use a delay-based CCA and otherwise revert
to a loss-based one. My contribution is the design and evaluation of such a mechanism
that determines the presence of FQ during the startup phase of a ﬂow’s CCA and sets
the CCA accordingly at the end of the startup.
I show that this solution reliably determines the presence of fair queuing and that by using this approach, queuing delay can be considerably lowered while maintaining throughput high if FQ is detected. In case no FQ is enabled, my algorithm detects this as well
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and a loss-based CC is used, which does not starve when facing competition from other
loss-based ﬂows. While my mechanism is beneﬁcial for network ﬂows in general, I argue
that it is most useful for long-running delay-sensitive ﬂows, such as cloud gaming, video
conferencing etc.
Besides being used for delay-based CC, my proposed mechanism of detecting FQ could
also be used in conjunction with reinforcement learning based CC. If there’s FQ a different (less aggressive) reward function can be used compared to the case when there’s
none.
To make my work reproducible and to encourage further research, I make the code, the
results and the ﬁgures publicly available2 .

1.2.2

Related work

My work depends on active measurements for the startup phase of CC and proposes a
new measurement technique to detect Active Queue Management (AQM). This section
discusses work related to these ﬁelds.
CC using active measurements Several approaches have been recently proposed
which aim to incorporate active measurements into CCAs. [Dong et al., 2015a, 2018]
introduced the CCA PCC, which uses active measurements to ﬁnd the sending rate
which optimizes a given reward function. [Cardwell et al., 2016] introduce the BBR
CCA, which uses active measurement to create a model of the network connection. This
model is then used to determine the optimal sending rate. An approach proposed by
[Goyal et al., 2018] aims to diﬀerentiate bulk transfer ﬂows, which they deem “elastic”
because they try to grab as much bandwidth as available, from other ﬂows that send
at a constant rate, which they call “unelastic”. They use this elasticity detection to
determine if delay-based CC can be used or not. If cross traﬃc is deemed elastic then
they use classic loss-based CC and otherwise delay-based CC.
Flow startup techniques Besides the classical TCP slow start algorithm [Stevens
and others, 1997] some other proposals were made such as Quick Start [Jain et al.,
2019], which aims to speed up ﬂow start by routers informing the end point, which rate
they deem appropriate. [Järvinen and others, 2019] investigate the impact of AQM and
CC during ﬂow startup. They inspect a variety of diﬀerent AQM algorithms and also
investigate FQ. [Kühlewind and Briscoe, 2010] propose “chirping” for ﬂow startup to
estimate the available bandwidth. This works by sending packets with diﬀerent gaps
between them to verify what the actual link speed is. [Mittal et al., 2014] propose
speeding up ﬂow startup by using packets of diﬀerent priority. The link is ﬂooded with
low-priority packets and in case the link is not fully utilized during startup, these lowpriority packets are going to be transmitted, allowing the starting ﬂow to achieve high
2

https://github.com/CN-TU/PCC-Uspace
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throughput. If the link is already saturated, the low-priority packets are going to be
discarded and no other ﬂow suﬀers.
Detecting AQM mechanisms There are few publications that investigate methods
to detect the presence of an AQM. [Kargar Bideh et al., 2016] propose a method to
detect and distinguish certain popular AQM mechanisms. However, unlike my work, it
doesn’t consider FQ. [Baykal et al., 2017] propose a machine learning based approach
to ﬁngerprint AQM algorithm. FQ is not considered either.
Detecting the presence of a shared bottleneck Several approaches have been
proposed to detect whether in a set of ﬂows, some of them share a common bottleneck
[Hayes et al., 2014, Ferlin et al., 2016, Hayes et al., 2020]. These approaches typically
operate by comparing some statistics of ﬂows to check whether they correlate between
ﬂows. For example, it can be checked if throughput correlates between two ﬂows. If
throughput correlates, it can mean that these ﬂows share a common bottleneck link, and
if additional ﬂows join at the bottleneck link, all other ﬂows’ throughputs go down, which
is the reason why they are correlated. While approaches to detect a shared bottleneck
link appear to be similar to what this paper is aiming to do, there are diﬀerences: Two
ﬂows can share a common bottleneck link but the bottleneck link can have fair queuing.
Thus the aims of shared bottleneck and fair queuing detection are diﬀerent.

1.2.3

Concept

The overall concept is the following:
1. During ﬂow startup, determine whether the bottleneck link deploys FQ or not.
2. If FQ is used change to a delay-based CCA or revert to a loss-based CCA otherwise.
Algorithm to determine the presence of FQ
The algorithm to determine the presence of FQ works as follows (seen from the sender’s
point of view):
1. Launch two concurrent ﬂows, ﬂow 1 and ﬂow 2 from the same source host to the
same destination host. Initialize ﬂow 1 with some starting sending rate and ﬂow 2
with two times that rate.
2. After every Round Trip Time (RTT), if no packet loss occurred, double the sending
rate of both ﬂows.
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Figure 1.11: An example illustrating my proposed ﬂow startup mechanism. Figure
1.11a shows the sending rate, 1.11b the receiving rate in case there’s no FQ and 1.11c
the receiving rate if there is FQ.
3. If packet loss occurred in both ﬂows in the previous RTT, calculate the following
metric:
loss ratio =

receiving rate of ﬂow 1
sending rate of ﬂow 1
receiving rate of ﬂow 2
sending rate of ﬂow 2

(1.9)

This loss ratio metric indicates if ﬂow 2, which has a higher sending rate, achieves
a higher receiving rate (goodput) than ﬂow 1. If this is the case, there’s no FQ,
otherwise there is.
It is necessary to wait for packet loss in both connections because only then it is
certain that the link is saturated. My algorithm assumes that the link is saturated.
4. If FQ is used, the loss ratio is 2, otherwise it is 1. I choose 1.5 as the cutoﬀ value.
5. Since the presence or absence of FQ is now known the appropriate CCA can be
launched.
Figure 1.11a, 1.11b and 1.11c schematically illustrate this mechanism. I assume a sender
being connected to a receiver, with a bottleneck link between them. I also assume that all
ﬂows between the source and the destination follow the same route. On this bottleneck
link, the queue is either managed by FQ or by a shared queue (no FQ).
Figure 1.11a shows how the sending rate (observed before the bottleneck link) is doubled
after each RTT. Furthermore, it shows that ﬂow 2 has double the sending rate of ﬂow 1.
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Figure 1.11b shows the receiving rate at the receiver after the bottleneck link, if this
bottleneck link has a a shared queue without FQ. In the third RTT the sending rate
exceeds the link speed of the bottleneck and thus the receiving rate is smaller than the
sending rate. Because no FQ is employed, ﬂow 2 manages to have a receiving rate two
times the one of ﬂow 1.
Figure 1.11c shows the receiving rate of the two ﬂows measured after the bottleneck link
in case FQ is deployed. In the third RTT, ﬂow 1 and ﬂow 2 achieve the same receiving
rate because of the FQ, which makes sure that each ﬂow gets an equal share of the total
capacity.
Simple delay-based CC
If FQ is detected, a simple delay-based CC is used from then on. My algorithm is based
on the two following simple rules:
1. If current rtt ≤ smallest rtt ever measured on the connection + 5ms then increase
the sending rate by 1%. I choose 5 ms since a delay of 5 ms is barely noticeable by
humans. This design choice was ﬁrst established in [Nichols and Jacobson, 2012].
2. Otherwise (current rtt > smallest rtt ever measured on the connection + 5ms)
decrease the sending rate by 5%.
This CCA is meant as a simple proof-of-concept to demonstrate the eﬃcacy of my FQ
detection mechanism but I do not claim it to be optimal in any way.
Fallback loss-based CC
If the absence of FQ is detected, a loss based CC is used as a fallback. I use the algorithm
PCC proposed by [Dong et al., 2015a]. In simpliﬁed terms, this CCA aims to maximize
a utility function, which strives for high throughput and low packet loss. However, it is
reasonably aggressive and does not starve when competing with other loss-based CCAs
such as Cubic [Ha et al., 2008b].

1.2.4

Implementation

I base my implementation on the code of PCC Vivace [Dong et al., 2018], which in turn
is an improved version of PCC. The PCC code is based on the UDT library [Gu and
Grossman, 2007], which is a library that provides a reliable transport protocol similar
to TCP on top of UDP. This approach is similar to QUIC [Iyengar and Thomson, 2018].
An advantage of implementing my approach on top of UDP as opposed to TCP is that
it is easier to develop and modify since no kernel module needs to be created and that
it is more secure since the code is isolated in a user space process and most attacks can
only inﬂuence this process and not the entire kernel.
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Deployment
My approach of detecting FQ relies on using two concurrent ﬂows between the sender
and the receiver. During ﬂow startup, user data is transmitted in two ﬂows that the
receiver must detect and recombine. This may be a challenge for deployments since
solutions that require cooperation of several instances are more diﬃcult to deploy at a
wide scale in the Internet. However, multipath TCP [Handley et al., 2012] and QUIC, for
which there are proposals to enable recombining data of several ﬂows [De Coninck and
Bonaventure, 2017], are becoming increasingly prevalent. I thus argue that the actual
obstacles to deployment of my solution are constantly decreasing since QUIC (mostly
Google traﬃc) already accounts for around 10% of all Internet traﬃc [Rüth et al., 2018]
and is growing. Moreover, Apple’s macOS and iOS support multipath TCP [Apple,
2018] support.

1.2.5

Experiment setup

For the evaluation I use the network emulation library py-virtnet3 . All experiments
run on virtual hosts on one physical host, on which the necessary network components
and virtual hosts are emulated using Linux network namespaces. The setup consists of
two virtual hosts connected through a virtual switch. One virtual host acts as a server
and one as a client and a bulk transfer is initiated from the client to the server.
For the experiments with FQ I use the fq module for Linux. This module keeps one
drop tail queue for each ﬂow with a conﬁgurable maximum size of packets. However, the
design of my FQ detection algorithm does not assume any particular queue management
algorithm being used for the queue of each ﬂow and thus is also compatible with more
sophisticated AQM mechanisms which were explicitly developed to be used in conjunction with FQ [Taht et al., 2018, Høiland-Jørgensen et al., 2018] or also the approaches
I proposed in section 2.1 and section 2.2. It only assumes that each ﬂow gets the same
share of bandwidth and that for a ﬂow, whose queue is growing faster because more
packets of this ﬂow arrive at the bottleneck, packets are dropped faster than for a ﬂow
of which fewer packets appear at the bottleneck link. For the experiments with a shared
queue I use pfifo, which is a simple drop tail queue which can contain up to a ﬁxed
number of packets.
3

https://pypi.org/project/py-virtnet/
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1.2.6

Results
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Figure 1.12: Throughput and delay of a ﬂow controlled by the loss-based CCA Cubic
on a link with a speed of 10 Mbps, a delay of 10 ms and a buﬀer size of 100 packets
(pfifo’s default value).
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Figure 1.13: Throughput and delay of a ﬂow controlled by my delay-based CCA on a
link with a speed of 10 Mbps, a delay of 10 ms and a buﬀer size of 100 packets.
First, I demonstrate empirically that delay-based CC actually has a beneﬁt over lossbased one. On one side, Figure 1.12 shows that the loss-based CC achieves a throughput
of almost 10 Mbps on a 10 Mbps link, which means full utilization and an RTT that
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is higher than 100 ms, which is not desirable. On the other hand, Figure 1.13 shows
an example ﬂow using my simple delay-based CCA and a slow start algorithm similar
to the one used by the classic TCP CCA New Reno [Allman et al., 1999]. While the
delay-based ﬂow also achieves very high utilization, delay rarely exceeds 20 ms, meaning
that it is more than 5 times lower than the one of the loss-based CCA of Figure 1.12.
The initial peak in Figure 1.13 is caused by the exponential increase of the sending rate
in the beginning, which is commonly used by transport protocols and called “slow start”
[Stevens and others, 1997]. My delay-based CC also uses a mechanism similar to slow
start in the beginning.
Comparing ﬂows with diﬀerent congestion controls and AQM mechanisms
In this scenario, I show an example of a ﬂow with my mechanism that shares a bottleneck
link with a ﬂow using a loss-based congestion control.
No FQ The examples in Figure 1.14 and in Figure 1.15 show the loss-based CCA
Cubic compete against my delay-based CCA on a link without FQ. It is important to
note that I do not use my FQ detection mechanism here but instead choose delay-based
CC from the beginning to demonstrate the starvation of delay-based ﬂows that happens
when they compete against loss-based ones without FQ. I start the loss-based ﬂow before
to make sure that it has suﬃcient time to ﬁll up the link: The loss-based ﬂow starts 5
seconds earlier and after 5 seconds, the delay-based ﬂow joins. I choose these 5 seconds
so that the ﬁrst ﬂow can enter its stable state because I want to show how how the ﬂow,
even though it had the advantage of the 5 seconds in which it could use the link all for
itself, loses to the loss-based CC: While the delay-based ﬂow gains some share of the
link during startup, it is pushed away by the loss-based ﬂow later on and “starves”.
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Figure 1.14: Throughput and delay of a ﬂow controlled by the loss-based CCA Cubic
on a link with a speed of 50 Mbps, a delay of 10 ms and a buﬀer size of 100 packets.
The bottleneck is controlled by a shared queue (no FQ) and is shared with the ﬂow of
Figure 1.15.
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Figure 1.15: Throughput and delay of a ﬂow controlled by my delay-based CCA on a link
with a speed of 50 Mbps, a delay of 10 ms and a buﬀer size of 100 packets. The bottleneck
is controlled by a shared queue (no FQ) and is shared with the ﬂow of Figure 1.14.
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Figure 1.16: Throughput and delay of a ﬂow controlled by the loss-based CCA Cubic on
a link with a speed of 50 Mbps, a delay of 10 ms and a buﬀer size of 100 packets. The
bottleneck is controlled by FQ and is shared with the ﬂow of Figure 1.17.
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Figure 1.17: Throughput and delay of a ﬂow controlled by my delay-based CCA on a
link with a speed of 50 Mbps, a delay of 10 ms and a buﬀer size of 100 packets. The
bottleneck is controlled by FQ and is shared with the ﬂow of Figure 1.16.
FQ For a link with fair queuing, the following example results show that throughput
is identical for my ﬂow (Figure 1.17) and the Cubic ﬂow (Figure 1.16), just that the
Cubic ﬂow’s delay is more than two times higher than the delay-based one’s. Thus,
my mechanism detects that the bottleneck uses FQ and uses a delay-based congestion
control because it is better suited in a scenario with FQ.
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Accuracy of the FQ detection mechanism
To evaluate if my proposed mechanism correctly recognizes FQ in a systematic manner,
I perform experiments using a wide range of network conﬁgurations: I vary bandwidth
from 5 to 50 Mbps, delay from 10 to 100 ms and the buﬀer size from 1 to 100 packets,
using a grid of these parameters. For each parameter, I take 5 values, evenly spaced.
Thus, I run experiments with 125 diﬀerent conﬁgurations. I run each conﬁguration once
with FQ and once without. Results show that for experiments without FQ (using a
shared queue), in over 99% of cases, the absence of FQ was correctly detected and in
less than 1% of cases, my algorithm detected FQ even though there was no FQ. For
experiments, during which FQ was actually deployed on the bottleneck link, this was
correctly detected in 97% of cases and wrongly in 3% of the time. The overall accuracy
is thus 98%, which I consider suﬃcient.
To verify the behavior of my algorithm under the presence of cross traﬃc, I repeated
the above experiments but with one bulk traﬃc ﬂow using Cubic running at the same
time, which I start 5 seconds before so that it has suﬃcient time to gain full bandwidth.
Also under these circumstances I also achieve 98% detection accuracy using my algorithm. I investigated the reason for the detection accuracy not being 100% and found
the following: The PCC code relies on packet scheduling using timers, which is very
computationally expensive because it needs a timer for every packet and thus the program has to be put to sleep/woken up repeatedly by the operating system. Thus, if
processor load is high, the timers fail and PCC can’t send as many packets as it would
want to. My algorithm relies on ﬂow 1 sending half the rate of ﬂow 2 but this cannot
always be guaranteed if CPU load is high. I tried to minimize all tasks which run in the
background and achieved the accuracy I got. When I ran the experiments while I was
browsing the web, I got lower accuracy. Solutions to the problem are to not schedule
packets using timers or to implement the algorithm not in user space but in kernel space.
Then the computational cost of could decrease because fewer context switches between
the PCC user space application and the kernel are necessary.
Systematic evaluation
Besides the examples I provided, I also conducted a more systematic comparison of the
throughput and delay that my algorithm achieves: I use the same scenario as above and
again vary bandwidth from 5 to 50 Mbps, delay from 10 to 100 ms and the buﬀer size
from 1 to 100 packets. For each parameter, I take 5 values, evenly spaced, totaling 125
distinct scenarios. I use FQ at the bottleneck link. I run each scenario both using Cubic
as well as my algorithm for 30 seconds each. I average the achieved throughputs and
average delays from all experiments for both Cubic as well as my algorithm. For Cubic,
the mean throughput is 21 Mbit/s and the mean RTT is 96 ms while for my algorithm it is
26 Mbit/s and 64 ms. This shows that my algorithm can correctly determine that there is
FQ and switch to the delay-based CC and that my algorithm achieves signiﬁcantly lower
delay (loss-based Cubic’s delay is 50% higher) and – surprisingly – higher throughput.
This is astonishing considering that loss-based CCAs such as Cubic should be more
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aggressive in ﬁlling the link. When analyzing the results I identiﬁed that Cubic performs
very poorly in scenarios with small buﬀers because the multiplicative decrease of Cubic
is 0.7, meaning that the bandwidth is reduced by 30% after every packet loss while my
algorithm only reduces it by only 5%. Thus Cubic reduces bandwidth too much after
packet loss which results in underutilization of the link.

1.2.7

Discussion

During the implementation of my algorithm I noticed peculiar behavior when not using
FQ: During startup, I make ﬂow 1 have half the sending rate of ﬂow 2. I would expect the
receiving rates to be the same: ﬂow 1 achieving around half the rate of ﬂow 2. However,
I noticed that usually ﬂow 1 would have a receiving rate of 0. After investigating the
issue I noticed that the reason was pacing: PCC (and other CCAs) such as BBR send
packets in regular intervals, for example every millisecond, because sending regularly
keeps the queues shorter. This behavior is called pacing. However, when there are two
ﬂows where one ﬂow’s sending rate is a multiple of the other’s, an interleaving eﬀect
occurs: ﬂow 1 would always send each packet slightly after ﬂow 2 sends a packet. Then,
when the packets arrive at the bottleneck, ﬂow 2’s packet, which arrives a bit earlier,
ﬁlls up the buﬀer and ﬂow 1’s packet is consequently always dropped. As a solution, I
do not send packets at regular intervals during startup but always add a small random
value: For example, if the sending interval were 1 ms, I would send the packet randomly
in the interval from 0.5 to 1.5 ms. This solves the aforementioned problem. The insight
I gained from this is that while pacing is generally supportive, it is actually harmful
if several ﬂows compete at a bottleneck without FQ and one ﬂow’s sending rate is a
multiple of the other’s.
One problem of my proposed solution occurs when the bottleneck link changes while
a ﬂow is running. For example, the bottleneck link could be the home router in the
beginning, while later the bottleneck link could be another router deeper in the core
network. The problem occurs if the home router supports FQ and my algorithm detects
this while the router in the core network, which becomes the bottleneck later on, doesn’t
support FQ. Then, my algorithm is going to use a delay-based CC because that’s what it
determined to be correct in the beginning of the ﬂow. However, later when the bottleneck
changes, my algorithm is still using delay-based CC even though the current bottleneck
doesn’t support FQ anymore. As a result, it might be possible that my algorithm
uses the wrong CC. One way to prevent this problem from occurring is to use periodic
measurements. For example, my algorithm to determine FQ could be used every 5 or
10 seconds to measure again if the current bottleneck supports FQ.
Another scenario that is worth noting is how my proposed solution deals with load
balancing: In this research I assume that both of my ﬂows, which I use during startup
to determine the presence of FQ take the same path to the host on the other hand.
However, with load balancing it could happen that ﬂow 1 takes a diﬀerent path than
ﬂow 2. Fortunately, several load balancing algorithms have been proposed whose aim is
to make sure that connections, which use multiple paths using Multipath TCP or QUIC,
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stay on the same path [Olivier Bonaventure, 2018, Olteanu and Raiciu, 2016, Liénardy
and Donnet, 2016]. Since I envision my solution to be based on Multipath TCP or QUIC
load balancing should not be a problem. Apple Music, for example, successfully load
balances multipath connections [Olivier Bonaventure, 2019].
An alternative to my algorithm could be that all routers inform the endpoints if they
support FQ or not. Such a solution could, for example, use an IP or a TCP extension,
which every router uses to indicate if they’re capable of FQ. Then, if every device on a
path supports FQ, the client would use a delay-based CCA. However, while this solutions
would achieve good results, the problem is that solutions, which require participation
of every device in the Internet generally suﬀer from insuﬃcient deployment because not
every hardware vendor and network operator can be forced to implement the proposed
solution for informing about FQ capability.
In general, I argue that my new ﬂow startup method can help to increase the deployment
of delay-based CC. Especially for applications that are very delay-sensitive, such as video
conferencing and cloud gaming, the adoption of delay-based CC can result in a signiﬁcant
increase of Quality of Experience (QoE). I demonstrated that my method works using a
prototype implementation using PCC but I am also conﬁdent that a similar ﬂow startup
method can also be integrated with other CCAs such as BBR.

1.2.8

Conclusion

In this section I developed an algorithm that detects fair queuing at ﬂow startup and
chooses delay-based congestion control if there is fair queuing. Otherwise, loss-based
congestion control can be used as a backup option. Results show that my algorithm
reliably detects fair queuing and can achieve low delay and high throughput in case fair
queuing is detected.
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CHAPTER

Learning methods for queue
management
Fair queuing is a queue management technique which can be used in packet forwarding
devices such as switches and routers. It stores each ﬂow’s packets in a separate queue
and gives each queue a fair share of bandwidth. The advantage of this is that more aggressive ﬂows cannot grab bandwidth of less aggressive ones. Considering the increasing
number of new congestion control algorithms being deployed in the Internet, it becomes
increasingly important to ensure fairness between them.
While fair queuing is a well-known technique, in the past each ﬂow got a queue assigned
with a static maximum buﬀer size. Just recently research emerged on methods to manage
each particular queue of the fair queuing system eﬃciently [Taht et al., 2018], to keep
throughput high and delay low. The shortcoming of these methods is that they apply
the same queue management technique on each ﬂow, irrespective of its characteristics
(e.g. delay, throughput) and its congestion control.
In this chapter I make the following contributions:
• A method that calculates the optimal buﬀer size for each ﬂow in a fair queuing system by inspecting the ﬂow’s behavior. This optimal buﬀer size maximizes
throughput and minimizes delay (contribution 2c)
• A method that ﬁngerprints each ﬂow’s behavior using deep reinforcement learning
and assigns the optimal buﬀer size to each ﬂow based on experience with previous
ﬂows (contribution 2d)
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A model-based approach to ﬁnd optimal queuing
policies in a fair queuing system

Notice of adoption from previous publications in section 7
Parts of the contents of this section have been published in the following paper:
[Bachl et al., 2019a] Maximilian Bachl, Joachim Fabini, and Tanja Zseby. Cocoa:
Congestion Control Aware Queuing. In Workshop on Buﬀer Sizing. ACM, 2019a

2.1.1

Introduction

In the last decades various Active Queue Management (AQM) mechanisms have been
proposed to minimize excessive standing queues in the Internet. One of the most inﬂuential recent eﬀorts is CoDel [Nichols and Jacobson, 2012] whose goal is that the queuing
delay at the bottleneck link is at least once under 5 ms in a moving window of 100 ms.
While it is important to keep the queuing delay constrained, it is also necessary to ensure
that overly aggressive ﬂows cannot beneﬁt from “stealing” less aggressive ﬂows’ bandwidth. Thus researchers and engineers have developed Fair Queuing (FQ) mechanisms
[Shreedhar and Varghese, 1996, Dumazet, 2013] to isolate diﬀerent ﬂows’ queues so that
for example a delay-sensitive live video call cannot be impaired by a concurrent bulk
transfer which consumes all the available bandwidth.
Recent approaches have tried to combine AQM with FQ. [Taht et al., 2018] demonstrate
fq_codel, a queuing discipline (qdisc) that uses FQ and lets CoDel manage each queue.
[Høiland-Jørgensen et al., 2018] expand upon this and create the cake qdisc that also adds
features such as not only per-ﬂow queuing but also per-host queuing for even increased
fairness. Furthermore they also include bandwidth shaping into their solution and aim
to create one qdisc that is easy to conﬁgure, can be easily deployed on home routers and
oﬀers all features in one solution.
While I do not want to make statements about the general performance of CoDel, I show
that fq_codel and cake do not optimally use available bandwidth in common network
conﬁgurations for common Congestion Control Algorithms (CCAs). This becomes especially prevalent for links with a high bandwidth or a large Round Trip Time (RTT)
but is already noticeable for common scenarios, such as a link with 100 Mbit/s and an
RTT of 50 ms. I show that the impaired performance is a result of keeping the queuing
delay under 5 ms, which hinders CCAs such as Reno or Cubic from reaching maximum
throughput. Moreover, this behavior can result in unnecessary standing queues on links
with very low latencies under 10 ms, which occur in data centers and between users and
close by servers of content delivery networks.
As a remedy, I conceive a fair AQM mechanism that explicitly measures the behavior of
the Congestion Control (CC) of a ﬂow and dynamically changes the buﬀer so that
1. link utilization is maximized and
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2. queuing delay is kept at the minimum that is required to achieve optimum throughput
considering the CC.
The concept of dynamically adjusting the buﬀer size depending on ﬂows’ needs was
recently proposed by [Bless et al., 2018]. However, their solution is not tailored for fair
queuing but for ﬂows sharing a queue.
I show that a prototype of my solution Congestion Control Aware qdisc (cocoa) can
achieve the aforementioned objectives for the most common loss-based CCAs, Reno
Jacobson [1988] and Cubic [Ha et al., 2008a]. These CCAs operate by continuously
increasing the number of bytes that are allowed to be in the network (congestion window) if no packet loss is experienced and by sharply decreasing this number if a packet
is lost (multiplicative decrease). With Cubic being the default CC in all major OS, I
especially emphasize my evaluation on improving its performance. Contrasting to the
aforementioned CCAs, recently proposed BBR [Cardwell et al., 2016] does not continuously increase and then sharply decrease when packets are lost but instead uses periodic
measurements to estimate the available bandwidth as well as the minimal RTT and
then tries to stay at this point of optimal bandwidth and minimal delay. BBR is thus
considered to be model-based. I show that cocoa also behaves well in interaction with
BBR v1.

2.1.2

Concept

Since the goal of my algorithm is to achieve optimal throughput irrespective of the CCA,
I aim to avoid the scenario depicted in Figure 2.1: Here the buﬀer is too small, meaning
that the CCAs never manages to achieve full utilization and periodically underutilizes
the link, leading to, for example, a user waiting longer for a software update to ﬁnish or
a game to download on their video game console.
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Figure 2.1: If the buﬀer is too small, loss-based CCAs cannot fully utilize the link since
they send too few data following the multiplicative decrease that occurs after packet
loss.
The other case I want to avoid is a persisting standing queue, as depicted in Figure 2.2:
In this case the buﬀer is too large meaning that optimal throughput is achieved but at the
same time that an unnecessarily long standing queue is maintained. This oversized queue
leads to RTT being larger than necessary and can result in unresponsive applications
and reduced Quality of Experience. Furthermore, the buﬀer space has to be allocated
in the bottleneck device and keeps the memory from serving a more useful purpose.
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Figure 2.2: If the buﬀer is too large, loss-based CCAs keep an unnecessary standing
queue not required for achieving full link utilization.
These considerations lead me to designing an algorithm that dynamically measures the
CCA and adapts the buﬀer size to reach my goal of maximum throughput and minimal
delay. The basic functionality of this algorithm would be to
1. observe the CCA of each ﬂow for a certain measurement period and
2. increase or decrease the buﬀer size for this ﬂow depending on whether the scenario of
Figure 2.1 or Figure 2.2 is true.
The challenge here is to deﬁne the measurement period: As Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2
show, I would like to use the measurement period that is the longest period between two
packet losses. If this period is observed, it is possible to compute the standing queue as
simply the minimum queue observed in this interval. For example, if the minimum queue
is 3 packets it means that there is a standing queue of 3 packets and the algorithm will
reduce buﬀer size by 3 to eliminate the unnecessary queuing. Conversely, if the buﬀer is
too small, the algorithm computes how long the link was underutilized and how many
packets could have been transmitted during the idle period. The buﬀer size is then
increased by this number of packets.
This is not trivial because of the following consideration: If the measurement period is
mistakenly not the longest interval shown in the ﬁgure, but the interval between two
adjacent packet losses, the algorithm would assume an enormous standing queue and
drastically reduce the buﬀer to be close to zero. This would lead to severe underutilization.
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The solution is thus to use a Guard Interval (GI): The algorithm always waits for a
speciﬁed minimum amount of time, picks the longest interval without packet loss in this
guard interval and then applies its logic to reduce the standing queue on this Longest
Interval (LI). I dynamically compute the GI as a multiple or a fraction (parameter of
my algorithm) of the previous LI (Figure 2.3):

packet loss

intervals

longest interval
guard interval

longest interval
guard interval

longest interval
guard interval

Figure 2.3: Illustration of the interval mechanism used by cocoa with a multiplier of
1
2 . Each guard interval (GI) contains one or more intervals of which the longest one is
considered the longest interval (LI). The GI is always at least the length of the previous
LI times the multiplier. A GI ends at the ﬁrst packet loss after the previous LI times
the multiplier.
For example, I choose the multiplier to be 21 . Now, if the LI in the previous GI was
100 ms, then the next GI is at least 12 100 ms. During the GI I monitor all intervals and
if the current interval is the longest one, it becomes the new LI. The GI ends when the
ﬁrst packet loss occurs after the minimum duration of the GI elapsed.
Almost all of the logic of my algorithm is executed when a new packet is received to be
enqueued. The full algorithm is depicted as Algorithm 1.
Choice of the multiplier
The purpose of the multiplier, which is used to multiply the LI of the previous GI to deﬁne the new GI, is to prevent that the short gap between two subsequent packet losses is
used as the interval to determine whether the buﬀer size has to be adapted. This means
that the multiplier must be large enough so that it allows to skip over the packet losses
that occur when the buﬀer is full. For Reno and Cubic, the loss-free period is very large
compared to the period during which packet loss occurs. Speciﬁcally, the period with
packet loss has the length of one RTT since Reno and Cubic reduce their sending rate as
soon as packet loss occurs, thus ending the packet loss. This means that the multiplier
can be very small in order to work for these CCAs. I conducted experiments with the
multiplier being 0.5 and have never encountered the problem that the interval between
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Algorithm 1 Procedure that is executed when a new packet is received to be enqueued.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:

function enqueue(new_packet)
if queue is full then
if link was idle during this interval ∧ the buﬀer wasn’t already enlarged in
this interval ∧ this is not the ﬁrst interval of this ﬂow then
buﬀer_size ← buﬀer_size + (packets_transmitted_in_current_interval
/ time_active × time_idle)
add new_packet to queue
else if the buﬀer was enlarged in this interval ∨ this is the ﬁrst interval of
this ﬂow then
start a new interval
start a new GI
drop new_packet
else if current_time ≥ end_the_current_GI then
if there was a standing queue in the LI of the GI then
buﬀer_size ← buﬀer_size - standing_queue
drop superﬂuous packets
end if
start a new interval
start a new GI
drop new_packet
else
start a new interval
drop new_packet
end if
else
add new_packet to queue
end if
end function

adjacent packet losses is considered the longest interval and that the buﬀer is cut to virtually nothing because a standing queue is assumed. However, BBR v1 uses a completely
diﬀerent approach compared to Reno and Cubic to probe for bandwidth: It periodically
increases its sending rate and then reduces it again to see if it can achieve more throughput. This happens with the following pattern: [ 45 , 34 , 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]. The sending rate is
increased to probe for more bandwidth, then decreased to reduce the standing queue
potentially formed and after that BBR is simply keeping the sending rate to match the
estimated bandwidth. Each of these eight phases lasts one RTT. BBR uses a random
cyclic permutation of this pattern with the only condition being that it cannot start
with 34 . The following pattern could thus occur: [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 54 , 43 , 54 , 34 , 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]. If
the GI ends after the ﬁrst 6 phases and also the LI was these six phase, with a factor of
0.5, the next GI would thus end at the end of phase 8. Then, the LI would be the 8th
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cycle. The next GI would then be of the duration of 0.5 phases and would then end in
the middle of cycle 9. This would be erroneous because this is a probing phase during
which packet loss occurs. The aforementioned problem of erroneously and signiﬁcantly
reducing the buﬀer could thus occur. This means that for BBR v1 the multiplier must
be larger than 1 since it can happen that non-probing phases are followed by probing
phases of the same length. From these considerations it follows that for my experiments I
generally use a multiplier of 1.25. The behavior is diﬀerent for BBR v2 which drastically
changed the probing phase and now consists of a random 2-3 s phase with a constant
sending rate (cruising) followed by a quick probing phase followed by a decrease phase
[Cardwell et al., 2019]. I thus conjecture that a multiplier of 0.5 is suﬃcient for BBR v2.
However, I could not ﬁnally conﬁrm this since BBR v2 is still under development.
Maximum buﬀer increase
Another potential problem is the following: If the available share of bandwidth suddenly
increases drastically, my algorithm would sharply increase the buﬀer size. In this case
it can happen that the buﬀer becomes much too large. I thus limit the maximum buﬀer
increase to be 2 times the previous buﬀer size. This parameter is only relevant in the
case of a sudden increase of available bandwidth or if a ﬂow’s throughput is application
limited and not during stable state behavior.
Maximum GI
One more challenge is posed by the following consideration: If a delay-based CCA is in
its stable state, no packet loss should occur. The LI could thus become very large (like
tens of seconds) and also the next GI would be extremely large. This can be a problem
if a delay-based CCA like Vegas [Brakmo and Peterson, 1995] is used for a long ﬂow and
then after several seconds, the bandwidth drastically lowers. Then suddenly packet loss
could occur but the GI would be so long that nothing would happen for a long time.
To counter this, I add a parameter that speciﬁes the maximum duration of the GI. I
set this parameter to 1 s. This means that I also assume that no ﬂows are handled by
cocoa which have an RTT larger than 1 s. This is not a big limitation since there are
very few ﬂows with an RTT that large [Shakkottai et al., 2004, Alves and Obraczka,
2017]. Another possibility for setting this parameter is to use a multiple of the RTT,
for example 2, 4 or 8 times the most recent RTT. RTT could be measured using TCP
timestamps [Borman et al., 2014] in case of TCP ﬂows or the spin bit [Kühlewind and
Trammell, 2018] for QUIC.

2.1.3

Experiment setup

I implement cocoa as an extension of the “fq” qdisc [Dumazet, 2013]. This means that
when using cocoa also all features oﬀered by fq are available. I add three conﬁguration
parameters to the qdisc: the multiplier (default 1.25), the maximum buﬀer increase
(default 2.0) and the maximum GI duration (default 1.0 s). I make the source code of my
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implementation freely available to enable reproducibility and encourage experimentation:
https://github.com/CN-TU/cocoa-qdisc.
I evaluate cocoa using the py-virtnet (https://github.com/CN-TU/py-virtnet)
toolkit to build a virtual network using Linux’s network namespaces. I initialize the
buﬀer size for cocoa to 100 packets per ﬂow like in fq. The testbed consists of a sender
and a receiver connected via a switch. I run the qdisc being tested on the interface that
connects the switch to the receiver. I introduce delay with netem and limit bandwidth
with htb.
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Figure 2.4: A Cubic ﬂow with fq at the bottleneck. The initial bandwidth is 20 Mbit/s
but I halve it after 30 s. The delay is 10 ms. It is clear that there is a standing queue
and after the bandwidth halves, the minimum delay is 100 ms even though 10 ms would
be possible.
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Figure 2.5: A Cubic ﬂow with cocoa at the bottleneck. The initial bandwidth is 20 Mbit/s
but I halve it after 30 s. The delay is 10 ms. cocoa keeps the queue smaller than fq while
achieving the same throughput.
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Figure 2.6: A Cubic ﬂow with cocoa at the bottleneck. The initial bandwidth is 20 Mbit/s
but I double it after 30 s. The delay is 10 ms. Also a sudden large increase of bandwidth
is handled well by cocoa.
First I evaluate if cocoa is able to maintain a small buﬀer like it is necessary in case
of small Bandwidth Delay Products (BDPs). As can be seen in Figure 2.4 the regular
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Throughput [Mbit/s]
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fq qdisc (with a standard queue size of 100 packets) maintains a standing queue and
unnecessarily leads to a signiﬁcant increase in RTT (100 ms minimum, when the real
minimum is 10 ms). In contrast, Figure 2.5 maintains full throughput while at the same
time keeping the delay minimal and not having a standing queue. Also, when drastically
changing the bandwidth by halving it (Figure 2.5) or doubling it (Figure 2.6) cocoa
rapidly adapts to the new conditions and returns to the optimum state. The reason why
there seems to be more variation or oscillation in the plots with cocoa is the following:
Since ﬂows with cocoa have a smaller buﬀer and a smaller delay it takes less time for
the Cubic CCA to ﬁll up the congestion window until it reaches and exceeds the BDP,
which causes packet loss and a decrease in the congestion window. Thus with a smaller
buﬀer and delay, the behavior of the CCA speeds up.
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Figure 2.7: A Cubic ﬂow with fq_codel at the bottleneck. The bandwidth is 100 Mbit/s.
The delay is 100 ms. The average RTT is 101.61 ms. Total throughput is 2615 MB.
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Figure 2.8: A Cubic ﬂow with cocoa at the bottleneck. The bandwidth is 100 Mbit/s.
The delay is 100 ms. The average RTT is 130.36 ms. Total throughput is 2893 MB.
Table 2.1: Comparison of qdiscs for loss-based CCAs on a link of 100 Mbit/s with an
RTT of 50 ms. Utilization in % of maximum capacity; RTT in milliseconds. For Cubic
fq achieves good performance. This is because its default buﬀer size of 100 packets
coincidentially works well for this speciﬁc link speed and RTT. I take the mean of 10
runs for each scenario.
fq
Cubic
Reno

fq_codel

cocoa

Util.

RTT

Util.

RTT

Util.

RTT

96.2
84.1

54
52.7

92.6
81.1

52
51.5

98.5
97.9

66.5
98.2

Next I compare cocoa against fq_codel. Figure 2.7 shows that fq_codel keeps the
queuing delay under 5 ms. It also shows that keeping the queuing delay that low is
detrimental for achieving full throughput when using the Cubic CCA. With cocoa I
achieve throughput that is more than 10% higher overall, while only slightly increasing
the average delay. In addition to Cubic, I performed experiments with Reno. Here,
over a 240 s ﬂow of 100 Mbit/s with a delay of 50 ms, cocoa achieves more than 20%
higher throughput than fq_codel. The average RTT for fq_codel is 51.34 ms while it is
96.78 ms for cocoa. Table 2.1 shows that cocoa reaches link utilizations close to 100% for
both Cubic and Reno in large BDP scenarios. RTT can be higher than for other qdiscs
if this is required to achieve optimum throughput for the CCA for the given link speed
and base RTT.
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Besides fq_codel possibly leading to lower throughput as I have shown, another problem
is that for links with a small BDP fq_codel can keep a standing queue akin to fq since
fq_codel only wants queuing delay to fall below 5 ms once every 100 ms. For example,
on a link with a base RTT of 1 ms, fq_codel would accept a permanent standing queue
of 4.9 ms, leading to overall RTT being more than doubled, which is not required for
achieving optimal throughput.

Throughput [Mbit/s]

I also ran experiments with the cake qdisc. However, results were very similar to those
of fq_codel, which is no surprise since cake is based on fq_codel.
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Figure 2.9: A BBR v1 ﬂow with cocoa at the bottleneck. The bandwidth is 50 Mbit/s.
The delay is 10 ms and I halve it after 30 s.
Also for BBR v1, throughput quickly reaches its maximum while no standing queue is
forming (Figure 2.9).

2.1.5

Discussion

My goal was to design a fair qdisc which achieves maximum throughput while keeping
the queuing delay as small as possible. The results of the experiments, which I perform
with a prototype of cocoa, show that there are certain common scenarios in which current
state-of-the-art fair qdiscs like fq, fq_codel and cake fall short of the optimum throughput
by a signiﬁcant margin while my approach succeeds in fully utilizing the bottleneck link
(with a potential increase in delay) (Table 2.1; Figure 2.7 vs. Figure 2.8). Furthermore,
the aforementioned qdiscs also suﬀer from standing queues in scenarios with small BDP
which I can also mitigate with my approach (Figure 2.4 vs. Figure 2.5).
I see this work as an initial step towards learning and ﬂow-adaptive fair queuing at
bottlenecks and think that the most promising application domain of cocoa is at the
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Internet’s edge. An interesting further improvement could be to not statically initialize
the buﬀer with a constant 100 packets but instead use experience from previous ﬂows.
Moreover, the results show that a promising direction for future work might be to explore
the use of reinforcement learning: Such an approach would ﬁngerprint a ﬂow and choose
the buﬀer size accordingly, maximizing a chosen objective such as high throughput with
minimal delay. I do research on this solution in section 2.2.

2.1.6

Conclusion

I proposed the new AQM scheduler cocoa based on fair queuing, which adapts the buﬀer
size depending on the needs of each ﬂow without requiring active participation from the
endpoint. I implemented this scheduler for the Linux kernel and showed that it interacts
well with the most common congestion control algorithms and can signiﬁcantly increase
throughput compared to fair CoDel while avoiding overbuﬀering.
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2.2

Learning of queuing policies in a fair queuing system
using deep learning

Notice of adoption from previous publications in section 8
Parts of the contents of this section have been published in the following paper:
[Bachl et al., 2020a] Maximilian Bachl, Joachim Fabini, and Tanja Zseby. LFQ:
Online Learning of Per-ﬂow Queuing Policies using Deep Reinforcement Learning.
In LCN. IEEE, July 2020a

2.2.1

Introduction

In section 2.1 I developed a mechanism for buﬀering in routers/switches that provides
a fair share of bandwidth for each ﬂow and adjusts the queue of each ﬂow based on its
congestion control. I showed that it works well for several common Congestion Control
Algorithms (CCAs). However, the algorithm has parameters that have to be manually
adjusted and it is not guaranteed to work for every CCA because it makes the assumption
that each ﬂow’s congestion window follows a zigzag (sawtooth) pattern. Furthermore,
the approach is only tailored towards ﬂows that always have data to send while the
behavior for application limited ﬂows, that also have idle periods, is not clear.
I argue that the solution proposed by me in section 2.1 can be improved using Reinforcement Learning (RL): Insteadf using a set of static rules to allocate the optimal buﬀer
size for each ﬂow, I argue that RL can be used to learn an optimal policy automatically.
Such an approach would work for all CCA, even ones to be developed in the future
since it does not make any assumptions but just learns based on real-world experience.
Operators of network hardware should be able to simply specify a reward function (like
high throughput and low queuing delay), and the Active Queue Management (AQM)
should then automatically ﬁnd the right queuing policy based on that reward function
using Machine Learning (ML). I propose Learning Fair Qdisc (LFQ), which achieves
these goals.
To make my work reproducible and to encourage further research, I make the code,
ﬁgures and trained neural network weights of this work publicly available1 .

2.2.2

Related work

[Kim, 2019] use deep reinforcement learning to develop an AQM mechanism for IoT
devices that works on the output queue of a switch. [Bouacida and Shihada, 2019, Bisoy
et al., 2017] use RL to build an AQM algorithm for shared buﬀers. [Vucevic et al., 2007]
use RL as well and focus speciﬁcally on cellular communications. [Lin and Zhang, 2015]
use a custom optimization approach that relies on an oﬄine greedy algorithm which
ﬁnds optimal rules for an AQM that fulﬁlls a certain reward function. [Shah et al., 2016]
1

https://github.com/CN-TU/reinforcement-learning-for-per-flow-buffer-sizing
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build an AQM mechanism which utilizes support vector machines to learn an optimal
queuing policy for a shared buﬀer.
Unlike my proposed approach, these works’ aim is not ﬁngerprinting each ﬂow but instead they optimize the overall queue that is shared by ﬂows. In my work I focus on
ﬁngerprinting each ﬂow and providing the optimal queuing behavior for each ﬂow individually. This direction has, to my knowledge, not been explored so far.

2.2.3

Concept
window (packets in flight)

packet loss

BDP+
buffer size
buffer
size

optimal minimum
window (BDP)

time

Figure 2.10: For a ﬂow controlled by New Reno, if the buﬀer is the same size as the
Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP), no standing queue exists and the full bandwidth is
achieved.
As outlined in section 2.1, if the buﬀer for a ﬂow is too small, a ﬂow cannot achieve the
full bandwidth. On the other hand, if the buﬀer is too large, the ﬂow can achieve the
full bandwidth but a standing queue exists, which causes unnecessary delay.
For the popular CCA New Reno, the buﬀer size that is necessary in a fair queuing setting
is one BDP, meaning speed × delay (Figure 2.10). This is because its multiplicative
decrease factor is 0.5, meaning that after packet loss, the congestion window is halved.
For other CCAs like Cubic [Ha et al., 2008a], the multiplicative decrease factor is 0.7,
meaning that the congestion window is reduced to 70% of its previous value upon packet
loss. This means that the minimum buﬀer size required to achieve full throughput for a
1
− 1 × BDP, which is around 43% of the BDP and thus less than for
Cubic ﬂow is 0.7
New Reno. That means the minimum required buﬀer size, among other factors, depends
on the CCA and speciﬁcally the CCA’s multiplicative decrease factor. To reduce packet
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loss and standing queues I propose an adaptive fair AQM that learns the available
bandwidth, Round Trip Time (RTT) and the underlying CCA of a ﬂow to adjust the
buﬀer optimally.
Because the optimal buﬀer size for many CCAs depends on the BDP and thus on the
bandwidth and the delay (RTT), for example, a ﬂow only having half the RTT of another
one only needs half its buﬀer size to achieve full bandwidth.
To learn an optimal AQM policy, I specify a reward function, which the ML based AQM
should learn to optimize for each ﬂow in a RL fashion. A simple and eﬀective reward
function is for example:

Reward = bandwidth − α · queue size

(2.1)

In this reward function, the choosable parameter α speciﬁes the tradeoﬀ that is chosen
between the bandwidth and the buﬀer size. With α going to zero, the optimum policy
approaches the one in which the buﬀer size is large enough that a ﬂow never underutilizes
the link but at the same time the buﬀer is never going to be larger than necessary if this
doesn’t provide a beneﬁt in throughput. Alternatively, the delay could be used instead
of the queue size because it is more closely related to Quality of Experience (QoE).
However, the delay that is caused by a certain queue length depends on the current
link speed. This means that using delay would make the reward function more variable,
depending on the current link speed.
My ML system uses the above reward function to learn the optimal behavior. LFQ
outputs the optimal buﬀer size of which it thinks that it maximizes the reward function
when receiving a packet. As the input for this decision I use the following features, which
are updated continuously when receiving/sending a packet:
• queue size
• standard deviation of the queue size
• maximimum buﬀer size
• rate of incoming data
• rate of outgoing data
• time since the last packet loss
I do not use these features directly because this could result in large, spontaneous variation in the input features. For example, packets might not be received in regular intervals
but in bursts. This means that without any smoothening, large instability would occur.
Thus, instead I use 10 exponentially weighted averages of each feature with weights of
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2−4 , 2−5 , ... , 2−13 . The advantage of using exponentially weighted averages is that they
do not occupy any space in memory except for their own values. This is opposed to
regular moving averages, which have to keep the entire window of data in memory. For
example, for a regular weighted average of window size 1000, the last 1000 data points
have to be kept in memory at any time, leading to a large consumption of memory.
One diﬃculty is to get an exponentially moving average for the rate of incoming/outgoing
packets. Instead I compute the exponentially moving average of the interarrival times
of incoming packets and the interdeparture times of outgoing packets. I then invert
this number to get the rate. An issue with this approach is that numeric instability
and division by zero errors can occur using this approach. Thus, I only use the exponential average with a weight of 2−n after at least n packets have arrived. Otherwise
I set it to zero. I did this inversion because I saw that using the averages of interarrival/interdeparture times led to slower learning than using the rates. This is because
if only the interarrival/interdeparture times are given, the neural network also has to
learn the additional step of inverting them, making the learning more time-consuming.
Using these features gives me a feature vector of 6 × 10 = 60 features at each point in
time. The features are fed into a neural network which has one output: The deemed
optimal queue size.

2.2.4

Experiment setup

I implement LFQ in the network simulator ns-3 [nsnam] and integrate Pytorch’s [Paszke
et al., 2019] C++ API into ns-3 for the Deep Learning (DL). All my code runs on the
CPU.
For the simulations I randomly draw a bandwidth (5 to 25 Mbit/s), a delay (5 to 25 ms)
and duration (3.75 s to 6.25 s) and a CCA (New Reno or BIC [Xu et al., 2004]). I set the
MTU to 1500, which is a commonly used value, meaning that packets can be up to 1500
bytes in size. Each simulation is run exactly once since ns-3 is a deterministic simulator
and thus every run with the same parameters will lead to the same results. I chose
these ranges of bandwidths and delays so that the neural network encounters ﬂows with
diﬀerent characteristics and has to learn to deal with them. I use New Reno because it
is one of the oldest, most widely deployed CCAs and BIC because it is similar to Cubic,
which is the default in Linux, Windows and most other OSs currently. I cannot use
Cubic itself because there is no stable Cubic implementation in ns-3 currently.
During simulating each ﬂow, at a certain point, I perform an experiment to let the RL
learn what the optimal buﬀer size in the current scenario for the current ﬂow would be.
As the experiment time, I use a random number between 0 and half of the ﬂow duration
of the current ﬂow. The number must be random so that the RL learns to take decisions
for every stage of a ﬂow: The optimal maximum buﬀer size is diﬀerent in the beginning
of the ﬂow, when nothing is known about about a ﬂow, since it just sent its ﬁrst packet,
from what it is after several seconds. The expected behavior is that in the beginning of
a ﬂow, the RL simply uses the average buﬀer size that works the best on average for all
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ﬂows. Then, after more information about the ﬂow is known and it can be ﬁngerprinted
eﬀectively, the estimation of the RL is supposed to become more ﬁne-grained and speciﬁc
to the current ﬂow. That means that the RL has to learn what the optimal buﬀer size is
for every stage of a ﬂow and that’s why the time at which the experiment is performed
must be random. Another issue is that if, for example, the experiment is performed just
before the end of the ﬂow, the impact of the decision of the RL is not clear: If the RL,
for example, outputs a maximum buﬀer size of 15 just before the end of the ﬂow, then it
has no inﬂuence on the ﬂow because the ﬂow ends anyway. That’s why I don’t perform
experiments for the RL training in the latter half of a ﬂow.
For the simulations I use two hosts that are directly connected to each other. I also
experimented initially with a switch connecting these hosts but this made the simulation
signiﬁcantly slower. Thus I made the simulation as simple as possible and implemented
my AQM in front of the bottleneck link that connects the sender to the receiver. For all
other buﬀers I use a FIFO queue with a buﬀer of 100 packets (the default).
For the DL, I used a fully connected neural network consisting of an input layer, three
layers of 256 neurons which each have the leaky ReLU [Fukushima, 1979] activation
function applied and ﬁnally an output layer which has an output size of 1. All neural
networks I use have this architecture. I chose this number of neurons and layers as
recent research shows that generally overﬁtting is not a problem, if a neural network is
trained long enough [Nakkiran et al., 2019], except that training time increases. Thus, it
is generally not bad to have more neurons and layers than necessary. That’s why I opted
for 256 neurons and 3 layers, which I think is quite generous considering that there are
only 60 input features and one output. For the learning I chose gradient descent with
a learning rate of 0.01. To save computational resources, how often my DL logic runs
and outputs the optimal buﬀer size, is a conﬁgurable parameter. The most ﬁne-grained
would be to let the DL run for each packet that is received. However, this would be a
computational waste and thus, by default, I only let the DL run for every 10th packet. I
chose 10 because it already decreases the computational burden a lot but I still consider
it ﬁne-grained enough because usual ﬂows in the Internet send many hundreds of packets
per second. Other sampling intervals can be conﬁgured. Also, an option would be to
not let the DL run every nth packet but every x milliseconds.

2.2.5

Oﬄine learning

First, I implement an ML system that is capable of learning an optimal queuing policy
in a simulator. The idea is that in an ideal setting training is faster. The limitation is
that this approach cannot be used to train online in the real world but it is good for
pretraining and as a proof-of-concept. After training in a simulator, the ﬁnished neural
network can be deployed in a real production setting.
The training procedure involves the following steps:
1. Draw a random sample of 20 bandwidths, delays, CCA and ﬂow durations.
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2. Simulate each ﬂow concurrently, compute the feature vector continuously and let
the neural network output its optimal buﬀer size each time a new packet arrives.
3. During each ﬂow, at a random time between 0 and half the ﬂow length in seconds,
perform the experiment: Fork the simulation process for each ﬂow and continue
one simulation with the current buﬀer size +1 packet and one with the current
buﬀer size −1 packet until the end of the ﬂow. This procedure is essentially A/B
testing.
4. Wait until all ﬂows are ﬁnished
5. Check for each ﬂow which of the two versions performed better (buﬀer +1 or buﬀer
−1) regarding the reward function.
6. Update the neural network so that it learns to output the better buﬀer size when
being fed the inputs as they were at the time at which the experimentation started.
Speciﬁcally, I compute the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between the output of
the neural network and the desired output (the one that performed better in the
experiment) for the whole batch of 20 results.
7. Start the next iteration.
During deployment, the trained neural network is used but the experiment step is
skipped. I chose to run 20 simulations concurrently since the experiment computer
has 40 CPUs and every simulation is split in two at the time of the experiment when
each simulation process is forked. Thus with 20 simulations I fully utilize the 40 CPUs.
This implies that the batch size used for the DL is 20.
Results
α = 0.01 When performing oﬄine learning with the tradeoﬀ parameter α = 0.01, the
neural network ﬁrst starts with a prediction that is close to 0 (due to the initialization of
neural network weights). During the ﬁrst couple of thousand training ﬂows, it increases
its output and approaches what appears to be the buﬀer size that works best on average
(slightly higher than 15). Then the neural network gradually starts understanding and
diﬀerentiating diﬀerent ﬂows and learns custom policies for them. After around 250000
ﬂows, the output appears to be stable and doesn’t change anymore.
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Figure 2.11: Showing the maximum queue length and queue length of a New Reno ﬂow
controlled by LFQ (oﬄine training, α = 0.01) at the bottleneck with a 25 Mbit/s link and
a delay of 15 ms. The queue never becomes empty for more than a couple of milliseconds
and also never forms a standing queue.
Figure 2.11 shows a New Reno ﬂow at a link with a bottleneck bandwidth of 25 Mbit/s
and a delay of 15 ms controlled by LFQ after it is fully trained. In the beginning, the
maximum queue length that LFQ allows is around 15 packets. After less than a second,
when the DL learns to understand the ﬂow’s congestion control, the bottleneck delay
and bandwidth, it understands that a larger maximum queue is needed and raises its
prediction to around 35 packets. It stays at this value until the end. The queue never
becomes empty and no standing queue is formed at any point, which means that LFQ
achieved its goal.
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Figure 2.12: Showing the maximum queue length and queue length of a New Reno ﬂow
controlled by LFQ (oﬄine training, α = 0.01) at the bottleneck with a 6 Mbit/s link
and a delay of 15 ms. The queue never becomes empty and also never forms a standing
queue.
Figure 2.12 shows a New Reno ﬂow at a link with a bottleneck bandwidth of 6 Mbit/s
and a delay of 15 ms controlled by LFQ. In the beginning, the maximum queue length
that LFQ allows is around 15 packets, like for Figure 2.11. Then, however, it behaves
diﬀerently than the ﬂow before on the link with a larger bandwidth: LFQ learns that the
bottleneck link has a smaller bandwidth and thus, a smaller buﬀer is suﬃcient. Thus,
after less than a second, it learns that the optimal maximum queue size is around 10
packets. Then it keeps that buﬀer size until the end of the ﬂow. Again, the queue never
becomes empty for a prolonged time and no standing queue forms.
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Figure 2.13: Showing the maximum queue length and queue length of a BIC ﬂow controlled by LFQ (oﬄine training, α = 0.01) at the bottleneck with a 25 Mbit/s link and a
delay of 15 ms. The queue never becomes empty and also never forms a standing queue.
Figure 2.13 shows that LFQ learned that the ﬂow uses the BIC CCA and thus needs
a smaller buﬀer: For the same scenario with New Reno (Figure 2.11) LFQ output a
queue length of around 35. For the same scenario with a BIC controlled ﬂow, it chooses
the optimal maximum queue length as around 12 packets. This demonstrates that LFQ
learned to distinguish diﬀerent congestion controls only by looking at the pattern of a
ﬂow.
Table 2.2: Correlation (in percent) between the bandwidth of the link and output buﬀer
size and between the delay of the link and output buﬀer size for a tradeoﬀ of 0.1 with
oﬄine learning. I vary bandwidth between 5 and 25 Mbit/s and delay between 5 and
25 ms for both CCAs. When bandwidth is varied, delay is kept at its mean (15 ms) and
vice versa.
CCA
New Reno
BIC

bandwidth

delay

98.3%
80.2%

99.1%
90.2%

To have a quantiﬁable measure of the success of LFQ, I compute the correlation between
a change of bandwidth/delay and the maximum queue size output by the neural network.
This means that I investigate whether the Neural Network (NN) outputs a larger maximum queue size when bandwidth increases and if it outputs a larger maximum queue
size if delay increases. If the neural network learned ideally, the correlation obtained
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would be 1 (100%) as, as mentioned in subsection 2.2.3, with a larger delay/bandwidth
the BDP is larger and a larger buﬀer is necessary. Table 2.2 shows that the for New
Reno the correlation is very high while for BIC it is high but not as good as for New
Reno. I attribute this to the fact that for BIC the buﬀer that is required is generally
smaller (only a couple of packets) and thus ﬂuctuations in the training process are more
pronounced.
The correlations imply that, when increasing the bandwidth, the neural network outputs
a larger maximum queue size, because a larger buﬀer is needed for New Reno and BIC,
when the bandwidth is larger. However, learning the relationship is not diﬃcult: In fact,
the neural network would simply need to learn to use the identity function to map the
input feature that encodes the incoming or outgoing data rate to the output (the output
maximum buﬀer size). In fact, for this task alone a ML solution wouldn’t be necessary
but a simpler solution could be adopted which simply outputs the maximum buﬀer size
depending on the observed bandwidth.
The results also show that increasing the delay increases the output (maximum buﬀer
size) of the neural network. This is more interesting than for the bandwidth since no
input feature directly encodes the delay. Thus, the neural network must observe the
pattern of the CCA, estimate the RTT and output the suitable maximum queue size.
The right column of Table 2.2 shows that there is clearly a linear relationship between
the delay and the output maximum queue size as the correlation is close to 1 (or 100%).
Table 2.3: The average maximum queue length (in packets) output by the neural network after oﬄine learning (tradeoﬀ 0.01) when averaging over ﬂows with varying bandwidth/delay like in Table 2.2.
CCA
New Reno
BIC

avg. max. queue length
22
8

Table 2.3 shows that the average output maximum queue size is more than double for
New Reno than for BIC. This shows that the neural network also learned to distinguish
between these two CCAs. Since there are no features that directly indicate the CCA, the
neural network must have learned these by combining the other features and observing
distinct behavior for New Reno and BIC. This is expected, since BIC has a diﬀerent
multiplicative decrease factor than New Reno (0.7 vs 0.5) the neural network should
learn to output diﬀerent maximum queue sizes for these two. Speciﬁcally, I would expect
BIC to need a smaller buﬀer as its decrease is smaller, thus requiring a smaller buﬀer.
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Figure 2.14: Change of the buﬀer size after oﬄine learning when varying bandwidth/delay/CCA. When bandwidth is varied, delay is kept in the middle of its range,
at 15 ms. Vice versa, when delay is varied, bandwidth is kept in the middle of its range,
at 15 Mbit/s.
Figure 2.14 depicts how the output maximum buﬀer size changes when delay/bandwidth
and the CCAs are varied. It shows the linear association between delay/bandwidth and
output maximum buﬀer size as well as the generally lower buﬀer size that is output for
BIC ﬂows. There are some ﬂuctuations, which are especially apparent for BIC which I
attribute to the fact that for small buﬀer sizes, ﬂuctuations in the training process are
more pronounced.
α = 10 Also for the larger α the neural network’s output becomes stable after a couple
of 10000 ﬂows.
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Figure 2.15: Showing the maximum queue length and queue length of a New Reno ﬂow
controlled by LFQ (oﬄine training, α = 10) at the bottleneck with a 6 Mbit/s link and
a delay of 15 ms. The queue occasionally becomes empty which is intended as with the
higher tradeoﬀ α, LFQ tries to favor a small queue more than high throughput.
Figure 2.15 shows a ﬂow under the same conditions as the one in Figure 2.12. The ﬂow
in Figure 2.15 however, has a smaller buﬀer and sometimes the queue becomes empty,
which never happens for the ﬂow in Figure 2.12. This shows that the parameter α has a
clear inﬂuence on the learning process and that with a larger α, throughput is sacriﬁced
to keep the queue smaller.
Table 2.4: Correlation (in percent) between the bandwidth of the link and output buﬀer
size and between the delay of the link and output buﬀer size for a tradeoﬀ of 10 with
oﬄine learning. I vary bandwidth between 5 and 25 Mbit/s and delay between 5 and
25 ms for both CCAs. When bandwidth is varied, delay is kept at its mean (15 ms) and
vice versa.
CCA
New Reno
BIC

bandwidth

delay

99.3%
75.4%

96.5%
62%
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Table 2.5: The average maximum queue length (in packets) output by the neural network after oﬄine learning (tradeoﬀ 10) when averaging over ﬂows with varying bandwidth/delay like in Table 2.4.
CCA

avg. max. queue length

New Reno
BIC

13
5

Results in Table 2.4 and Table 2.4 show that for a larger α LFQ still works as expected
and that the average output maximum queue size is smaller, as expected since with a
higher α a large buﬀer size should be penalized more.

2.2.6

Online learning

In contrast to oﬄine learning, online learning enables to train in deployment. This makes
it possible to adapt the behavior slowly over time (over a time span of months or years),
for example if new CCAs emerge. Furthermore, being able to do training with real ﬂows
is more realistic than training only with simulated ﬂows in a simulation.
The major change is that for online learning, A/B testing, like for the oﬄine learning, is
not possible: In the real world, each time the buﬀer size is updated for a ﬂow, this is a
deﬁnite decision. It is not possible to artiﬁcially “split” a ﬂow like in the simulator and
check if a larger or a smaller buﬀer would have been a better choice. Another analogy
for this is that for online learning I have to unveil what happened to Schrödinger’s cat
(if it is dead or not), when I launch the experiment, which buﬀer size is better. For
the oﬄine learning, on the other hand, I can try out both versions in the simulator and
continue one reality with the cat being dead (maximum buﬀer size −1) and the other
one with the cat being alive (maximum buﬀer size +1).
To accommodate for this diﬀerence from oﬄine learning, for online training I need two
neural networks:
• An actor network, which outputs the optimal buﬀer size at each time step.
• A critic network, which outputs the reward that it predicts is going to be achieved
when keeping the current buﬀer size until the end of the ﬂow.
Both of these neural networks have the same number of layers and neurons.
The training procedure involves the following steps:
1. Draw a random sample of 40 bandwidths, delays, CCA and ﬂow durations.
2. Simulate each ﬂow concurrently, compute the feature vector continuously and let
the neural network output its optimal buﬀer size each time a new packet arrives.
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3. During each ﬂow, at a random time between 0 and the ﬂow length in seconds
divided by 2, perform the experiment: Continue the simulation either with the
current buﬀer size incremented by 1 or decremented by 1 until the end of the ﬂow.
Since the ﬂow length cannot be known in the real world, in the real world one could
simply perform the experiment at a random time in the ﬁrst 10 seconds of a ﬂow.
If the ﬂow already ended before one wanted to perform the experiment, that’s bad
luck and no experiment can be performed with the ﬂow and thus it cannot be used
for the learning process.
4. Wait until all ﬂows are ﬁnished
5. Check for each ﬂow if its decision was better than the expectation of the critic
network.
6. Update the actor neural network to output the better buﬀer size when being fed
the inputs as they were at the time at which the experimentation started. For
example, if the experiment was with buﬀer size −1 but this yielded worse results
than expected, this implies that the buﬀer size +1 would have been better. As for
oﬄine training I use the MAE, averaging over the results of the whole batch of 40
ﬂows.
7. Update the critic neural network by using the input vector that was recorded at
the time at which the experiment started and the reward that was achieved as
the label. Speciﬁcally, Mean Squared Error (MSE) is used as the loss function,
averaging over the whole batch of 40 ﬂows.
8. Start the next iteration.
For online learning I run 40 simulations concurrently since I have 40 CPUs and online
learning does not split each simulation into two as it happens for oﬄine learning. The
batch size for the DL is thus 40.
Results
α = 10 For online learning it takes signiﬁcantly more network ﬂows (more than one
million) until the neural network converges and the training process seems to be completed. This is not surprising since for online training there are two neural networks
involved and there is inherently more noise: For the oﬄine training, I can perform A/B
testing and thus the reward given to the neural network is always correct. On the other
hand, for online learning, the reward depends also on the output of the critic network
and the critic network doesn’t have to be 100% correct when it outputs the reward that
it expected. Thus, the more noisy reward for online training makes it converge more
slowly. Speciﬁcally, this means that ﬁrst, the neural network learns that a buﬀer size
of around 10 is optimal on average for all ﬂows and only very slowly (when compared
to the oﬄine learning) it learns to ﬁngerprint and diﬀerentiate the diﬀerent ﬂows with
diﬀerent conditions such as diﬀerent link speed, diﬀerent delay and diﬀerent CCA.
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Table 2.6: Correlation (in percent) between the bandwidth of the link and output buﬀer
size and between the delay of the link and output buﬀer size for a tradeoﬀ of 10 with
online learning. I vary bandwidth between 5 and 25 Mbit/s and delay between 5 and
25 ms for both CCAs. When bandwidth is varied, delay is kept at its mean (15 ms) and
vice versa.
CCA
New Reno
BIC

bandwidth

delay

86.1%
72.9%

87.7%
73.6%

Table 2.7: The average maximum queue length (in packets) output by the neural network after online learning (tradeoﬀ α = 10) when averaging over ﬂows with varying
bandwidth/delay like in Table 2.6.
CCA

avg. max. queue length

New Reno
BIC

14
8

Table 2.6 and Table 2.7 show that online learning also learns the expected mapping
between CCA, bandwidth and delay to buﬀer size, albeit training takes longer and
results are more noisy than for online learning as can be seen in the lower correlations
when comparing Table 2.5 with Table 2.7

2.2.7

Comparing with other queue managers

In this section I compare the behavior of LFQ to the behavior of other popular fair queue
discs:
• fq [Dumazet, 2013], which is a common fair queue disc for Linux which has a drop
tail buﬀer of ﬁxed size for each ﬂow (Fifo) with two diﬀerent buﬀer sizes: 100 and
1000, which both are common default buﬀer sizes.
• FqCoDel [Taht et al., 2018], which uses fq but doesn’t manage each queue with a
drop tail buﬀer but instead with the CoDel algorithm.
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Figure 2.16: Showing the maximum queue length and queue length of a BIC ﬂow controlled by LFQ (oﬄine training, α = 0.01) at the bottleneck with a 15 Mbit/s link and a
delay of 5 ms. The queue never becomes empty and also never forms a standing queue.
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Figure 2.17: Showing the maximum queue length and queue length of a BIC ﬂow controlled by fq with a max queue of 1000 packets at the bottleneck with a 15 Mbit/s link
and a delay of 5 ms.
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Figure 2.18: Showing the maximum queue length and queue length of a BIC ﬂow controlled by fq with a max queue of 100 packets at the bottleneck with a 15 Mbit/s link
and a delay of 5 ms. A large standing queue of about 80 packets is kept starting from
second 2.
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Figure 2.19: Showing the maximum queue length and queue length of a BIC ﬂow controlled by FqCoDel at the bottleneck with a 15 Mbit/s link and a delay of 5 ms.
Comparing the behavior of LFQ (Figure 2.16), which sets the maximum queue size using
an NN, with the behavior of fq (Figure 2.17 (maximum queue size set to 1000) and
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Table 2.8: Comparing the average throughput and maximum/average queue size over a
large range of network conditions for New Reno and BIC. All results are the average of
100 experiments with delay ranging from 5 to 25 ms (with bandwidth ﬁxed at 15 Mbit/s
and of 100 experiments with bandwidth ranging from 5 to 25 Mbit/s (with bandwidth
ﬁxed at 15 ms). All experiments were conducted for both the New Reno and BIC CCAs.
This gives a total of 400 experiments, over which the values are averaged.
avg. throughp.
LFQ, oﬄine α = 0.01
LFQ, oﬄine α = 10
LFQ, online α = 10
FqCoDel
fq 100
fq 1000

13.4
12.5
12.8
13.7
11.7
11.9

queue size
max.
avg.
23.9
12.7
16.1
155.4
100
1000

7.7
3.4
4.5
15.4
51.1
630.4

Figure 2.18 (maximum queue size set to 100)), which has a static maximum queue size,
for an example ﬂow shows that while fq keeps a very large standing queue, LFQ keeps
the queue at the minimum so that it is possible to achieve maximum throughput and
minimum queue size according to my reward function (Equation 2.1). The comparison
with FqCoDel (Figure 2.19) shows that FqCoDel generally avoids a large standing queue
but results in a very large spike in queued packets at the beginning of the ﬂow. Thus,
while CoDel was designed to avoid “buﬀerbloat” it actually induces a very large standing
queue during the slow start phase of a ﬂow.
The systematic comparison (Table 2.8) between the diﬀerent fair AQM mechanisms
shows that LFQ achieves about the same or better throughput than the competing
algorithms while having a signiﬁcantly smaller average queue (less than half) and an
even more pronounced reduction in maximum queue when compared to fq and FqCoDel.

2.2.8

Discussion

During the implementation I encountered some problems, which I had to overcome: I
believe that some of these issues can be problematic also in other DL based systems
that use RL to learn optimal behavior for networking and telecommunications. One
thing that I found especially important is feature engineering: If features are fed as
they are into the neural network, their quantity can be orders of magnitude apart. For
example, if throughput is input as bits per second this is usually a number that is several
millions or billions. On the other hand, if queuing delay is measured in milliseconds, this
means that it is a number somewhere between 1 and 1000 considering communications
on Earth. This means that if inputs are not scaled to be of approximately the same
size, neural network training fails either altogether (because of exploding gradients and
numeric problems) or it is very unstable. Furthermore, smaller features are going to have
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a smaller inﬂuence on the output and it takes more training steps until they achieve the
same importance as larger features as during each training step the neural network
weights are just adjusted a little bit. This means that a small feature needs larger
weights to achieve the same importance as a large feature and thus more training steps
are required to grow the weights to the correct magnitude. For other DL problems such
as computer vision, this problem could be alleviated by normalization of the dataset.
However, since in my scenario there is no ﬁxed “dataset” but instead every network
scenario that can happen in the real world has to be considered, normalization is not
possible in my case because normalization always requires a pre-deﬁned dataset. A
remedy could also be to actually have representative values for the whole Internet, such
as a distribution of expectable link speeds, delays etc. However, currently I am not
aware of such a truly representative model of the Internet.
Another surprising insight was that simulating networks was signiﬁcantly more resourcedemanding than expected and took more computational resources than the DL. Specifically, I simpliﬁed the network topology and even left out a switch connecting the
hosts in my experiment topology as just having the switch would almost double the
required simulation time for each ﬂow. Thus, researchers should not overestimate the
computation time required for DL and not underestimate the one required for network/telecommunications simulation. This also implies that a GPU or other tensor
processing device is not always required for DL for telecommunications because it won’t
signiﬁcantly speed up the training process in similar cases like mine, when other computing is actually signiﬁcantly more resource intensive than the DL itself. Furthermore,
contrary to my expectation, that a network simulator can simulate ﬂows faster than real
time, this was not true: A ﬂow with 15 Mbit/s with a duration of 10 s didn’t take signiﬁcantly less than 10 s to simulate. Thus, network simulation is not always suitable to
speed up experiments compared to performing them on real hardware. This is especially
true for very large bandwidth ﬂows because the required simulation time increases with
bandwidth because then more packets have to be processed.
One major issue that I had during the implementation of LFQ was that I encountered
buﬀerbloat in my ns-3 simulation (over 100 ms even if I set my buﬀers to 1 packet) and
I couldn’t pinpoint the location where it was introduced. The reason was that ns-3 has
an additional buﬀer for each link: First, there’s the buﬀer of the queuing discipline (for
which I implement my mechanism) and then there’s also a hardware buﬀer after that.
This buﬀer has a default queue size of 100 packets. Thus, on a 10 Mbit/s link, this
hardware buﬀer alone results in a delay of 120 ms when simulating bulk transfers. I
reduced this buﬀer to 1 packet and then found the simulations to behave as expected.
Thus, when using ns-3 for queuing experiments, it always has to be considered that by
default there is a very large queue in each network interface, which not every user of
ns-3 might be aware of.
Last, the choice of the DL toolkit is important. I started with tensorﬂow’s C++ API
but found it very diﬃcult to make it work together with ns-3 due to tensorﬂow’s unusual
build system. On the other hand, Pytorch’s C++ API was easily linkable to ns-3 and
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also didn’t require to be compiled from scratch, which saved compilation time.

2.2.9

Conclusion

The results show that LFQ learns the optimal buﬀering behavior taking into account
the tradeoﬀ parameter α. This allows to tune how much throughput is allowed to be
sacriﬁced for a reduction of average queue size. The online learning worked comparable to
the oﬄine learning, however, the online learning can take signiﬁcantly longer to converge.
This is no surprise as for oﬄine learning I can do A/B testing between buﬀer sizing and
thus always know what the optimal buﬀer size is. On the other hand, for online learning,
the learning depends on the output of a second neural network (the critic). This adds
additional noise to the learning process. A way to alleviate this could be to pre-train a
model using oﬄine learning and then reﬁne this pretrained model with online learning
in a live deployment.
My comparison to existing AQM methods shows that LFQ achieves more or about the
same throughput as other existing methods while at least halving the average queue
size. The maximum queue size is decreased even more sharply: It is less than one fourth
of the one of fq with a queue of 100 and less than a sixth of the maximum queue of
FqCoDel. This observation is somewhat surprising as FqCoDel is speciﬁcally designed
to prevent unnecessary long queues. However, while CoDel’s algorithm manages to work
reasonably well for ﬂows in the congestion avoidance phase, it interacts badly with ﬂows
in the slow start phase. This is because during slow start, most CCAs increase the data
in ﬂight exponentially, which leads to a very quick increase in the queue. The problem is
that CoDel uses an interval of 100 ms to adjust the queue. Thus, slow start has 100 ms
to grow the queue exponentially and arbitrarily high. Only after that CoDel starts
gradually decreasing the queue. This is particularly problematic as a large fraction of
ﬂows already end before slow start is over [Jurkiewicz et al., 2020] and thus could suﬀer
from FqCoDel’s large queue size. For example, for the average maximum queue size of
155 packets of FqCoDel shown in Table 2.8 this means that on a 15 Mbit/s link, the
queuing delay alone is 124 ms and can be even higher for smaller RTTs as then the
exponential increase of slow start can be even faster.
I envision LFQ being used on switches and routers close to the Internet’s edge, as here
usually the bottleneck links are and because network devices here only have to manage
a rather small number of ﬂows compared to the Internet’s core. An interesting future
direction of work could be to design and evaluate diﬀerent reward functions, for example
directly based on QoE.
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Discussion
During my research on proposing and evaluating new machine learning approaches for
the transport layer the insight I gained in Part III about the diﬀerent nature of features
was conﬁrmed again: In addition to features being fewer than in other application domains, I noticed that normalization is very important when applying machine learning
to the transport layer: Normalization, which is important in many application domains
of deep learning, is unfortunately not always possible in online reinforcement learning
since there is no dataset from which to compute the mean and standard deviation. Thus,
one has to normalize input data manually: All input values to the neural network must
be of approximately the same magnitude. For example, if interarrival time is input in
nanoseconds but bandwidth in Gbit/s, then there is going to be an enormous diﬀerence
in the magnitude of the input values which can destabilize the neural network. Another
reason why this manual normalization is necessary is that reinforcement learning requires
lots of data until a model achieves satisfying performance. Some of the models I trained
for several days or weeks until they performed well. Without manual, coarse normalization of features, however, training would have taken a lot longer: If features’ values
are too small like 10−6 , the neural network ﬁrst has to learn to amplify them, which
takes additional training time. The insight gained in Part III about the sparsity that is
inherent to network packets was conﬁrmed again: To save computational resources, a
signiﬁcant number of packets can be skipped.
Another insight that is important for machine learning for the transport layer is that
ensuring compatibility with other actors on the Internet is extremely important. My
work about reinforcement learning for congestion control showed that when one ﬂow
competes against other ﬂows, behavior can be very diﬀerent than when one ﬂow is
completely on its own. My work on ﬁnding optimal queuing policies revealed a similar
insight: To achieve good performance, existing algorithms used by the majority of actors
on the Internet must be taken into account. For example, any solution for the transport
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layer that does not work well with the common Cubic or BBR congestion control is not
going to be useful when deployed in the real world.
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CHAPTER

Insights
In this section I will ﬁrst brieﬂy recapitulate my contributions and highlight observations
I made, which I didn’t only make in one particular case but which I made repeatedly.
Then, starting from these general observations I made, I outline insights into machine
learning based solutions for networking, which I found, fulﬁlling goal 5. I also discuss
hurdles which I found to still exist when developing machine learning based solutions for
networking, fulﬁlling goal 6.

1.1

Recapitulation of contributions and observations

Here I will recapitulate my contributions (see also Part I chapter 4) and for each contribution state observations I made as well as practical problems which I encountered.
I focus mostly only on observations which I made repeatedly and practical problems
which occurred in encountered several times so that some general insights can be obtained which not only apply to individual subﬁelds of machine learning for networking
but which are valid for the whole ﬁeld of machine learning for networking.
1. In the subﬁeld of machine learning based anomaly detection (Part III):
a) Eliminating the threat of Backdoors in intrusion detection system (Part III
section 1.1):
i. The evaluation of recently proposed backdoor removal methods for deep
neural networks in the context of intrusion detection systems.
ii. A method that can defend against backdoors in decision trees and random
forests in the context of intrusion detection systems.
Aspects to consider:
• Classic (non-deep-learning) methods are still competitive (subsection 1.3.4)
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• Processing must be in real time (subsection 1.3.5)
b) Quantifying and eliminating the threat of Evasion Attacks in intrusion detection systems (Part III section 1.2):
i. A metric to quantify robustness of intrusion detection systems against
evasion attacks.
ii. The demonstration that adversarial training can reduce the risk of evasion attacks in intrusion detection systems using my previously deﬁned
method to quantify adversarial robustness.
Aspects to consider:
• Diﬀerent type of data compared to other deep learning applications (subsection 1.3.1)
• Necessity of low computational cost (subsection 1.3.3)
• Processing must be in real time (subsection 1.3.5)
c) Reducing the required computational power by learning to skip unimportant
packets (Part III section 2.1):
i. A method to ﬁlter unimportant packets in the input stream of intrusion
detection systems using deep reinforcement learning to achieve high classiﬁcation accuracy while saving computational power.
Aspects to consider:
• Necessity of low computational cost (subsection 1.3.3)
• Processing must be in real time (subsection 1.3.5)
d) Making ﬂow-based intrusion detection more eﬃcient by writing the machine
learning logic as an eBPF program and directly injecting it into the Linux
kernel (Part III section 2.2).
Practical hurdles encountered:
• Diﬃculty of using machine learning in the kernel (subsection 1.2.1)
Aspects to consider:
• Classic (non-Deep-Learning) methods are still competitive (subsection 1.3.4)
• Necessity of low computational cost (subsection 1.3.3)
• Processing must be in real time (subsection 1.3.5)
2. In the subﬁeld of ML for data transport (Part IV):
a) Machine learning for congestion control (Part IV section 1.1):
i. A congestion control algorithm using deep reinforcement learning which
can achieve higher throughput and lower packet loss when compared to
competing solutions.
Aspects to consider:
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•
•
•
•

Necessity of low computational cost (subsection 1.3.3)
Interoperability with other Internet technologies (subsection 1.3.2)
Processing must be in real time (subsection 1.3.5)
Manual scaling of features is necessary (subsection 1.3.6)

b) Fair queuing detection to improve congestion control (Part IV section 1.2):
i. A method that enables an endhost to detect fair queuing on a path to
another endhost.
ii. A delay based congestion control algorithm which is used if fair queuing
is detected on a link, which achieves higher throughput and lower delay
than competing solutions.
Aspects to consider:
• Interoperability with other Internet technologies (subsection 1.3.2)
c) A fair queuing system for Linux which assigns the optimal buﬀer size to each
ﬂow based on the behavior of its congestion control (Part IV section 2.1).
Aspects to consider:
• Interoperability with other Internet technologies (subsection 1.3.2)
• Classic (non-Deep-Learning) methods are still competitive (subsection 1.3.4)
d) A method which learns optimal buﬀering for each ﬂow in a fair queuing system
(Part IV section 2.2):
i. A deep learning based algorithm which ﬁngerprints network ﬂows and
can infer the delay of the underlying connection and a ﬂow’s congestion
control when deployed on switch/router between two end hosts.
ii. A deep learning based method which assigns the optimal queue size for
each ﬂow in a fair queuing system based on the above ﬁngerprinting
method using experience from previous ﬂows.
Practical hurdles encountered:
• Diﬃculty of integrating machine learning libraries with network simulators (subsection 1.2.2)
• Inadequacy of network simulators (subsection 1.2.3)
• Diﬃculty of using machine learning in the kernel (subsection 1.2.1)
Aspects to consider:
• Necessity of low computational cost (subsection 1.3.3)
• Interoperability with other Internet technologies (subsection 1.3.2)
• Manual scaling of features is necessary (subsection 1.3.6)
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1.2

Practical hurdles of machine learning solutions for
networking

Here I want to focus on hurdles, which occurred for several problems I investigated,
meaning that I consider them to be very pressing hurdles, which, when solved, could
lead to a massive improvement in the state of the art of machine learning for networking.
These hurdles mostly do not stem from theoretical considerations but from practical
issues caused by current practices, for example in operating system architecture.

1.2.1

Diﬃculty of integrating machine learning into low-level kernel
code

Code that is responsible for networking, for example queue management, is run in the
kernel in most current operating systems. Thus any machine learning code has to have
an interface with the low-level networking code. I used Linux as the platform for all
experiments in this thesis and found that it is very hard to integrate machine learning
code into the low-level networking code of the operating system kernel. The reason for
this is that for machine learning certain libraries are commonly used such as for example
PyTorch [Paszke et al., 2019] but it is not generally possible to use these libraries in
the operating system kernel. Thus, I implemented some of the algorithms in network
simulators instead as the eﬀort of implementing them in the operating system kernel to
use them in the real world would have been extremely high and eventual success would
not have been certain.
Thus a rewarding direction of future work would be to change operating systems’ (such as
Linux) implementations of networking functionality so that machine learning can more
easily be used in the kernel. Speciﬁcally, bringing networking code from the kernel to
the user space would make it signiﬁcantly easier to alter it and include machine learning
in it.
In Part III section 2.2 I implemented an intrusion detection system in eBPF, which
runs directly in the kernel. I think that eBPF is a step in the right direction as it allows
easily customizing the Linux kernel in a safe and eﬃcient way. However, my experiments
showed that eBPF’s limitations such as its inability to use ﬂoating point numbers are
probably preventing the development of more complex machine learning models. Thus,
one viable path of progression is to equip eBPF with more functionality so that there
are fewer restrictions.

1.2.2

Diﬃculty of making machine learning libraries interact with
other C++ code

When implementing reinforcement learning for fair queuing Part IV section 2.2, I had
to integrate a machine learning library into the network simulator ns-3. Since ns-3 is
implemented in C++, my plan was to integrate a machine learning library with a C++
interface into ns-3. I ﬁrst tried to do this with TensorFlow but quickly realized that
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it has a unique build system that is very hard to integrate with ns-3’s build system.
Integrating PyTorch on the other hand was possible with a reasonable amount of work.
The lesson learned from this is that not only a machine learning library’s capabilities
matter but also whether it is possible to easily integrate it with other software. Since
most networking code is written in C or C++, this is especially an important observation
for networking.

1.2.3

Inadequacy of network simulators

When using the network simulator ns-3 I observed that it requires signiﬁcant work to
understand it and implement a simulation in it. On the other hand, using a network
emulation library such as [Vormayr, 2017], is signiﬁcantly easier.
Another presumption I had is that network simulators should be able to simulate simple
networks signiﬁcantly faster than real time. However, in Part IV section 2.2 I found out
that even for simple network conﬁgurations ns-3 simulations are resource-intensive and
do not take less time than simply running the experiment in the real world.
Thus, in a scenario, in which network emulator can be used instead of a simulator, it is
generally preferable.

1.3

Aspects to consider when developing machine
learning solutions for networking

In this section I want to outline important aspects to consider when developing machine
learning based solutions for networking, which I encountered frequently when I developed
my solutions.

1.3.1

Diﬀerent type of data compared to other machine learning
domains

It is known that data in machine learning for networking data are diﬀerent from data in
other ﬁelds. In particular, data have fewer features. The consequences of having fewer
features are the following:
Fewer features imply faster training speed due to less data needing to be processed.
In my experience even the use of a GPU is not always necessary when doing machine
learning for networking because of the individual data samples being so small. Also,
GPUs rely on batching data together to utilize them more eﬃciently. However, many
networking problems like congestion control require real time decisions and thus at least
in deployment not all data can be batched since this would mean that one would have to
wait for more data until the batch is full. The experiments in Part III section 2.1 showed
that using a CPU instead of a GPU for machine learning can even be faster because the
GPU can only provide a speed beneﬁt if considerable amounts of processing are done
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on it and batch sizes are large enough, which is not usually the case considering the few
features of networking data.

1.3.2

Need for interoperability with existing solutions

Especially my research in the ﬁelds of congestion control (Part IV section 1.1, Part IV
section 1.2) and queue management (Part IV section 2.1, Part IV section 2.2) showed
that a major constraint for developing machine learning based solutions for networking
problems is compatibility with existing solutions.
A congestion control algorithm must interact reasonably well with other algorithms so
that fairness is ensured. If it is too aggressive or too passive it is not useful. Thus, when
designing a new congestion control algorithm one must consider how it interacts with
existing solutions, which is diﬃcult.
My research on queue management showed that a machine learning based solution is
only going to be useful if it achieves good performance considering the currently deployed
Internet infrastructure. For example, Cubic is a very widely used congestion control
algorithm in the Internet. Thus, any machine learning solution must interact very well
with it. However, in the future diﬀerent congestion control algorithms might prevail.
Thus, while machine learning based algorithms can adapt better to a changing Internet,
still they can become outdated and faulty at some point because the underlying assumptions might have changed and even the most ﬂexible machine learning based algorithms
must make some assumptions. This means that optimal machine learning algorithms for
some networking problems that I studied are only optimal considering the current state
of the Internet. In 10 years, however, they might perform very poorly because the Internet has changed. This is a fundamental diﬀerence to other ﬁelds such as computer vision
or natural language processing: A machine learning algorithm that translates Chinese
text to Spanish very well is going to be still very good even in 30 years.

1.3.3

Necessity of low computational cost

Not surprising, low computational cost is very important when dealing with networking.
The fundamental problem is that running a machine learning model every time a packet
is received or sent is simply not possible because of limited computing power and the
waste of electricity. I found several ways to alleviate this:
In Part IV section 2.2 I didn’t process every packet but just every nth packet with the
machine learning model, which requires less computational power while at the same time
yielding comparable performance.
In Part III section 2.1 I developed a more sophisticated algorithm based on reinforcement
learning which learns which packets can be ignored since they are probably not going
to contain information that is useful for the machine learning model. I showed that this
approach can successfully save computational resources in the ﬁeld of intrusion detection
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systems but I also think that other domains of networking can beneﬁt from similar smart
sampling techniques.
Finally, in Part III section 2.2 I showed that by implementing an intrusion detection
system not as a userspace program but in eBPF, processing speed can be increased by
more than 20%. The eBPF program is faster as it directly runs in the kernel and thus
the required overhead is lower when receiving and processing packets.
Cost beneﬁt of using machine learning
Related to the necessity of low computational cost is the observation that machine
learning is only useful if it reduces costs more than the cost it causes itself, for example
by causing higher electricity consumption. This is diﬃcult to measure in networking
because the cost which is saved by the use of machine learning is hard to quantify:
The solutions I developed, improved network quality for example by lowering delay and
improving bandwidth. This can result in higher user satisfaction. However, it is hard to
translate increased user satisfaction to monetary cost. Thus, whenever applying machine
learning for networking, one has to consider if the machine learning solution can save
cost as a whole when taking into account all factors.

1.3.4

Classic (non-deep-learning) methods are still competitive

Particularly the research done in Part III section 1.1 showed that classic machine learning
methods such as tree-based methods are still competitive. They can achieve the same
or higher accuracy than deep learning based methods when used for tabular data and I
could show that they might be easier to defend against adversaries. Thus, they should
not be dismissed right away but still be considered.
The research done in Part IV section 2.1 showed that sometimes also learning methods,
which are not based on machine learning at all but rather on human insight, can lead to
success in networking. These methods use domain knowledge and perform learning only
in a limited way, which is very speciﬁc to the problem. The advantage of this approach
is that it is easy to understand and simple. A potential drawback is that solutions
developed with this approach might not generalize very well to new circumstances.

1.3.5

Real time processing is a requirement

For some applications of machine learning to networking, such as anomaly detection or
congestion control, real time decisions are absolutely required. For anomaly detection,
reacting even a couple of milliseconds late might lead to an attacker succeeding. For congestion control, not reacting in real time can mean that packets might not be scheduled
evenly but more chaotically as bursts, depending on when the CPU has available time
to schedule them. Bursts are known to lead to numerous problems such as the necessity
of larger buﬀers, less utilization and larger delay [Wei et al., 2006]. Also any delay which
is introduced can severely degrade user experience. This is especially prevalent for applications such as video conferences but even more for cloud gaming. Thus, any machine
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learning solution for networking must not only be fast in terms of throughput but also
must have a low delay to ensure optimal user experience. This can be ensured by using
small machine learning models and programming technologies, which incur only a small
overhead, such as C++ opposed to Python or Java.

1.3.6

Manual scaling of features can be necessary

My research with reinforcement learning revealed that manual scaling of features is
necessary when there is no clear dataset from which normalization data can be obtained.
Speciﬁcally, when features are not scaled, features which are usually too large destabilize
the training process and features which are too small don’t get considered because it
takes a lot of training time to train the neural network to amplify their small values.
Since no dataset can be used for normalization and other information which could aid
with normalization is lacking, domain knowledge must be used to estimate which values
features are probably going to have when deploying a solution in a real world network.
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Conclusion
In summary, the research I conducted for this thesis showed that there is signiﬁcant
potential in using machine learning for networks. The prototypes I implemented demonstrated that learning based solutions can commonly achieve competitive performance
and surpass existing methods.
One insight I gained while developing these prototypes is that not only knowledge of
machine learning is necessary but also deep knowledge of the speciﬁc networking area,
for which the solution is supposed to be developed. The best solution often doesn’t
simply use a known learning technique for a given problem in networking but the learning
techniques themselves have to be adapted to match the problem better.
A machine learning technique which I found particularly useful for networking in general
is reinforcement learning, which deals with an autonomous agent trying to maximize its
reward in a given environment. I found it useful because also many networking problems
can be seen from the point of view of an agent, who aims to achieve optimum performance
such as maximum throughput and minimum delay and has to take certain decisions to
achieve the goal of optimum performance. Another machine learning technique which
is naturally suited for networks are recurrent neural networks. They are speciﬁcally
designed to handle sequences of data, which network packets are.
One aspect which clearly sets apart machine learning for networking from most other
domains is that one has to pay attention that a solution interacts well with the environment. This encompasses two distinct aspects: First, one has to make sure that a solution
not only works well by itself but also in the context of the whole network and especially
regarding legacy solutions. Solving the problem of the interaction between the various
existing technologies again requires extensive domain knowledge. Second, in the public
Internet there is the constant threat of malicious adversaries who want to gain proﬁt by
compromising other participants of the network. Thus, already in advance, the attack
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surface for any new machine learning based solution has to be reduced and techniques
have to be applied to quantify the threat.
I realized that the newest technologies are not always the most suitable. “Older” techniques such as tree based methods can still outperform more modern ones such as deep
learning in certain areas of networking regarding certain performance metrics: For example, I showed that adversarial threats can be more easily identiﬁed in tree based
methods than in the more complex ones based on neural networks. Furthermore, even
classiﬁcation accuracy can be higher for tree based methods for certain tasks such as
supervised intrusion detection.
Considering the technical aspects, I came to the conclusion that there are some aspects
which are diﬀerent compared to other domains of machine learning: One aspect is that
one has to consider upfront that the solution is capable of operating in real time and
that its computational footprint is bearable. Another aspect is that currently networking
algorithms are commonly implemented directly in the operating system kernel. It is very
hard to integrate complex machine learning algorithms into the kernel because commonly
used machine learning libraries are simply not designed with this use case in mind. Thus,
the implementation on machine learning solutions for networking is more diﬃcult than
in other domains simply because of the practical diﬃculty which arises from having
to integrate machine learning logic into low level components. I argue that there is
considerable room for improvement here: If it is to be easier to add machine learning
based algorithms to the low level components of operating systems, this will greatly
simplify the research in this ﬁeld and lead to many exciting new developments in this
area.
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